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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

"Vie have Got to wrest our general culture from an in-

dustrializeQ civilization; and that fact signifies that

industry must 1tself become a primary educ,s.ti'T8 or cultural

force for those engaged in it."--John Dewey

Iflode1"n civilization has many ch9.racteristics of which

one of the most outstanding has :Jeen th e sirnul taneous growth

of scientific knowledge and invention. The result has been

the mechanization of industry. It has been accompanie(~ by a

unique social [J.nd economic phenorJenOl'l, n8.m p ly, the or[;o.nization

of laborers into unions, some of which h::<.ve been affil:1.ated

and. consolidated into units of national cel1Cl. international

character.

Labor, in its orgc'cl1izecl. ce.pc.city, hp.2 been 'l.lJIA to secure

for its members gains vln lch the In.borer' in his indiviCi.u8.l

capacity could never secure, L e., gains in money return for

.:. ........ ...... ... .. ... .. ..
:: :: : .. ,I' :".. ..-.J<.. : .. : .,:.. .... .. ' .. "" ....... .... .. "" " .. ,.. "" .. ..

hours of labor rendered, and in free or laisure time by re

p.uc1ng the hours of work requirecl to constl tute a work-day

and a work-week.

The ga1r-s of labor in money and free or leieure t:tme are

important, but "they are not the only nor the most important

contribution of tho labor movement to the lives of workers

:. '. -:. ~". ":. :- .... '"' .., ..
• • •• •• I'l'l'

. ~ .. .. . . . .. .. , . . .. .. ... ...:;..: :.:: :..... ::: .~.. :
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or the morale of our time." l After organization' labor's most

importElJ1t problem is the education of labor :Ltself for the

mastery and control of the economic forces of the community

on a democratic basis~ The union is the logical center of

education. The problems, character, relationships a~Q func

tions of the industry and of all laborers must be studied. 2

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

This investigation is undertaken for the purpose of

finding out what evidences there are of an educational Dro

gram or policy set up and adhered to b~ organized labor in

the United States since 1926, of what such :orogram consi sts,

and how it is made effective.

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

The workers collectively represent about one-half of the

population of the United states in their age groups and more

than one-third of the entire population of the country,

statistics for vmich proportions are calculated and shown

in Table I.

lFrank Tannenpaum, The Labor Movement, New YorK:
B. P• Putnam's Sons,192l.p. 9:=!." ,

1.: C'Jf ,."" ~.~. ',~ ,
.... ~ " • '. r" - .. I.. ,

:flU.I;; ,: .. 2r'bld., pp,•. ,238-245.
Un:\.1~ D,~ ",,'
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TABLE t
NUMERICAL STRENGTH OF WORKERS

IN THE UNITED STATES, 1920, 1930

Census (l)Population (2)Number (3)Number (4)Per cent of
Year 10 years 10 years those 10

old and old and years old
older older and older

gainfully gainfully
occupied occupied

1920 105,710,620 82,739,315 41,614,248 50.3

1930 122,775,046 98,723,047 48,829,920 49.5

(l)From-Table No. 3.--Area and Population: Continental
United States, 1790 to 1930, Statistical"'Abstract of the United
States, ~.. Uni;ted f?tate Government Printing OffIce;- ,
lishlngton, 1939. 'p. 2.

(2), (3), (4)From Table No. 48--Persons 10 years of
a.ge and oV.er-"",Number in Total Population and Number Gain
fully ;OCc\lp1:Eld;'la9b-19~0·.' >Stati'stical ,Abstract .Q! the
UnltedStates, 1938, ~. cit., p. 55.
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In the American Labor Year Book, 1926,3 it was

estimated that of the total number of gainfully occupied

persons in the United States in 1920, there were 32,710,495

wage or salaried workers. In 1929 it was estimated4 that the

number of wage workers in, the United States in 1925 was

33,897,000 according to the National Bureau of Economic

Research.

The question then arises, how many of the workers are

orge.nized? In 1930 it was said. IIthat if all the trade unionists

in the United States be estimated at 3,600,000 and the number

of wage and salaried workers as of 1920 computed at 30,500,000

then there is but 12 per cent of the American working class

organized. n5 In other words, about 88 per cent of the American

working class though eligible was yet unorganized, and included

in it was an estimated one million workers in the so-called

190mpany" unions. In a brief history of the Congress of

Industrial Organizations published in 1937, the total number

3The American Labor Year Book, 1926.
D1rector~NewYork, N. Y.:~an~hool of
1927. p." 37,. '-.

"", c 4;The American Labor Year Book, 1929.
Director:--New York, N. Y.:~~hoo1 of
1930. p. 60.

Solon de Leon,
Social Science,

Solon de Leon, .
Social Science,

Solon de Leon, ,
Social Sc~ence,
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of wage and salary earners in the United States was said to be

about forty millions. 6

The American labor movement has passed through two

stages within the period of time covered by this investigation.

In the three years following the financial crash of 1929, the

labor movement suffered a loss of membership and bargaining

power. The next three years, 1933-36 and 3?, constituted a

period of rehabilitation and growth. This second phase is

generally attributed to the effect of Section 7A of the Wa

tionel Industrial Recovery Act of 1933. The constant shifts

and changes in membership and in the nature of organization

is evidence of the vitality of the present day labor movement.?

Mechanization and mass production have given rise to

technological unemployment and this necessitates modes of re

adJustment as yet not discovered.8 Complex sociological and

psychological changes have taken place in the working popula

tionof the nation. The drive to organize the mass production

i,industries has resulted in recent years in the rise of the

, '. SThe. CIO. What It I s and How It Came to Be, Congres s
of' Ihdustrial OrgaiilZ"atIOnS; mS Connec'tICiit"'Avenue, N. W.,
Washington~ D. 0.1_ 19~9. p.?

.:.... ,;' : ., " _J" .

" ," '~.' .,70:rganized' Labor Movement, 1929-37, II : Monthly Labor
!!eview, XLIV (January, 1937) ,pp. 1-2. '

8Lewis Levitsky Lorwin, and Jean Flexner, The American
·'iteds],ia,.tlbrrdf'Labor,· . the ,Brook1ngsInst i,tut ion , Washington,
~. q.: 193~ pp. 234-35. .
tne 1r': c::t ":;<", ::n " '.,

orca.n.l:::
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proportional strength of organized workers in the working

portion of our population. At the same time it has developed

problems, strife, and rivalry that have threatened such a

great loss to the prestige of the labor movement that it

would seem to nullify the advantage of the gains in numerical

and proportional strength. It resulted among other things in

the formation of the Congress of Industrial Organizations as

an offshoot from the American Federation of Labor, and these

two organizations are now rivals for the rating of America's

largest labor organization. Collectively these two organiz

ations have a total membership more than twice as large as

that of the parent group in 1935, the year of the schism; and

more than twice as large as that of the parent group in its

peak year, 1920.

Statistics showing the growth in numbers of the American

Federation of Labor are shown in Table II and of the Congress

of Industrial Organizations in Table III. The numerical

v strength of the four independent railroad brotherhoods, i. e.,

Firemen and Engineermen, Railroad Trainmen, Railroad Conductors

and Locomotive Engineers is shown in Table IV.

In round numbers these groups of organized labor have a

combined membership of about 8,500,000 and it seems certain

that the number of organized workers will continue to grow·

a:~.C?l'ganlZ1.,ng;~o,tiv:ities are extended. These units represent

the largest national groups of workers acting in unison in an

organized capacity.
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The International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union,

organized with some 2,000 members in 1900, had grown to include

more than a quarter million members by 1939. One writer states

that its membership in 1938, was 275,000,9 and another writer

states in 193910 that it had some 260,000 members out of a

potential membership of 345,000, of whom some 70 per cent are

women and nearly all of whom are immigrants.

After organization the most important phase of the

labor movement is education and 'the union is its natural

nucleus. The great organizations of labor have developed

definite programs and policies in regard to education. The

educational phase of the labor movem~nt is often referred to

as workers' education. It is of deep significance because it

, >

911Not By Bread Alone," ~, XXXII (September 26, 1938),
p. 63.



.,,,","

TABLE II

MEMBERSHIP OF A. F. L., 1897-1939
(TOTAL MEMBERSHIP OF AFFILIATED UNIONS)a

8

aFrom the Report of the Executive Council of the
American Federation of LaEo~o the Fifty-Ninth Annuar-'
Convention, 1939. (D: p.) (n:-n~(n. d.) p. 8.
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TABLE III

MEMBERSHIP OF C. ·1. 0., 1935-38

Year

1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

Membership

8 a

b

3,718,000c
4,037,877C

aThe original committee

bNo statistics found

cFrom Proceedings £f ~. First ~ Second Constitutional
Conventions £f~ Congress Q! Industrial Organizations, Alex.
Du1fer Printing and Lithographing Co., San Francisco: 1939.

I. 1

..."·.1-.1".,..'_,- ".~_ _.•".,." "", ~ '..
.. -.'·.w..~ ......" > " .... "" ••." .•••



TABLE IV

NUMERICAL STRENGTH OF THE "BIG FOUR"
RAILROAD BROTHERHOODS, 1926-1930

A. As oompi1ed from the Amerioan Labor Year
Book Series, Vo1s. VII to XIII, ino1usive

10

Year

1926
1927
1928
1929
1930

Firemen and
Enginemen

106,577
104,777
104,167
107,199

98,187

Railroad
Trainmen

184,355

Railroad
Conduotors

53,055
51,668
47,898

Looomotive
Engineers

90,000

B. As shown in Enoyo1opedia Britannioa,
1936, Vol. XIV, p. 940. 1890-1928

Year Engineers Conduotors' Firemen Trainmen Total

1890
1900
1900
1920

·1928

35,600
67,400
89,900
88,000

14,453
24,600
46,000
56,000
60,000

18,657 1

36,000
69,2000

125,900
108,401

13,562
43,200

113,900
184,600
200,000

46,672
139,400
296,500
453,400
456,401
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

The term education, is here used in its commonly

accepted, narrow meaning of schooling. It is used to refer

to both public school education and to education of members

of th8 unions, fostered by and throU£ll the unions. It is

not here used as a synonym for,beneficial or cultural activ-

ities of unions through parliamentary practice and discus

sions as they take place in the union halls.

Sometimes the movement to further the education of

members of the unions and of others who toil is called. work-

ers' education and is said to be the youngest movement in

American adult education. ll

The terms labor unions and organized labor refer to

the great groups of organized workers, i. e., the American

Federation of Labor, the Congress of Industrial Organizations,

the 'International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, and the

v four independent railroad brotherhoods.

The term educational progre~ is used to include two

phases of education, one for the continued schooling of mem-

bers and another for guidance, regulation or control of the

public schools.

: .IIHildaWorthington Smi tb., "Workers' Education as
Determining Social Control," Annals of the American Academi
of Political and Social Science, CLXXXInNovember, 1935),
p: 82. Lindeman, Edward, The Meaning of Adult Education.
New York,: New Republic, Inc., 1926. pp. 6-9, 39.
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JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY

The labor movement often produces a profound spiritual

influence upon workers, vmo join its ranks. It compels unity,

solidarity, suffering, trust, good fellowship. It forces

workers to achieve self-determin9tion by 8.cquiring a sense

of group consciousness, self_re~iance, and Willingness to

assert one's self in the interests of the group.12

The 'labor union is a democratic org'=1nization consisting

usually of equals in wealth ana in social standing. The equal

ity of members, their individual helplessness, their dependence

upon the group and harmony within it are more characteristic of

union members than of most any other democratic organization.13

The individual who becomes a member of a union soon

builds a greater socialized outlook. He begj.ns to g8.in a

sense of group purpose, a social imagination, a glimpse of a

bigger and more complicated as well as a more related world

than he knew before. He becomes aware of the problems calling

for solution in hislabori'ng and economic life, realizes that

vas't knowl~dgCemust he sought as an aid in solving them, and

~~~lize~ hisc'own short-comings. In his attempts to solve his

. .... ?~2Frank,Tanrienbaum,.QE. cit., p. 92: Hansome, Marius,
World Workers' Educational Movements. Neyv York: Columbia
University Press, 1931.: pp. 4;79-558.

13Ibld_, 'pp. 93, 9l4 •.

. i



problems and to remedy his own short-comings he builds char

acter, initiative, dignity.14 The labor movement aids this

growth as a by-product of its normal activities and therein

makes one of its greatest contributions to the morals of our

times.15

The labor movement as a whole deals with a group which

has been neglected and generally considered negligible. It

develops personality in proverbial "beasts of burden tl denied

possession of it. "For after all the greatest thing in the

world is human personality, human dignity, and the labor

movement gives it to those who for ages have been, the "hewers

of wood and the drawers of water."16 In the educe.tional

l4Tannen'ba,um, .2,E • .ill., pp. 96-98.

l5Ibid., pp. 98-100. See also Howard S. Patterson,
So,ciaI Aspects.2! Industry. New York: NcGraw-Hill Book
oo~_, Inc. 1929. pp. 93, 424, 510.

'--'"", "'l6Tan~'e~b'aum, ..2,E. cit. ,p~ ,102.
"'",'.'.": ~""!., .,'- '"

phase of the movement, the worker sees the need of more know

ledge than he possesses. The group as a whole can help him

in his search for the needed educational skills and techniques.

The conscious efforts of large numbers of persons, who have

little of the world's goods, to improve their lot in life

collectively and individually through a program of education

merit an extensive study.

, ..

... .,
,,1,"1 ...."

Ii11J "(F i~ ..r'~ t.~ :'" t. \f ,;~
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PREVIOUS STUDIES

~his investigator found that there has been made only

one study concerning the educational program of organized

labor. In 1926 a book was pUblished und.er the title, Educa

tional Attitudes ~ Policies £! Organized Labor ill~ United

States. l ? This exhaustive treatise pursued the topic of study

to the date of publication.

The present investigation is made in order to trace

the growth, development and changes in the educational

policies and programs of organized labor from the termination

of Dr. Curoe's study to the present time.

SCOPE AND L!MITATIONS

The present study, if thoroughly comprehensive, would

be a task beyond the ability of one person to accomplish.

The investigation ·would inclu~e the reading of the many

pUblications of the various labor organizations, public

addresses, radio broadcasts, bulletins, proceedings of con

ventions, pamphlets and booklets in great numbers.

Only m~terial pertaining to the national organizations

was used in this study, and included pamphlets, publications,

convention proceedings, and periodical articles bearing upon
r.l.:~ ) '. ~,: ;_1. .'.'';..: ':,'

'17phiiipj ":a."'. 'V. , ctiro'e', Educational Attitudes and
'. f11,01,esotl, O.r.gan1zed Labor.1A the.Vn1ted States, T~achers

olIege,'COlumbia University Contributions to Educat1on, No.
210, Bureau of,Pub11cations, Teachers College, Columbia
Un1vel's1ty. New York City: 1926.
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the subject investigated.

No consideration is given to any political organization

as such, nor to the lesser units of which the national and in

ternational organizations are composed, except in the case of

the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union. Until 1935

this union was one of the affiliates of the American Federation

of Labor. It was one of the first affiliates of the Federation

to transfer its allegiance to the Committee for Industrial

Organization. Recently it withdrew from its new association

because of the failure of the new group to make peace with

the Federation and announced its return to its earlier affil-

iation. Special attention is given to the educational activ

ities of this unit because it was one of the leading pioneers

in the field of workers' education and is regarded as having

been very successful in that undertaking. It has not sub

sidi~ed any agency of education, but has developed its own

department of education within the union and has maintained

it as a permanent part of the union's activity.

This study has a two-fold nature. It seeks to discover

the educational program adopted or approved by the major labor

organizations for'the rank and f.ile of their members and the

programs endorsed ,or recommended for the public school systems

of.~·theUnited states•.

.,.....,""",;rt m~~:t",be kept in mind that the primary purpose of a

labor orgard.z~tloti is the achievement of better economic
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oonditions for workers, whose interest in eduoation is that

of the layman and not the professional. Therefore, their

aotivities will be expeoted to follow lines oonduoive to im

provement of their living and working oonditions, and oonoern

ed with the problems enoount ered in t heir daily working hours.

The main line of demaroation of the eduoational phase

of the labor movement fostered by the great unions will be

traoed, together with trends influenoing it.

PROCEDURES

The subjeot of this study is historioal in nature, so

the procedure used is that of the historioal survey. Search

was made into the prooeedings of the national convention of

the Amerioan Federation of Labor, of the Congress of Indus

trial Organizations, of the International Ladies' Garment

Workers' Union and of the four great railroad brotherhoods;

into their oonstitutions and publioations; into the reoords

and statistios of the eduoational phase of the labor move

ment, and into writings and speeohes of its leaders and of

oommentators in ourrent periodioals oonoerning it.

Another portion of the survey is devoted to an

analysis of the effeotiveness and extent of suoh eduoational

aotivity. A questionnaire18 was sent out to the sohools

,.
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listed in the American Labor Year Book, 1932,19 as having ~

program of workers' education, pursued either exclusively or

in part. Questionnaire results are presented, and also the

facts found from other sources concerning the nature, trends,

numerical enrollment, subjects studied, methods of instruction

and other activities sponsored by the workers' educational

agencies which have been recommended and subsidized by organ

ized labor to give effect to its educational policies.



CHAPTER II

PRESENTATION OF DATA

The statement has been frequently made by labor leaders

in reference to the origin and long standing interest of labor

in the public schools and reiterated by research workers:

"Hitherto our historical knowledge of the free-school movement

has ascribed that movement to the great humanitarian leaders

with Horace Mann at their head•. But .. Mr. Carl ton, after a

careful study of the documents herewith presented, concludes

that the vitality of the movement for tax-supported schools

was derived, not from the humanitarian leaders, but from the

growing class of wage earners." 20

The labor unions have drawn up definite policies con

cerning our public schools, at times recommending and en~

dorsing certain innovations and activities of the public schools

and at other times condemning them and often urging members to

take an active, not a passive, interest in the public schools.

The question arises: By whom are the educational"
.

policies of the great labor organizations determineq and

formulated?

The principle policy-making body of the American Feder

ation of Labor is the annual convention of delegates representing

C," ,:··;'····20 '"..... : ... C:uroe, Ope c~t., citing Documentary History of American
Industrial Society, edited by John R. Commons and others, 11
vola., Cleveland, Ohio: The A. H. Clark Company, 1910. Vol. V,
pp. 27, 28.

'.
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the affiliated orge.nlzati ons. For the mos t ne,rt the conveL-·

tion determines the progr~us and policies of the FeQeratlon

through presentation and adoption of motions and resolutions

embodying such progrell1s. The convention also elects officers

and a few standing or permanent committees to carryon its

affairs during the year between the sessions of the conven-

t ions. 21 Policies of t.'J. e Congres sof Industrial Organizs,ti ons

"2are formulated in the same manner.~

Not all of the great nat~onal and international unions

are organized on the same basis. Some unions organize workers

belonging to a single craft or occupatj.on, and th e members

need not all be employed in one industry. These are called

craft unions ancl are referred to as hOl"izontal ort~)8niz[ttions

because the union cuts across a large number of inlustrics

but aOes not include all of the workers in any industry~ A

typioal excunple is the rna.chinists I union, the members of which

'are employed in the auto:nobile industry, on r8.ilro&ds, in

garages, in power plants, and in many other industries. The. .

'carpenters employed in these industries, however, belong to

~lllAmerican Federe,tion of Le.bor, " Labor Information
BUlletin, United States Denartment of Labor, November, 1935.
Washington, D. C.: United States Government Printing Office,
1935." p. 21.

. , '

::;>. .2?Dail.Y: ,Proceedings.£!. the Second Constt ttitional 6on~
~v:et1ttori:of.~ '>:Congress.;2! In0.ustrlal Organizati ons, Tuesday,
liOdtt!)ber 10 ",',1939. 'San :Frartcisco:, . Alex. Dulfe.r Printing and
. Lithogr~phing Company, 1939. PPe 22-28 •

. -'. "'~' .:~':_ :J.~, " ,,-'



the carpenters' union.23

Other organizations have charters permitting them to

organize all the workers "in and about" a given industry.

For instance, the United Mine Workers of America not only

includes in its membership the workers directly engaged in the

process of mining coal, but also machinists, carpenters, sta

tionary engineers, and other groups of workers employed lIin

and about ll a mine. This type is known as the industrial or

vertical union; industrial, because it covers a complete in

dustry, and vertical, because it embraces all the workers in

that industry irrespective of their occupation or skill. 24

The American Federation of Labor is an affiliation of

both types, craft and industrial, and also includes City and

State Federations of unions and so-called central labor organ

izations. The Congress of Industrial Organizations is largely

an affiliation of one type, industrial unions. Differences of

opinion between the two, in the event they do not merge, may

lead to differences in the development of their respective

programs of education.

There are also other unions having jurisdiction over

an entire industry but maintaining the craft form of

2311 Are All National and International Unions Organ
ized on the Same Basis I" Labor Information Bulletin, United
State.s. Department.2! Labor, November, 1935. Washington, b. c.
Uni~~d, f3tates Governm~ntPrintingOffice,1935. p. 21.

- ;.::,: -,.

24 .Ibid., p. 21.



organization for a part of their membership.
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Of this type of

organization, the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union

is the most outstanding example. Such groups are often called

semi-industrial unions. 25 The International Laclies' Garment

Workers' Union not only formulates its educational policies

but develops them and carries them out by its o~m permanent

Educational Department, organized in 1917. 26

EDUCATIONAL PROGRM,rs FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
THE AT>~ERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR

From the year of its beginning, 1881, the American

Federation of Labor has constitutionally declared itself in

support of definite policies regarding public education. Its

first constitution cleclared: "We are in favor of the passage

of such legislative enactments as will enforce by compulsion

the education of children; that if the state has the right to

'exact certain compliance with its demands, then it is aleo the

right of the state to educate its people to the proper under

standings of such demands. 27

- In 18$3 the Federation's Third convention at New York

25Loc cit.-'-
26"Notby Bread Alone," Time XXXII (September 26, 1938),

.:p:! ~,~t),9,'..
''\ ::', '~'. .

" ..- ,

........-.... "2711L~bo~ and Edu~ation," 8. pamphlet published by the
American 'Federation of Labor, 1,939. p • .7. Citing The

i'Qonst-1tution',of'the American, Federation of Labor, 1881, p. 3.
1£4 (>~t·~x~:.: -",;:' .. ~. .'-;-..~"--,.._.,......,- .... .",.... , .•..'...

• I
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City took action to secure the appointment of a committee to

present the convention's views on educational matters to the

United States Senate Committee on Education and Labor. 28

In 1884, the fourth annual' convention at Chicago

heard a full report by the Committee on Education concerning

its activities, recommendations and endorsements to the con

vention. 29 This practice has been followed to the present

time.

The reports of the Committee on Education have been

voluminous and have touched upon many topics or phases of

public education. Many resolutions and motions have been

presented by the Committee to the convention and immediate

action has been taken upon them. The principal items of the

Committee's reports, of resolutions and motions adopted in

connection with public education for the period 1926 to 1939

have been summarized and are set out briefly in Table V.

The nature of the Federation's interest in public

educ'ation was well expressed in the following quotation, which

constituted the introduction to the Education Committee's re

port to the Convention of the Fed.eration in 1939:

;:~~~c~~:d~~~~a~rt~~dT~~~~a~'~~~~g~~v~~ii~nP~7
theCll~~fc~

,~eder'atio'n.2!Labor~~~ City, ~, p. 10.·

fI~)r~(h~~. '29ntl3:bdr''"aha. ·E~uca.tloJ:t,"·op.' cdt.'I, p. 7. Citing~
J>_~oc"eedinge".Q!.theFourth,Annual Corivention ~ ~ American
-'"Eidel:-atlon,'.2! Labor,' l884,·p. 15.

I.

1 f
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"Eduoation is Amerioa's biggest business enterprise.

In terms of bUdgets, of oapital invested, of personnal em

ployed, and students enrolled, it is a vast undertaking.

Nearly one in four of our population is in some kind of sohool.

Our total investment in bUildin8s, equipment and endowment for

all our eduoational institutions is over twelve billion dollars.

There is an annual bUdget of nearly $1,150,000,000 to pay the

salaries of 1,126,000 teaohers and administrators. By oompari

son the enterprise of publio eduoation is vaster than any in

dustrial oorporation in Amerioa. There is nothing like our

gigantic eduoational effort anywhere in the world today. No

demooraoy in the world has made so oonsiderable an effort to

teaoh its ohildren to know, to think, and to act as has the

Amerioan demooraoy. It is in very truth our outstanding na

tional oommitment.

"To this commitment labor has dedioated itself for more

than a oentury. From the first convention of the Amerioan

Federation of Labor down to this hour, labor has placed the

sUbjeot of eduoation as one of its oentral concerns, beoause

eduoation was so oentral to the future welfare of Amerioa.

Moreover, Amerioan labor believes firmly that one of the

oriteria by whioh to judge the level of oivilization attained

b:fa:'p'eopie:1.srefleoted in .the proportion of publio funds ex.-
~ .

»end'e'd: on' the eduoation of· the oi tizenship. Education is not
h ~}.. ~~.tl.1 !~ 1 '; I • • I L

for demooraoy, but is in the highest sense demooraoy, beoause
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the.full growth and development of indiv1duals can take

place only 1n a soc1ety of free men."30

. \,

~-----..;..-----_....... . .

..~:,::.:' ~;;...30Rep~rt' ~f.the·proceed1ngs of the Ftfty-n1nth Annual
e~~v:.,e..nt.10n!. o.f th~Am.-=-.er1.can. F... ederat1.o.n.2! La or" 1939.
!!'§~.fngton"D..,C.'~r~.qup.q.~q.·Detwe1ler"1~39. p. 541.
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TABLE V

SUMMARIZATION OF POLICY OF THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF
LABOR FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION, 1926 to 193931

A. By the Forty-sixth Annual Convention in Detroit, Michigan,

1926.

1. Report of the Committee on Education submitted and

approved. pp. 53-67.

2. The Education Committee was commended for its careful

and unbiased study of text. books used in social studies

classes in the public schools. p. 349.

3. The Convention approved the supervision of recreation

in public parks and playgrounds. pp. 349-50

4. It approved the Committee's recommendation that local

committees secure the placement of representatives of

3lSummarizations in Tables V--A to M inclusive are taken'
from the pamphlet, Labor and Education, 1939. pp. 32-59.
Summarizations in Table v--.M were abstracted from Proceedings
2! ~FiftY-ninth.AnnualConvention 2!~ American Federa
~.of,Labor~.Thepagereferellcesfollowing each. item or
group of items ·indicates the page of the printed report of
Proceedings,of.theConveption for. that year, on which the
items enumerated were entered in the record.

t} ,,;r 'r t.,., i, I
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6~ The Education Committee submitted a comparison of the

Teachers' Retirement Law in the District of Columbia

with the Federal Employees' Retirement Law. p. 54

B. By the Forty-seventh Annual Convention in Los Angeles,

California, 1927.

1. The Education Committee recommended Federal aid to re

establish public schools in flood stricken areas. p. 412

2. The Education Committee secured the services of several

educationists and child welfare workers for an Advisory

Committee on the development of model compulsory edu

cation laws. p. 53

3•. The oonvention requested the Education Committee to make

a study and prepare a report on apprenticeship training.

pp. 64, 401.

4. The beneficial amendment of the Illinois pension laws

'for library employees, teachers, and others was

reported. p. 77

5. The failure in Massachusetts of an attempt to take

away State aid from schools whose teachers joined the

Teachers'-Union was reported. p.77

6. The report of· increasing state aid for public schools

in New Yor~ State was favorably reoeived. p. 78

,'7. .• The Convention favored the adoption of legislation pro~

vidingfor,f.ree text books in public sohools. p. 63

8. ·It, recommended retaining continuation schools and
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and emphasizing work in vocationE,1 b'llidance. p. 64

9. It favored health control jn schools, inclu.c.tng medical,

dental, and psychiatric inspection. p. 402

10. It adopted a resolution submitted by the Education Com

mittee recommending that loc~l unions strive to secure

the a~)T)olntment of representatives of orgenized labor

on the administrative and advisory boards which direct

vocational education. p. 410

11. It urged the modification of the traditional curriculwn

in such ways as to facilitate an(l imp:.:~ove the teE.,ching

of social awareness and civic consciousness. p. ~ll

12. The Education Committee was urged to study and TJre9are

a report on the elucational and vocational training of

crippled children in order to uromote their individual

economic efficiency. p. 403

13. The Education Committee W&S requested to investigate

and reuort on the junior kindergarten or nursery school

as a~rospective part of the public school system. u. 403

14. The Convent ion a:9proved the Education Co~mittee' s report

that arrangements had been made for a survey of VOC8.

tional.educational work in public schools within the

areas of certain local unions. p. 63

15. The, E,ducation . Committee reported the publicat10n in

paDlphlettoJ;'m of. thecsummary of its findings in its

text ·book studies., p. 63
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16. It approved the Education Committee's recommendation

that local committees on education be appointed by the

various local unions to investigate texts in social

studies used in the local public schools and libraries.

p. 63

C. By the Forty-eighth Annual Convention at New Orleans, 1928

1. The Education Committee was requested to continue its

investigation of text books in America.n History a.s to

the treatment therein given to the history of the

labor movement, and the movement for industrial and

political equality. pp. 307-09

2. The convention commended the Education Committee·' s work

such education might be the failure of Labor to mak;e

its· own contribution to such development. pp. 308-9

in helping to secure the enactment of good State com

pulsory school attendance laws and an effective system

of administering them. p. 308

3.' The Executive Council of the Federation reported an

increase in all types of schools in industrial edu

cation during 1927 except in the trade extension

schools, with continuation schools leading in service

to the greatest numbers of workers. p. 308

4. The Education Committee submitted an extensive report

on the subject of cooperative part-time education,

suggesting that the principal cause of protest against
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5. It recommended the adoption of legislation providing

free text books for use in public schools. p. 308

6. It recommended the retention and further development

of continuation schools. p. 85

7. It recommended that Labor support the movement to secure

the adoption of State Tenure laws for teachers in the

public schools. pp. 308-9

8. The convention approved the support given by the Feder

ation to the teachers of Seattle, Washington, in their

fight against "Yellow Dog Contracts," in which teachers

as a condition to employment or re-employment were re

quired to sign individual contracts declaring that they

were not members of the American Federation of Labor.

pp. 264-66

9. It recommended that local committees be appointed by

local unions to investigate the texts used in local

pUblic schools and libraries as to the amount of atten

tion devoted to the labor movement and, social history.

pp. 264-66

D. By the Forty-ninth Annual Convention at Toronto, Canada,

1929.

1. The Convention reasserted its previous educational de-

; ... ·1
mands. "p,.,,3l0

g,.,I~ commended the pUblications, i. e., the Americ,gn

), • Federat1onist, Weekly,~ ",Service, Survex ~ Business,
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Statistical~ Information Service, and also the A. r.
of L. Library for their aid to education by presenting

the facts of labor problems. pp. 100-07, 311

3. It urged' union leaders to continue their efforts to have

public libraries put more labor literature on their

shelves. p. 312

4. Again it requested the Eduriation Committee to investigate

and report upon American History texts used in public

schools in relation to labor and social history. p. 117

5. A resolution was submitted and discussed but no action

was taken thereon, to found a Labor College or Colleges

conforming in its teaching of the labor movement with

the recognized code and practices of the American Feder

ation of Labor. pp. 157-58, 316.

6. The adoption of legislation extending vocational re

pabilitation to the District of Columbia was reported.

p. 77

7. It was reported that vocational education had been ex

tended to agriculture to include the payment of teachers,

supervisors and directors. p. 77

8. The convention approved a campaign to secure the appoint

ment of representatives of Labor on the text-book corn

missions of the various States. pp. 155-56,.374

E. By the Fiftieth Annual Convention at Boston, Massachusetts,

1930~'

1. The i Oonven't1on ,ad(!)pted a.r.esolution commending the
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American Federationist for its policy of fact finding~

fact facing and fact using and commending the Weekly

Survey and Monthly Survey of Business for publishing the

facts concerning labor problems. pp. 283-84

2. It commended most highly the A. F. of L. Library upon

its collection of material on labor and related subjects.

p. 284

3. The Executive and Education Committees urged all labor

organizations affiliated with the Federation to send to

the A. F. of L. Library copies of their constitutions,

all reports, publications and special studies, research

matters, organizing literature and union discussions.

p. 284

4. The Education Committee was urged to hold meetings to

deal with problems such as mass education, large school

~nits, overlarge classes, control of schools by special

interests, illiteracy, revenue problems, and curtailment

of school costs. p. 285

5. The Convention urged that efforts be made to widen the

scope of workmens' compensation laws to apply to teachers

as had been done in Illinois. pe 287

6. It approved,the report of the Education Committee con

~erning and endorsing Parent-Teachers' Associations.
'..

:rer8?" ,
7. ~tadopted a resolution that the Federal Government

i.
o

, <": ':. ,,' ,'';'\ , '" ,.

~~~~t .~d use in,. cens~~ enumeration and in all other
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instances where literacy tests are required, a standard

of educational achievement equivalent to that reached by

Fourth Grade pupils in the public elementary schools.

1'. 288

8. It adopted a policy calling for tenure for teachers

after two years of temporary employment with proved

efficiency, and pledged the Federation's support for

this as a general policy throughout the country. p. 289

9. It adopted a resolution condemning and opposing compul

sory military training in the public schools. pp. 289-90

10. It recommended that State Federations of Labor and local

Central Labor groups appoint committees on education and

see to it that teachers' unions were represented on such

committees. p. 283

11. A report was submitted and approved on the attitude of

some leading educators, favoring the decentralization of

Federal control over any phase of education, leaving

control in the hands of the States and local communities.

p. 283

12.It adopted a resolution advocating that the program of

vocational training and re-training be linked with and

tied in with the nation's unemployment program. p. 62

13. It adopted a resolution recommending the adoption of

iegis1ation providing that teachers in the District of

Columbia may not be deprived of nor restricted in the

exercise of their constitutional right to petition Con-

gress. p. 234
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F~ By the Fifty-first Annual Convention at Vancouver, Canad~,

1931.

1. The Convention recommended that all union members partic

ipate in the work of the Parent-Teachers' Association in

their local communities. pp. 48-49

2. It adopted a resolution condemning and denouncing as

discriminator;>r and. unwarranted an;;." inquir;r, when employ

ing teu.chers, into their personal affairs on grounds of

sex, race, creed, or any other extr&neous considerations.

p. 349

3. It adopted a resolution that steps be till~en immediately

to secure the absorption of unemployed tee.chers into

the public school systems by reducinz clas2e2 to a

minimum of thirty Dupils each. p .. 3·19.

4. It recomr:ended that continued sup-r:ort be given to v.oca

tional and continuation schools. p. 350

5. It recommended compulsory full-time education to the

age of sixteen for all children in all states. D.

349

6. The Education Committee summarized the work of the Fecter

ation for public educeti on cluring the past fifty years •.

a. "Organized labol"" was the major instrumentali ty in

establish ing the public school sy stem. "

b. "No labor convention has been held in recent times

which did not devote an appreciable part of its
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time to a consideration of tbe school problem •.•••. '.

Everyone of its demands aims at the improvement of

,the schools. Among these are better enforcement of

educetional laws, wider use of the school plant, re-

duction in size of ,classes, revision of salG.ry schec1-

ules upward (more democratic participation of class-

1"001:1 teachers in th e con,)_uct of th e schools, lElbor

an~ teachers' representatives on school boards),

tenure of positionfor te~chers during efficiency,'

text books for social sciences, ••....... promotion

of adult ec1uc;:tion, eliminatior. of aClult illiteracy,

workers' cQucation and vocational re-training for

the unemployed." pp. 339-40

7. The Convention adopted a resolution condemning and

opposing military training in the public 8chools.

pp. 406-7

8. The Education Committee enume:c·ateci. the educational

gains of the Federetion of the le.st fifty yee.rs:

a. Compulsory attendance laws.

(1) Adopted by 32 states, millcing the roll of

state complete.

, (2) In, 28 states the law requires full time att end

~nce,;~o ~he 8,ge of sixteen;: in 15 states, to

>,;"."the,,§.ge, of ,seventeen, or eighteen, in, some

,localities; in 27 s;tates attendance is
~ ~. \., j ': ",) (';, , ,., .. :.
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required in part-time continuation schools to

the age of eighteen but these States do not

provide adequately for the establishment of

such schools, with attendance requirements

varying from 4 to 8 hours, usually counted as

part of the legal working hours.

b. 45 states and the District of Columbia require

working permits for children, in most cases with

definite educational,requirements, with age limits

of sixteen, seventeen or eighteen years, and in

16 States completion of the Eighth G·rade.

c. The Smith-Hughes Act, with its provision for

vocational education and a Federal Board of

Vocational Education. pp. 66-67

G. By the Fifty-second Annual Convention at Cincinnati,

'Ohio, 1932.

1. The Convention adopted a resolution recommending a

nation.wide investigation into public school finances

1'." equipment, maintenance and other labor costs, and

1 .. .!.I,·'~t ,'what 'proportion is!iritent1.onally diverted from

:>~. 1)~s "proper 'uses? p~266

~ " 1 '.'., .

of both rural and urban communities, along the follow

ing lines.

a. How are school funds raised and how disbursed?

b~ What'portion goes into instruction, physical
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save the pUblic schools during the present emergency.

p. 304

2. It adopted a resolution pledging renewed support for the

educational programs of previous years. p. 229

3. It adopted a resolution to work for legislation which

would make available to the states sufficient funds to

maintain their public school systems, in those States

whose resources had proved insufficient. pp. 302-3

4. It adopted a resolution calling for protection for the

public school systems as a whole from kindergarten

through the State supported colleges and universities

against undue curtailments or eliminations in the name

of economy. p. 299

5. It adopted a resolution that the lowest salaries of

teachers should be established on the following bases:

a.'Basic subsistence.

b. Provision for emergencies.

c. Reasonable comfort and decency in living standards.

d. Professional culture and study.

e. No discrimination in amount of salary on grounds of

sex, race, religion, social status, or married status.

pp. 300-301
~ "\

6: "It adopted a resolution to secure the adoption of minl-
i. ~::. ~'. i,";": '~~~. /.. , ' ,

mum wage laws that would protect the basic salaries of

teachers. p. 301
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7. The Convention approved the report submitted by the

Education Committee on the subject of vocational educa-

tion end pledged the continued support of the federation

for this phase of educational development. p. 303

8. It adopted a resolution recommending that all directors

of Civilian Conservation Camps be requested to formulate

an educational program for the youths in camp and also a

soheme for its administration. pp. 304-5

I. By the Fifty-fourth Annual Convention at San Franoisco,

California, 1934.

1. The Convention recommended that every possible effort be

made to seoure Federal Funds for the immediate relief of

publio schools in the impoverished drought areas and for

teaohers in sohools whioh were unable to pay salaries,

and that their minimum standard of wages should be the

wage soale received by skilled labor in their area.

p.462
,-,

2. It recommended that educational institutions be granted

the right to borrow money through the Reconstruction
<., "

Finanoe Corporation to maintain their operation.

pp. 143, 462

3. It adopted a resolution commending the work of the
", ...... , , ' .. ~,

directors of the educational program in the Civilian
.:~ ~", ~·'\.,:~-,l~ 1 •

Conservation Camps and upon their attempts to correlate
l') ~, ~,~ r~~.~ .:;" '~j ;i,.> ,.,'~ :'.~:.; i: ( , ~,;. ?"

vooational training with public employment agencies.

p~ 464
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4. It adopted a resolution commending the adoption of a

Congressional appropriation bill for three million

dollars a year for three years, to be divided equally

between agriculture, education, home economics, and home

education, but expressing regret over the failure of

Congress to adopt an amendment thereto providing that

none of the funds authorized should be allocated to any

State or Territory to pay salaries of teachers, super

visors .or directors if they are denied the rlghtm join

any legal organization of their own choosing. p. 425

5. It adopted a resolution declaring that the abolition of

the Federal Board for Vocational Education was a serious

mistake and reaffirming the Federation's belief in the

necessity and efficacj" of such Board which had been

created by the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917; and urging

tne President of the United States to restore it to its

full activity and to appoint as members of that Board,

active representatives of employers, of laborers and

of farmers. pp. 426-28

6. It adopted a resolution calling for an enriched curricu

lumfor public schools, suitable to modern society and

adapted to a changing·wo~ld. Such curriculum should in-

:61udethe following:
... :~ '; ,- ,.,

a. Kindergartens

:"b;~ Vc>ca1i16hil education
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c. Music

d. Art

e. Manual Training (including wood, fibre, textile, metal

work, drawing and painting).

f. Home economics

g. Physical education

h. Health services, etc.

7. It adopted a resolution commending the development of

Junior High Schools. p. 429,

8. It adopted a resolution urging the Federal Government to

formulate and finance a program for equalizing educa

tional opportunities throughout the United States at

desirable levels, which progr8~ should include the

following:

a. A minimum school year.

b •. :Equal standards of education for all children in a

given State.

c. Regularly licensed and qualified teachers.

d. Expenditures of funds solely for instruction, super

vision, educational supPlies and plant operation and

maintenance. p. 431

9. It adopted a resolution calling attention to the immi

nent breakdown of local tax systems and to the. disastrous

effects 1,t wQu~d bring to the public schools; and recom

mending a reformation of the tax basis on the ability to

pay, i. e., inheritanoe and income taxes, levied and
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•collected by the Federal Government, and also the elim-

ination of tax exemptions. p. 432

10. It adopted a resolution dec1aring adherence to and

support of the following policies:

s.• The right of public school teachers to organize.

p. 131

b. Opposition to the retrenchment of education and re

duction of teachers' salaries. p. 132

c. Opposition to operation. of public schools on a part

time basis or a shortened school year, and to de

creasing the number of teachers so long as school

enrollments are increasing or remain stationary.

p. 133, 425

d. Minimum wage laws for teachers. p. 432

e. Sound care for the mentally and physically handi

capped and the mentally superior children in the

public schools. p. 462

J. By the ,Fifty-fifth Annual Convention at Atlantic City, New

Jersey, 1935.

1. The Convention declared approval and support of the

following policies:

'.,a. Dlr~ot grants-in-ald by the Federa.1 Government to

·tlle,Statesto ~nab1e them to keep tl\elr sohoo1s go-.

llJ.g,wlthunlmpalred effloiency.

~.b•.~9lMl~:,ofF~~eral fv.nds to ed~ca.tiona1 lnstltutlons
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at the same low rates of interest charged for loans

to business organizations.

c. Refunding from Federal funds, state and municipal

bonds issued for educational funds at low rates of

interest to prevent curtailment of educational activ

ities and work.

d. Continued appropriations from Work Relief Funds for

the Emergency Education Program by the Federal Govern-

ment.

e. Nursery school forums.

f. Reformation of the tax base to insure continuation of

public educational services in the face of any future

crises, as well as prevention of curtailed educational

opportunities offered by the public school. p. 476

2. The Convention approved the report submitted by the

Education Committee upon the recent establishment of an

ed~cational program for youths in Civilian Conservation

Camps and its early functioning, calling attention to

the following important items:

a. Courses covering a wide range of subject-matter, from

forestry to automobiles.

b. Methods of instruction which are widely varied, in

cluding·visual instruction, correspondence and radio.

',. ,': instruction.

}:o •. E;periment: \on'a.natlori.;widescale for adjusting

American youth to the machine age.



Commissioner of Education appoint a committee to advise

p. 478

• ~ '.:. . I " t.· -', 1 .'

( ."

which were published in 1928.
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cation, as a permanent part of our national educational

activity. p. 488

to bring down to date the text book study, results of

arily for the conservation. of our national resources.

I,) ::',

him upon all questions of plant-training or apprentice

g. The development of this program of educational work

should be placed in the United States Office of Edu-

p. 478

e. Pra.ise for the wisdom of placing the administration

of some of the phases of the vocational educational

program'in the hands of responsible, experienced trade

union officials.

d. The success of the program rests upon its voluntary

and democratic nature and its freedom from militarism.

f. Recommendation that objectives of the program be made

more clear as being primarily educational and second-

5. It adopted a resolution recommending that the Federal

4. It adopted a resolution urging the Education Committee

3. It adopted a resolution urging that local unions appoint

and maintain standing committees on education as a reg

ular part of their organization activities, and secure

the appointment of representatives of labor to positions

on local boards of education and of public libraries.
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remedial aotion be planned at onoe. p. 373

sohools, sinoe abuses in oonneotion therewith had de

veloped under the operation of the Smith-Hughes Act.

disolosed by reoent investigations, and urging that

4. It adopted a resolution indioatIng approval of the
E, ~:_:: 1.i<}:) '~~.. ~..,.,:: [' .:.,

elimination of the requirements that an applioant in

pp. 799-800

6. It adopted a resolution calling for an immediate and

thorough investigation of recent public charges that

oontrol of the American Federation of Teaohers had pass

ed into the hands of persons hostile to the American

Federation of Labor. pp. 611-612

1. The Convention approved the Teachers' Salary Law, adopt

ed in April 1936, whereby trade and vocational schools

in the District of Columbia were raised from the rank

of elementary schools to the rank of Junior High

Sohoo1s in the matter of salary schedules. pp. 411-12

2. It approved the House and Senate Appropriation Bills

providing for the appropriation of the sum of $100,000,000

to aid States and territories in providing more effective

programs of_education in their public sohoo1s. p. 373

3. It adopted a resolution oalling attention to the large

number of illiterate persons in the United States as

1936.

K. By the Fifty-sixth Annual Convention at Tampa, Florida,
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the United States Employment Service must be graduated

from high school or college. p. 374

5. The Convention approved the report that an Advisory

Committee had been set up by the United States Commis

sioner of Education, on which board labor was represented

by three members; the report also recommended that the

Advisory Committee be made permanent. pp. 409-10

6. It approved a report setting out conditions for safe

guarding the use of Federal funds in apprentice or plant

training programs as follows:

a. The conditions under which training programs of such

nature within a private industrial plant during the

working day and carried on at public expense must be

enumerated and regulated by law.

b. Such training shall be established only when the .

public school system cannot or otherwise does not

provide it for want of equipment and supplies which

are readily available in the plant.

c. Teaching must be under public control and super-

.',. vision.

d~'Suchcourse of training shall be organized only when

-there is-public need for it, and a sufficient number

'of persons enroll to justify the expense.

e~;·It-muElt be'generally ,recogni~ed as a part o'f the

<::,1 school"work. ;!',
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f. Determination of qualifications and salaries of

teachers, content and length of courses, admission

of students, supervision of instructors, and all

other details of admin1stration are to be vested in

the regular public s.chool officials.

g. Teachers must be paid by the same procedure and

through the same sources as they would be if teach

ing in public school bUildings.

h. There must be a definite plan of instruction, based

on the standard practice of the trades or occupations

involved. pp. 181-82

L. By the Fifty-seventh Annual Convention at Denver, Colorado,

1937.

1. The Convention approved the reported revival of intere,st

in apprenticeship training and of the effort to continue

to· safeguard the standards of apprenticeship which devel

Qpedearly ~n the progress of the apprentice training

program.pp. 185, 615

2. It adopted a resolution that labor oppose the lobby to

., ~ncI'easethe appropriation of the George Deems Act for

vc;>cationa~iedu,cationby $10,000,000 on the ground that

~.aQor fear;~d.\that workers would ,be required to acquire

Ql:l,~l·tec~n~.Q~l ~~il1 on ~pecific Jobs and thereby

v:.o,~atlQIJ.a1 education would degenerate into an adjunct
~ . ~.' -.- ,- l ,._ - •. ',,~-

to the.emp1oyment and management divisions of big corpo

rations. p. 190
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3. It adopted a resolution reaffirming continued support of

policies previously adopted in regard to public school

education, including the following:

a. Academic freedom and democratic working conditions in

the public school systems.

b. Representation of labor on Boards of Education of

public schools and Boards of public libraries.

pp. 625-26

4. It adopted a resolution urging that the Adviso~ Committee

to the United States Commissioner of Education be made

permanent and classified as a full-time Education Board,

and recommending that officers of the American Federation

of Labor should bring any complaints or suggestions to

its representatives on that Committee. p. 619

5. It adopted a resolution directing the Federation's Edu

cation Committee to investigate the sUbject of vocational

education and to take appropriate action for the removal

of any causes of complaint which might thereby be brought

to their attention. p. 618

6. It adopted a resolution calling for Federal grants-in

aid for . education, .to bedi stributed to the several

states,bttt with provisions to prevent such funds from

falling·underpoli tical oontrol or manipulation.

pp.625"'26

~o~.r,,:) .~ .,0 •.,
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M. By the Fifty-eighth Annual Convention at Houston, Texas,

1938.

1. The Convention approved Federal grants-in-aid for voca

tional education and suggested that the Federation pro

pose amendments for standards and safeguards including

the following:

a. A well-planned program of general education for all

children and youths in the public schools, including

suitable preparations for.particular vocations and

instruction by teachers who are carefully se~ected,

competent, well-prepared and interested in the devel

opment of community life. pp. 34, 35

b. Safe and sanitary schoo! 'buildings and suitable

equipment, including books and other necessities.

pp. 181-82

c~ Student aid where and as needed to enable young

people to remain in school up to·the age of eighteen,

and suitable opportunities for part-time and adult

education and adequate provision for all handicapped

children. p. 183

d. A broad community program for the protection of the

physical and mental health of all children, which

should include well organized and completely staffed

educational and 'vocational guidance services and co

operation between the schools, the agencies of health,

. welfare~ guidance and others. p. 184
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e. Community libraries with adequate labor representation

on the boards thereof. p. 185

f. School districts large enough to permit economical

organization, effective supervision, and a broad

local tax base; with general, rather than ear-marked

grants to allow for local planning and progress.

pp. 480-81

g. Teacher participation in developing educational and

administrative policies for the school system and for

community activity. pp. 480-81

h. Equalization of educational opportunities and stand

ards throughout the United States; for rural and

urban areas, and for negroes and whites alike. pp.

487-89

i. A national advisory committee of three representatives

each of labor, employees, and vocational educators,

upon whose recommendation labor shall fix minimum

standards for governing vocational education. pp.

487-89

2. It adopted -a resolution acknowledging the important

service which organized teachers can render in coopera

tion with Labor in determining how schools may be of

grea:ter service to the nation. pp. 34-35, 489-91

3. It adopt.~d,a,resolutionurging that a program of voca

tionfll educa~ion.be built upon a sound basis of scien

tific investigation and should include the following:
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a. A well-rounded education, not too narrowly conceived,

particularly in the training of younger pupils.

b. Labor standards must be preserved in all vocational

schools; the products of student workers must not be

exploited by sale in the open market; and pupils of

such schools, when later employed in private industry,

must be paid at least the accepted minimum wage.

c. Limitation of large classes now being recruited for

the highly specialized training classes and prohi

bition of intensive industrial training before the

pupil becomes eighteen years of age.

d. Adequate vocational training for negroes.

e. An advisory committee of equal representatives of

labor and of management in all vocational schools,

including active committees in all affiliated bodies,

to protect the interest of Labor in education.

There should be special emphasis on the structure

and administration of such programs in local com

munities. Vocational training should determine the

real need for employment in the various trades and

occupations. It should include all types of young

people whether they plan to go into the professions

or into the Skilled trades. It should be built up

slowly t~rough experimentation and scientific study.
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4. The Convention adopted a resolution recommenaing dis

tribution of a pamphlet, ~ Guide for Vocational Educa

!1£g, pUblished by the Federation. p. 481

5. It adopted a resolution recommending that Boards of

Health require x-rays of the chest as a part of the

examination of public school students. pp. 436-37

6. It adopted a resolution suggesting that Civilian Con

servation Camps and the National Youth Administration

be merged under the title of.the National Youth Service

and that the responsibility for the administration of

the merged organization be given over to the Office of

Education at Washington, D. C. pp. 185, 481-82

N. By the Fifty-ninth Convention at Cincinnati, Ohio, 1939.

1. The Convention adopted the report of both Executive

Council and Education Committees, which included, among

other things, ap~roval of Senate Bill 1305, providing

grants to states for the improvement of public schools,

both elementary and secondary, and for use in educa

tional actiyities under state and local authorities,

including teacher training in service, auxiliary educa

tional services (school health programs, recreational

programs, services for handicapped children), guidance,

. 1 -textbooks supplies, and transportation•

.,"_.?~~" It rec!,m~ended local control of 'vocational education to

afford~opporturiityto adjust plans to local needs
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THE CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGfu~IZATIONS

,
so that the entire educational program may be integrated.

pp. 211-12

6. It approved and commended the preparation and publication

of the pamphlet, Labor and Education, under the direction

~f Spencer Miller, J~., one of the Workers' Education

Bureau. pp. 211, 234, 618

ligion but that religious training was necessary to

discipline and ideals of living. p. 215

Library Boards. pp. 618-19

local labor unions. pp. 207-211

4. The Convention urged that local labor unions secure

labor represent8.tion on Public School Boards and Public

3. It was urged that every central labor union apnoint an

active committee on education, charged with the respon

sibility of watching educational policies &~d practices,

and with cooperation with the education committees of

. 5. It declared that the Federation desired freedom of re-

. 32S ee Table III, this work, for statistics of numeri
oa.l strength.

The Congr?ss of Industrial Organizations is one of the

,ypungest and at the same time one of the largest of the nati on

:'. ia1?organizations of labor. 32

:'i",1:;c.,:.:Jn.O,~toher, 193.5, the An\erican Federation of Labor' met
.~""'''~; ........... ;"'~

<}gtt'Wtlant'i:c' City for its fifty-fifth annual convention. In
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that meeting a disagreement arose33 over the question of

horizontal or vertical organization of the mass production

industries, that is, whether the new unions should be organ

ized horizontally by crafts cutting across many industries,

or vertically to include in one union the entire membership

of a given industry.34

The insurgent element, favoring vertical organization,

and led by John L. Lewis, president of the United Mine Work

ers of America, formed a new group,' calling themselves the

Committee for Industrial Organization. The Committee con

sisted of eight members, Mr. Lewis, chairman; Charles P.

Howard of the International Typographical Union; Sidney

Hillman of the.Amalge~atedClothing Workers; David Dubinsky

of the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union; Thomas

F. McMahon of the United Textile Workers; Harvey G. Fremming

of the 011 Workers' Union; Max Zaritskey of the Cap end Milli

nery Workers; and Thomas H. Brown of the Mine, Mill and

Smelters' Workers. 35

33' - .Q!Q, a pamphlet published by the Congress of Indust-
rial Organiza.tions, 1106, Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D. C•.
1939. pp. 10-11. ··l

~~~Vid-A18~SiUSMcCabe and Richard Allen Lester,
La.bor and soclaJ.': ttganization. Boston: Little, Brown and
ClQmpany; 1938. r"pp.i 45..47.
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The Committee declared that itS'.':pJUrpose was lito encourage

and promote organization of the workers in the mass production

and unorganized industries of the nation and affiliation with

the American Federation of Labor," seeking to prevent dual

unionism.36 The national unions involved which had been

affiliated with the American Federation of Labor were promptly

suspended by the Federation. 37 Subsequent widespread activity

for organization38 brought into the new unit, thousands of

members, until'by the end of four ~ears it was the chief rival

in numbers of the group from which it sprang. 39

The first constitutional convention of the new labor

group met at Pittsburg on November 14, 1938.40 At that con

vention the name of the group was changed to the Congress of

Industrial Organizations,4l and a constitution was adopted.

The s,econd constitutional convention met in San

Franciscb in October, 1939. President John L. Lewis submitted

a lengthy printed report, which contained the following state

ment regarding education:

"-' :~,,::,;3.6CIO, .QE.-ill., pp. 10-11

" """ ': 37McCa1:>,e, .QR.. ill., p., 47

38CIO, .QE. ..£!!., pp. 11-44
.,._..~-, "''''' ' ""~' , .. ~. '" '"

'3~For:compara.tive numerical strength of C. I. O. and
A. F.. o~." L., see Tables II and III, this work, pp. 8, 9.

"':":~',:"" . -'; 1 .~·i~'\~'~'-, ..

'Vet1.t1·~..i;\ 40'c'!it:f.'2 oi{"::."c~'it' ,.' '. ',; '4i:s'" ':'
,"'~··Y-t-:"·~"~ , ~::,----., :p. ,.:"
. ,,,,~,,,,,,~ ~ \. 'C ,J.,.' .. "".". t ~~ • . >,,~, j'~.

'~~:~~:.~:/ ':?: ;;1;~
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"Many CIO unions have become increasingly aware of the

desirability of stimulating educational and cultural activities

among their members. Such activities should undoubtedly be

encouraged and assisted wherever it is possible. It is the

belief of the executive officers that authority should be

granted them to establish~ whenever they deem it desirable,

a committee on workers' education of the same status as the

other standing committees of the C. I. O. Such a committee

might coordinate and encourage educational activities among

our members, as well as serve as a clearing house of informa

tion as to methods and procedures. n42

The constitution of the C~ I. O. contains no section

or clause dealing directly with the problem of education. 43

The objects of the oreanization, set out in Article II,

contain the following:

"(4) To secure legislation safeguarding the economic

security and social welfare of the workers of America, to pro

teet and extend our democratic institutions and civil rights

and liberties, and thus to perpetuate the cherished traditions

of our democracy.Il 44 This cla.use is interpreted as covering

possible education activities.

4.2Ibid, pp. 47-48

4~D~iiy Proceedings £1. the Second Constitutional Con
vention of',~ Gongres's,:.2!, Ind'Llstrial" Organizations, Tue"S'day,
'bW -' t· '--l . -22 28" 'Q~1!:!,,;s:t ~.,'. ,'PP.• ~: ~" ,.•' \.'- ,
(; 0 t () ";) {;'L :1. ,,~' _ J,.:,j ~. '.
tT'E11~::';>·:44Ibfa'~::rp.' 23
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education.

...• , '

.;. ,;.
45Ibid., p. 24-,
46.~ •. , pp. 25-26

''''.' ,.~7Ibid•.,,,p. 25
. ,

. -. _,'.,1 ,:.~. '._' ,.' .\

,~8D;1iy Proceedings .2! the Second. Constitutional Con
vention .Ql::"tlle· Oongre.!s .Q! Industrial Organizations, Thursdal,
Octobe~·12, 193~. San Francisco: Alex Dulfer Printing and
t1thogrkplifhg ,;CO~.·i', 1939. p. 16.

committee welcomes the opportunity of seconding the recommenda

tion 'outlined in the report authorizing Executive officers to

establish a standing committee on workers' education. 1l48

briefly. One project, a summer camp, sponsored by a group of

international unions, is worthy of further ap9lication. This

"The development of separate educational and cultural

programs by our national and international unions is described

The second constitutional convention of the C. I. O.

also adopted the 'following motion:

constitution and carry out the instructions of the conven-

tions, and between conventions shall have the power to direct

the affairs of the organization.,,4'7

Through the sections quoted above, the C. I. o. con

stitution provides a framework for developing a program of

An Executive Board is created by the provisions of

Article IV,45 and its duties are defined in Article VI,46

among which the following is set out:

"Section 1. The Executive Board shall enforce the
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4~Ibid., pp. 16, 17
" l' ·~''tl ,.tl'" .1---;r~ -; ...!',:~. ~

50Ibid. ,p. 17
, ",,' .o<, "i",.,...,_" .. ,'."'.;It. -";" ~. _,y", -''''.'

51~(U: ill." .
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Seoretary Pressman submitted the following resolution

to the oonvention, and it was adopted:

"Resolved, (1) that the C. I. O. oal1s upon its affil

iates to take their proper p1aoes upon school boards and join

in local conferences to discuss educational policy; and

"(2) That the C. I. O. calls upon the nation's educators

to recognize further the ooncern of labor in public education

and the role which labor can play in making education a real

instrument for implementing democracy; and

"(3) That this convention expresses its support for and

calls for the enactment of S. 1305 which provides for a de

tailed progre~ of federal aid to eduoationa1 facilities

throughout the country in rural and urban areas. 1I49

A report was submitted on the activities of the Com

mittee on Public Education which had been appointed by Presi

dent Lewis. On request of the Dean of Teachers' College at

Columbia University, this Committee participated in the pro

ceedings of the Congress on Education for Democracy in New

York City, August, 1939. 50 At a later session of the Congress,

September 28, it was decided that the organizations of the

C'. I~O. should be represented on the various committees of

the'Congress. 51
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striking facts by Delegate Kennedy, member of the Committee

on Education and C. I. O. representative to the Congress on'

Education for Democracy. He stated that labor in the United

States, with fewexoeptions in certain areas "is asleep with

respect to the great educational features of our form of

gov.ermnent with regard to the application of those features

tp :t,he lives of the people whom labor represents •••••••••••

It was appalling the ignorance that was developed with respect

to the lack of knowledge on the part of many people, including

educators, if you please, as to the part that organized labor

is playing in this country with respect to education, so that
"""'''_·''''''~''''''~l'''.,·_,... ,v. ',,·'1..
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~ .

53~~, pp. 19-20

'\..'.1: ,. ,-

we might have greater knowledge of real economic factors that

concern the people of this nation, and especially with regard

to distribution, with regard to national income, with regard

to the machine age problem, and regard to labor's progre~

with respect to the solution of these problems ••••••• A pro

gram was agreed upon there, which was calculated to bring in

to this picture, in the various areas of the country, labor,

with its program starting out fundamentally in our public

school systems in the various communities of the country. We

believe that if this program is fully carried out that labor

will find the means to make itself felt in these great problems

involving education not only for our children but adult educa

tion, vocational education, and every type of educational

facility calculated to serve best the interests of the people.

" ••••••• we propose to follow through to the end, tha:t

labor problems may be better known and that the program of

labor may be taught, not only in our public schools, but in

our colleges as well, and to the end that federal grants of

money to the various states for educational purposes may be

utilized to that ~nd.,,53
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EncyclopaedlQ Britannica,

~ .-

The four independent railroad brotherhoods are among

the oldest organizations of labor in the United states still

in existence. The so-called "Big Four" are the Brotherhood

ins public education.

are, as their name ,indicates, ind.,ependent unions, B.ffiliated

The International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union which

has been referred to as lIAme'rica's best union" ,54 has concen-

bers, and no evidence was found of a program or policy concern-

THE RAILROAD BROTHEPBOODS

THE INTERNATI ONAL LADIES' GAruIJTENT
WORKERS' UNION

trated its educational efforts in the bUilding of an effective

program of both practical and cultural education for its mem-

~w1th; ne,i ther the Americ,an FE?derati.on of Labor nor the Congress

of Locomotive Engineers, organized on March 17, 1863; the

Order of Hailway Conductors of America, orge.nized on June 6,

1868; the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen,

organized on Decemberl, 1873; and the Brotherhood of Railway

,Trainmen, organized on September 23, 1883. 55 These include

,about one-thir\l to. one-half. of the railroad employees. They

. 54Herbert Harris "America's Best Union", Current
':His't:ory ,'XLVIII (JanuarY, 1938) ,p. 50.

_.. - ~ .. : .5~Harry T. Newcomb, lIRailwaysll,
• ;t4th Edition, XVIII, p. 940.
\ ,·f :1 r; u ~:) ,:/ ~.~ ,', - ~' L.,; :,;'~ :' ,.' .':

t;,·~} 1''",',';, ,-' ,.
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of Industrial Organizations.

The constitutions of the railroad brotherhoods contain

cation.

no reference to a program or policy in regard to public edu-

PROq.RAMS OF WORKERS' EDUCATION

~.Q~.;:tM~ -an: lntelligentpart in -shaping the course of events in

Of more recent origin and growth is organized labor's

program of education for the benefit of its members. It has
,

been spoken of as "Labor's best tool".56 The writer said:

"The gaining and keeping of members, and the repre

sentation of their interest before employers and boards, is

of course the main business of workers" •••••••••but "There

can be no labor movement worthy of the name without those

cultural activities that give solidarity and direction to the

organized masses. Education, both of the rank and file, and

of emergent leadership is the only 'means to this end.,,57

According to Ohrlie Pell, "We are living in a world of

rapid social change, when all of us need to think, and to

think earnestly, about the issues before us. nlere is much

for us to learn. We are discovering that education is not

something that stops when school days are over but something

'th:at"eit~ry person needs during his whole adult life if he is
'" ,. . . '.;. ';,. ~. '
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. his oommunity and in the nation.,,58

Adult eduoation of the type known as workers' education

makes it possible for men and women who work for a living to

oome together and study the problems they are facing as wage

earners, and to develop a sense of responsibility for the

solution of these problems. As one st'lidentinterviewedby

Mr. Pell put it, "We want to study something that will help

us understand what is happening, why it is happening, and

what we can do about it. 1I59

One wonders who the men and women are who take part in

these workers' classes and what kind of people they are. First

of all they are workers. Many are immigrant workers of all

nationalities and ages, both men and women. Many are American

born of both immigrant and old American stock, men and women,

young and old, reoruited from all industries. SO

As is true of all social movements, the worker's edu

cation movement undergoes ohanges, which have been character-

ized by Mr. Pell thus:

"As times become more turbulent, and the eoonomic crisis

deepens, there is throughout all oommunity groups an increased

580hrlie A. H. Pell l "Workers Go to School", School and
Society, XLV (May 29, 1937J, p. 754.

59Loo. cit •
.-

1
0

:

60Pell, ~. £!!., p. 755
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3. Inclusion of this type of class in the list of

2. Increased responsibility placed upon labor during

the two years of existence of the N. R. A. Codes.

Labor is being challenged to maintain standards and

negotiate agreements to take the place somewhat of

government regulation.

i·

many thousands of persons has made over many fo rmer

opponents of. workers' education into ardent support-

62

interest in the study of economic problems and an increaaed

sense of the importance of understanding the issues involv-

programs are directed towards the development of attitudes

and abilities on the part of students which will make this

change as intelligent as possible. This aim may be shared

by all who believe in democracy--that is, in the sharing by

all citizens in the management of their common affairs and

who believe in education as the only sound basis for such

democracy in a changing world. 1161

Many forces and develQpments in our national life have

contributed to building the workers' education movement.

Among them may be listed the following:

1. The depression. The realization of bitterness and

and insecurity which is now being brought home to

ed." ••••••••• The fact of "social change is recognized and
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adult education activities for which unern!,)loyed

teachers might be paid f~om Federal relief funds.

4. The courage and determination of the teachers who

have taken charge of these classes to meet the pro

blems of a pioneer program has given them a new

interest in teaching, a new sphere of usefulness

calling for a new understanding of fundamental

social questions.

5. Professional groups are beginning to realize that

there is a bond between workers with the hands and

workers with the brain, to understand that brains

are not confined to the professions; and if the pro

fessions are to be secure, industry must be rebuilt

as a foundation for all security.62

The labor movement itself had its origin in a general

dissatisfaction with the eXisting economic social order. As

a part of that movement, the workers' education movement

"attacks the intellectual front of the existing social order,

the prevailing educational and cultural philosophy, and its

workaday practice. It charges the entire educational procedure

with being too essentially undemocratic and subversive to the
. ,. ,

interests of society as a whole •••.•• " Labor says that "edu-

cation serves the upper layer of social structure. Artificial.

. 62Hilda. Worthington Smith, "Workers' Education as
J:),e·te~IDining·~()ci~lControl,,, Annals of the American Academy
of·PoJ.iticaland Social Sciences, CLXXXlnNovember, 1935},
W. 86-87. -
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liThe labor ideal of education is one of education for

THE AMERIOAN FEDERATION OF LABOR

social reconstruction and readjustment. A concomitant of the

labor movement, workers' education demands that type of edu

cation which trains such habits of mind in the workers as will

help them to secure the desired changes in the social order.,,64

separation between education for labor and for leisure is the

basis of labor's attack on education. 1I63

The principal items of the programs of workers' educa

tion adopted by the Federation from 1926 to 1939 are summarized

and tabulated by years in Table VI.

The American Federation of Labor formulates its program

of workers' education through the activities of the Permanent

Committee on Education and through motions and resolutions

adopted by its annual conventions.

William Green, present president of the Federation says

that "We have accepted the principle that permanent progress

must rest upon an educational basis, and are trying to provide

opportunities for workers to study problems that prevent their

making progress. ,,65

'·~.;,:·;f : ",$3J • ',B.' S. Hardman, "Workers' Education, II Forum,. l.iXXV
. (March, 1926), :p. 450.

'J e J) "~~ ',~~ '-,:~ ~

V~r:'-:{' 64Lbc.';clt:.
1·'~C·T~1 ;:', - ~.:"~'

~T~f~'6:5WlilTam,'q.reen~ ..II.GQa;ts of Orgar;ized Labor, II Annuals of
the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences, OLXXXIV
March, 1936), p. 152:- ---
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TABLE VI

SU~~1ARIZATION OF WORKERS' EDUCATION PROGRMi g~

THE M~ERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR, 1926-39

A. By the Forty-sixth Annlial Convent:ton at Detroit, Michigan,

1926.

1. The convention unanimously approved a plan for a nation

wide educational and publicity campaign to be conducted

under the auspices of the Executive Board of the Union

Label Trades Department of the Federation. pp. 159-62

2. It endorsed and recommended the five-year program of

educational work being carried on by the Workers' Edu-

cation Bureau.

a. More than 500 national and international unions end

affiliated bodies are being served by the Workers'

Education Bureau. p. 55

b.- During the past year there has been a notable in

crease in workers' study classes, summer schools and

labor institutes. p. 56

c. A preliminary conference was held in Denmark, August,

1925 to prepare for the World Concerence on adult

66Summarizations in Table VI--A to M, Inclusive, are
,.,qoIllpi1ed and..,abstrac,ted from the pamphlet, Labor and Education,
1939, PP. 32-59,artd from the Proceedings of the Annual Con
ventions of the American Federation ofLabor,~26-38; ~le
VI--N, from the Proceedings of the FI1ty-n1nth~uarConven
tion of~.American,Federation.2! La.bor,~. Pages cited
are found in the'Prodeedings.
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education at which the Bureau was represented by

Mr. Thomas Burke. p. 345

d. Mass education progressed rapidly through Labor

Chatauquas, open forums and public debates.

e. Studies of various industries were made to assist

workers in understanding more fully the problems

that confront them. p. 346

f. A review service of the more important labor books

that have appeared. p. 3~7

g. The Workers' Education Press was incorporated under

laws of State of New York and undertook publication

of the material prepared by the Workers' Education

Bureau. p. 348

h. First women's summer schools in the South were organ

ized and conducted under sponsorship of the Bureau.

Among the graduates were the first women in the South

to work publicly for protective legislation for

working girls and women. p. 349

3. Recommended that the Federation should make additional

contributions annually to the Workers' Education

Bureau. .p. 351

B. By the Forty-seventh Convention at Los Angeles, California,

1927.

1. The Convention authorized an investigation of radio

broadca~tlng in relation to labor: p. 170
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"By censorship big interests are able to control

free air and use for their own interests as against

organized labor." Radio is at once a means of education,

entertainment, political action, economic and trade union

information, carrying to the public the broadcaster's

side of any great controversy. p. 378-379

2. The Convention as a body voted to support the American

Federationist, official publication of the Federation

and in general to support the .entire labor press.

Said President G·reen, urging this upon the convention:

liThe pl"ess is a medium for getting a public

hearing and the labor press is the bed rock of the

labor movement. I know of no class of men who are

working apparently more unselfishly and in a more de

voted and loyal way than the editors and publishers

of our labor press." p. 66

3. The Workers' Education Bureau was commended by the con

vention for the constructive service it had rendered to

the Federation in dealing with some of the complex

problems of modern industry. p. 66, 220

4. Accomplishments of the Workers' Education Bureau during

the past· year was enumerated, among them the following:

p. 410-11

a. The Bureau brought together in conference a number

of e~inent engineers, economists, and representatives

of.management to discuss with Labor the most important
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problems confronting the workers.

b. The Bureau was commended for having been given wide

spread endorsement in both the United States and

foreign countries for the fore-seeing character of

its efforts and program.

c. The Bureau inaugurated the week-end conference idea

by conducting one under ti~e auspices of the

Philadelphia Union Labor College.

d. At Passaic, New Jersey, ~e Bureau cooperated with

other workers education agencies under a local leader

in dealing with the major problems of workers' educa-

tion.

e. The Bureau instituted Workers' Education Week, also

known ~s the Labor Chautauqua, in July, 1926.

f. Estab{ished a research department at the Bureau's

. headquarters in New York City.

g. Began conducting Women's Auxiliary Institutes for

women who were members of trade unions.

h. summer\schoolS and regular labor institutes were

oontinued.

i • The Bureau created the office of Honorary President

of the Workers' Education Bureau, to be held by the
1: ~: • ;:;.~ ,.

acting-president of the American Federation-of Labor.
'1, ~~~ t);'

j. The Bureau began the preparation of histories of eaoh
.. "I:' ./

of the national and international unions comprising
:,: ,.:.1: ,~< \: :i, (.'~ I ":' , ,

the roster of A. F. of L. affiliates.
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Bureau. p. 63

4. The convention adopted a resolution to continue efforts

1) ,,; ;. ,.,_ (f: ~~-., c-:-
tion activity, -in which report it was pointed out that

to increase the number of local committees serving

jointly with or affiliated with the Workers' Education

~.J I "

1. The Convention, as a bod~ approved report of organiza-

::.;. ':'

1928.

5. It voted to increase the per capita tax and local union

dues in support of the Bureau.

6. It approved the acceptance by the Bureau of an uncon

ditional gift of $25,000 to develop its efforts to

publication of materials prepared by the Bureau. p. 67

7. The convention adopted a resolution urging the Bureau

to limit membership on the Executive Committee to re

presentatives who supported the national and inter

national organizations of the Federation. p. 220

8. It approved and consented to cooperate with the Bureau,

urging a~ organizations affiliated with the Federation

to'depositat Federation headquarters their local trade

union history for the use of the Research Department of

the Bureau. p. 403

9. It adoPte~a resolution requesting that all publications

of the Bureau be edited by competent representatives of

the Federation prior to publications. p. 410-11

I":

C. By the Forty-eighth Convention at New Orleans, Louisiana,



h~lp secure the necessary permits and allocations for
5:;.~;:~..:,,'\':;,',,- '..,~,t~,~ ~ <, ;' ':".' :' _ ,1

~ta~+on W:CFLand to send. representatives to the hearing
\.J-Y '~~.i ~:~:':: ':~": Ii, 'I'. (i; ,.',) :' .

,., hceld bef.o~e the Federal Radio Commission, scheduled to
r':'.. .L 1~1 ·~;~~-j':)r', ~,; \'~ b' I.: ( ';.. "'" ~. I ",~. .'~ ,:; ~'"', ': • ' ..

~;1.:, E~~~;L~ l':~~~~.~.:.: P.p ~.. 214-:,15; '...

moving pictures, plays, songg, radio programs, speeches

to churches, schools, colleges, women's clubs, merchants

in their homes, letters sent by mail, distributed at

factory gates and given out at meetings, articles in

the weekly trade union journals and in local newspapers,

lilt involves educa.tion not only of the wage

earners, but of the community as a whole. The educa

tional work consists of visits to unorganized workers

p. 61-65

organizational work is essentially an educational task:
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associations, etc. p. 194

2. The Executive Committee reported that its investigation

regarding radio had revealed that the only radio broad

C'astingSration 'owned and operated in the interests of

organize~ labor was WCFL of Chicago, and that its license

did· not permit broadcasting in Chicago after eight in

the evening, which had the restricting effect of limit

ing ~he . area of broadcasting to that of a purely local

s.'t;e.tipcn , keeping it off the air for most of the evening.

p. 21,4-1,~
,~~ ::

3. The Cpnvention passed a resolution urging all unions to
~,- J ('-; '..:-.", ".". ':~:.

( .;
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- I' • '

their efforts to have more literature on the Labor

pp. 86, 87, 309-12
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4. It adopted a resolution asking the Executive Council to

continue studying the radio industry in order to protect

'.

2. It adopt'ad a:resolution urging members to continue

7. The convention adopted a resolution urging all trade

union editors to allot space in their publications for

the assistance of the educational campaign of the Unj.on

Label Trades. pp. 328

properly the rights of labor. p. 115-16

5. It adopted a resolution urging members of trade unions

everywhere to promote the circulation of publications

of the Labor Press. pp. 291-92

6. It commended the Labor Press, particularly the American

Federationist for its support of the traa_e union move-

8. It commended services of the Workers Education Bureau

and urge! that Bureau draw a clear line between educa

ti~nal work and the field of trade union policy.

D. By the Forty-ninth Convention at Toronto, Canada, 1929.

1. The convent~on adopted a resolution highly commending

the American Federationist, the Weekly~ Service,

the Survey of Business, Statistical~ Information

Service, and the A. F. of L. Library for aid rendered

by them to education. pp. 100-07, 311

,,.,,
•I
~'

i
i
!
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states.

gress and urged the convention to enlarge the member-
't... •

6. The committee on Workers' Education reported good pro-

pp. 120-21, 314-16

c. Sending of a representative to the World Conference

on Adult Education, held at Cambridge, England,,

b. Founding of the Worcester Central Labor College,

attended by five of the governors in the New England

'personnel in the educational phases of the textile

workers' campaign.

pp. 157-58, 316

p. 312

movement placed on the shelves of the public libraries.

4. The Convention approved and endorsed the efforts of

Broadcasting Station WCFL to secure a license for

unlimited use of its assigned radio frequency and

adequate time of operation. pp. 103, 104, 292

5. It adopted a resolution affirming continued support of

the Workers' Education Bureau, commending it for the

following activities:

a. The WO£k of Paul W. Fuller and others of the Bureau

3. A proposal was offered in form of a resolution that one

or more Labor Colleges be founded by labor organizations

directly to conform in their teachings concerning the

Labor movement with the practices of the Federation.
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ship to at least five trade union members, one of whom

should be selected from the Teachers' Union, having

experience preferably in schools ,for women workers in

industry. pp. 107,' 313

E. By the Fiftieth Convention at Boston, Mass., 1930.

1. The Convention adopted a resolution commending the A. F.

of L. Library:

"Under the charge of a competent libr8.rian, it.

now includes practically every book of importance in

print in English on labor and related subjects. Many

out of print labor books, of historical value, are

included, •••••••••• current state and federal govern

ment pUblications, dealing with labor, trade union

conventifn proceedings, and all the official American,

Canadian and English trade union journals. 1I p. 284

2. It adopted a resolution, highly commending the pUbli

cation of the Federation, The American Federationist,

for its policy of fact finding, fact facing, and fact

using; and ~lso the Weekly Survey and the MonthlX

Survey £! Business. pp. 283-84.

3. It adopted a resolution pledging cooperation and COID

pliallce with A. F. of L. Library's request that all

labor organizations send to the Library copies of their

constitutions, reports, pUblications, special studies,

research matter, organizing literature and union
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discussions if possible. p. 284

4. It adopted a resolution urging the Permanent Committee

on Education to hold meetings for the discussion of

such problems as mass education and illiteracy. p. 285

5. The Convention adopted a resolution commending the

advances made and program maintained bJ the Workers'

Education Bureau during the year, including the

following:

a. Industrial congresses held from coast to coast,

dealing with vital industrial problems.

b. The printed report of the conference held at

Worcester, Massachusetts, in October, 1929, is

ready for distribution.

c. A plan,of cooperation between state federations of

labor(and state tax supported universities has been

tried successfully in Oklahoma, Wyoming, and New

Jersey.

d. Facilities of the Chicago public schools ~ere placed

at the disposal of the A. F. of L. to bring the

, pUblic schools to the trade union leaders and

through them to the men and women wage earners.
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F. By the Fifty-first Convention at Vancover, British

Columbia, Canada, 1931.

1. The Convention commended the Federation's Legal Informa

tion Bureau, the American Federationist, the Weekll~

Service, the Monthly Survey of Business, and the A. F.

of L. Library, for their services in furnishing notes

for speakers, reprints, new pamphlets. pp. 341-42

2. It adopted a resolution authorizing the appointment of

a Committee to study th e si tu..ation of the Labor Press,

on account of the serious inroads on the Press already

made by the industrial depression. pp. 221-22, 475

3. The Convention adopted a resolution for a nationally

cleared radio channel for Station WCFL. pp. 469-70

4. It adopted a vote of appreciation of the ten years of

service Jendered to Labor by the Workers' Education

Bureau, and also in appreciation of the highminded and

unselfish devotion of its officers and directors.

pp. 113, 277, 342-44

5. It adopted a resolution especially commending the work

of the Workers' Education Bureau during the past year,

including the following: pp. 143, 166, 342-44

a. Unemployment has been the keynote of the educational

.program, the subject of stua.y classes, week-:-end con

'fe~eIices, and labor 'institutes and of extended re-

, search by various educational agencies.
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b. The work of the institute at Rutgers was outatanding,

drawing into cooperation the State Federation of

Labor and the State University.

c. Pioneer work with local unions consisting of a series

of monthly lectures on technical subjects illustrated

with lantern slides and motion pictures.

d. Cooperation with the recently appointed National

Advisory Council for Radio in Education in further

ance of plans for a series-of nation-wide broadcasts

on Labor's contribution to public welfare.

G. By the Fifty-second Convention at Cincinnati, OhiO, 1932.

1. The special committee to investigate the difficulties of

the Labor Press reported that the chief difficulty was
/

restrictef circulation caused by the industrial depres-

sion. p. 283

2. The convention voted its willingness to aid the Labor

Press in every way possible. p 283

3. It adopted a resolution indicating regret for the dis

continuance of the Legal Information Bureau on account

of financial difficulties. p. 283

4. The conventio~ endorsed the achievements of the Workers'

Edu~a~ion Bureau for its continued program on behalf of

the",wo~kers. pp. 97-9~, 269
~. .. J' , ' .. '.~ 1

5. It ~dQpted a resolution thanking' and congratulating the
f f •• ' \.' I ~;_ :~' :.', t~; ~~_" '.,..,' , ., , '

Workers' Education Bureau and the Columbia Broadcasting
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Frey;

A. Olander;

"How Modern Industry Came to America", by John P.

"The Role of Labor in Earl.y American History", by

Thomas Kennedy;

"A Hundred Years of the Labor Movement", by Thomas

E. Burke;

"The Policies of American Labor", by Matthew Woll;

"What Labor Has Done for Education", by Spencer

Mille~, Jr.;

. "How Labor Has Secured Free Speech," by Victor A.

Olander;

"How Labor Shapes Public Opinion", by Matthew Woll;

"Labor 1n Politics", by John P. Frey;

"The Closed and Open Shop", by Frank Morrison;

"Wages and Hours", by John L. Lewis;

"Technological Unemployment", by James Maloney;

"Labor and International Relations", by Daniel Tobin;

"Labor and the News", by Chester M. Wright;

"Collective Bargaining", by Charles P. Howard;

Company for their series of twenty addresses entitled

"American Labor and the Nation," as follows: pp. 268-

69, 278

"American Labor and the Nation" by Wm. Green;

"How Labor Rose from Slavery to Freedom" by Victor
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"Labor and Judicial Reform", by James Wilson;

"Labor and Immigration", by Thomas Flaherty;

"Labor and the Negro", by Philip Randolph; and

"Labor Legislation ll , 'by Paul Scharrenberg.

6. It adopted a resolution requesting that another series

of Labor lectures on education be prepared and given over

the radio:

estimable value to the Federation•.•••••••One of the

heartening facts during the third year of the depression

has been the awakened interest on the part of wage earn

ers in Workers I Education ••••••••• In s~me cases Workers'

Education classes have had to be discontinued because of

economic circumstances, but the revival of interest has

been greater than in the previous years of the depression

and immediately before." pp. 268-69

H. By the Fifty-third Convention at Washington, D. C., 1933.

1. The Convention adopted a resolution calling for a Labor

Gode Research Agency, lito enable labor representatives

to detect all the loopholes, omissions, and misleading

impltcat~on~.and to prov~de statistical interpretation

of Labor's case ••••••••• The compilation and use of
~ ',' ~', /~ .J.':'
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. statistics are necessary for union executives, respon

sible for presenting Labor's case." pp. 72-73

2. It adopted a resolution recommending that an adequate

program of training be worked out for the training of

teachers in the particular field of workers' education.

p. 303

3. It adopted a resolution commending the Workers' Educa

tion Bureau for its work during the past year, including

the following:

a. Continuation of its former program.

b. National convention at Washington in conjunction with

the Federation convention to consider ways in which

educational methods developed in workers' classes

can be made available to Labor in connection with the

N. R. A"

"There is an opportunity for Labor to share in

the planning of this great enterprise. Labor can con

tribute its experience to the development of a national

system of adult education." pp. 166, 210, 264, 451

4. The Committee·on Workers' Education recommended to the

Convention the following program of Workers' Education

based on the needs of workers and adopted to their

particular organizations:

a. Mass education inclUding

(~).•.J"ecturesat regular intervals in looal unions.

(2). Open forums in Central Labor Unions once a month
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during the fall and winter to be arranged by

the Committee on Education.

(3). Week-end conferences to be held jointly by

labor groups' to consider topics of special in-

terest to labor.

(4). Women's auxiliaries to sponsor lecture programs

for the wives and daughters of trade unionists

to keep families informed of important work of

the trade unions.

(5). The development of a section or department in

Labor Journals each month for consideration of

workers' education.

b. Group discussions including

(1). Study classes for more active members; unit

c'urses of a minimum of ten weeks under com-

petent instruction.

(2). Trade union colleges for workers in more than

one local union who are interested in studying

the broader problems of industries, with a joint

trade union committee in control.

(3). Resident workers' education colleges for workers

who have qualified by previous experience in

study classes for more systematic and prolonged

study.
1

Social actiVities, including
;,."
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(1). Drama

(2). Handcrafts, pottery, painting, basketry

(3). Music, group singing, etc.

(4). Recreation, 'hikes, social dances, games. p. 316

I. By the Fifty-fourth Annual Convention at Sen Francisco,

California, 1934.

1. The Convention adopted a resolution commenCling emergency

Federal appropriations for a program of adult social edu

cation and recommending that a program be developed to

widen and amplify the policies of the administration

concerning adult education. p. 463

2. It adopted a resolution recommending that the Federa-

tionts Executive Council petition the Federal Communica

tions comfission to secure the allocation of fifty per

cent of all radio facilities to organizations or asso-

ciations operating on a non-profit basis; also suggest

ing the preparation of dramatizations of Labor history,

statements of Labor's principles and purposes, organ

izational ad~resses and other addresses dealing with the

problems of labor for electrical transcription so that

they might be available to all radio broadcasting

stations. p. 612

3. It adopted a resolution commending the Federation's

Statistical Research Department, 'for haVing created. in

the past year, under extreme difficulty and in the midst
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of extremely trying conditions, .•.•.•... a staff of re-

,search people second to none in ability to move in

America. p. 487

4. It adonted a resolution insisting that the officers of

the state Feder8.tlons of Labor and of the Workers' Edu-

cation Bureau should be consulted in the selection of

FERA supervisors and commending the Emergency Ecluco.tion

program of the 9RSt year:

liThe Emergency EducatiOJ1 Program last year cover-

ed six points, (1) adult educ~tion; (2) classes for

adult illiterates; (3) vocational ed:ucation; (4) voca

tional rehabilitation; (5) nursery schools; (6) ~ural

education •••••••• It is designed not to meet deficiencies

in school /,udgets but to provide for educ,oti anal ex

pansion •• •~ ••.•••.• •This program has :nany.assets, as well

as 1.1abilities •....••.•...• The training of teachers for

the ,increasing needs of Workers' Education will be

materially assisted. The selection of the state direct
/'

ors of Wo.rkers' 'Educat ion has proceeded VIi th wholesale

disregard of -the officers of the state Federations of

Labor•. The consequence of such a lacl,,- of sound selec

tion has been.,'evident. It bas represented a 1088 to

the whole enterprise •.•••••.•..L8.bor has a staze in this
~ t In' •

whole enterprise which cannot be safeguarded by any

'Y\";~ell-m:e~ing, though in~fficient program of emergency
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education••••••••Unless Labor control the education of

its own members it is not Workers' Education. 1I pp. 137-

18, 233.

5. It adopted a resolution commending the Workers' Educa

tion Bureau for having expanded its services during the

past year, including the following:

a. Enlargement of its previous program.

b. Creation of four regional directors to serve as

liaison officers between the Bureau and the Emer-

gency Education Program.

c. Presentation of Round Table discussions of labor

problems and other social subjects on a nation-wide

Columbia Broadcasting network •

. "The Workers' Education Bureau sounds a note

of militant idealism and practical realism, a note"

. which is indispensj.ble if the C8.use of education in

America is to be saved in this hour of crisis ••.••••

understand the relation between trade and industrial

unionism. It will enable the workers to see the

menace of Fascism, of Nationalism, of Imperialism,

of war, all these things that grow out of Capitalism.

pp. 22, 138-43, 465-69

J. Byt~.e F~f~~::-fifth Conyention at Atlantic City, New

J er~.~r,. 1?3.~ .~.. '.

1. The Convention adopted a resolution directing that a
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Speakers' Bureau be established and maintained in the

Union Labels and Trades Department of .the Federation.

pp. 513-14

2. The Committee on Education made a detailed report on

the net results of the Emergency Relief Education pro

ject, including the following important points:

uIn accomplishment candor compels the conclusion

that the results ha.ve been something less than notable

••••••••Setting up a vast edu~ational program under

relief authority has been the cardinal blunder. Relief,

rather than educational, standards have seriously im-

paired the methods employed and the ends pursued. The

division of responsibility in local communities between

relief any educational authorities has proved. unsound.

The resu~t has been inefficiency and inaction. Changes

and modifications of relief aims and shifts in adminis-

trative control have seriously impaired the methods

employed,and the ends pursued. Division of responsibil-

ity in local communities between relief and educational

authorities has proved unsound. The result has been

inefficiency and inaction. Changes and modifications

of relief aims and shifts in administration control

have impaired any long time gains from the program.

Continuity of policy and security of tenure are of

first ~mportance for effective education. Uncertainty
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and insecurity have characterized the whole effort.

Expenses have been unduly high. The ERB has not con

served the funds placed in its control. At times there

has been a gesture at cooperation with the A. F. of L.,

but not permanently. The supervisors have been appoint

ed without consultation with the State A. F. of L.

Training teacher programs have been well conceived."

3~ The Convention adopted a resolution commending inter

national unions' and workers' ~ducation projects which'

are developing the drama as a medium for presenting the

aims of Labor and requesting the Committee on Education

to make a study of the development of Labor dramatics

during the coming year. p. 489

4. It adopte~ a resolution commending the Workers' Educa

tion Burelu for its program and its activities of the

past year, including: p. 49, 207

a. Enlarged general activity.

b. Two emergency grants, one from the Carnegie Corpora-

tion and the other from the General Education Board;

both having been made without condition "in recogni

tion of national services rendered by this agency

for the education of wage earners. 1I pp. 479-81

c. Plans formulated for another series of radio .broad-

casts over the Columbia Broadcasting network. pp.

483-8.4···
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5. It adopted a resolution commending Spencer Miller, Jr.,

Secretary of the Workers' Education Bureau, on his

excellent address to the convention concerning the work

of the Bureau and of the Interm'_tional Labor Organiza

tion of Geneva, and recommending that it be published

in pamphlet form and made available to the trade union

movement. p. 485.

K. By the Fifty-sixth Convention at Tampa, Florida, 1936.

1. The Convention resolved to support its former education-

al program and to reaffirm its former demands regarding

radio. pp. 72, 73, 411, 463

2. It adopted a resolut ion urging that Workers' Eo.ucation

be carried on in Puerto Rico as it is in the various

states. p. 375

3. T~e conv~tion offered fraternal greetings and good

wishes to the Workers' Education Bureau on celebrating

fifteen years of continued educational service to Labor,

and urged every national and international union to

give it adequate support and included the following:

pp. 408, 375

a. Continued cooperation with the Emergency Workers'

Education Program through its field representatives,

inclUding the establishment of the basis of a long

~ime program.
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b. Dramatic skits produced by the reaearch division at

Baltimore, giving informative material about the

Social Security Act.

c. Continued work on the Case Book on Collective

Bargaining.

d. Steady continuation of institutes, summer schools,

etc.

e. Ten special institutes disclosing the Labor Rela

tions Act, held. in strategic centers of the country

with the cooperation of the National Labor Board

and of regional labor boards. pp. 184-86

L. By the Fifty-seventh Convention at Denver, Colorado, 1937.

1. The Convention adopted a resolution calling attention

to the Workers' Education Bureau as being a most

notable ~ucational organization. p. 614

2. It adopted a resolution calling attention to the no

tabledeve10pments in the work of the Bureau includ

ing: pp. 192-95

a. Establishment of a research division with head

qu~rters in the Machinists' Building, Washington,

D.C.

p.,$erved to local unions with series of skits on the

Social Security Act andw.1th material on their own

l()c~J.. p,rpblems,suchasWorkmens' Compensation,

:', f>cPB:P(l~fona;L: dl,i3~ase~" .. bllilo.i:ng effective union
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organizations, union labels, and facts useful for

negotiating an agreement~

c. Drafting a proposed bill for Federal grantS-in-aid

for workers' education.

d. Continued institutes and organizers' labor problems.

e. Cooperation with the W. P. A. Educational program in

various parts of the country and occasionally in

training teachers.

f. Presentation of radio skits over station WCFL with'

the cooperation of the local W. P. A~ Theater

g. Another emergency grant from the Carnegie Corporation.

h. Leave of absence to the Director for three months to

make a special study of technical education in

Europe, which has disclosed interesting points for

the d~~lopment of the progrctm in this country •

. p. 620

M. By the Fifty-eighth Convention at Houston, Texas, 1938.

1. The Convention offered the support of the Federation

to Radio St~tion WCFL. p. 501

2. It commended the Workers' Education Bureau for haVing

made the following contributions to Labor during the

past year: . p~ 186

a. Regional institutes, summer schools, etc.

b. Radio programs and labor exhib1ts. pp. 325...35

c. Pl'epe.r1rigand. distribut1ngthe' pamphlet, "Democracy
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York;"affi11ated with the American Federation of

d. Looal 3 of the Electrical Workers of America in New

tions during the year decided to set aside a part of

their annual convention time for the consideration

of the subject of ed~cation, and some favored specific

conferences on education. p. 217

c. Several State Federations of Labor at their conven-

Labor. p. 217

tion Bureau of A~erica for Labor. pp. 540-541

a. Labor institutes were held at Rutgers University,

New Brunswick, N. 'J.; at the University of Michigan;

by the Pacific Coast School for Workers; and by the

and Civil Liberties. II pp. 483-85

3. It adopted a resolution proposing an international con

ference on technical education at the World's Fairs in

New York and San Frahcisco. p. 502

1. The Convention unanimously adopted with high commendation

the reports of the Executive Council and of the Education

al Committee on the achievements of the Workers' Educa-

N. By the Fifty-ninth Annual Convention at Cincinnati, Ohio,

Wisconsin Summer School for Workers. pp. 216-17

'1 b. A regional industrial confereence was held in

Massachusetts under the joint sponsorship of the

Bureau and the Massachusetts State Federation of
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Labor, appointed an Educational Director, who, with

the assistance of the Workers' Education Bureau, set

up a program of workers' education. p. 217

e. The radio program of the previous year, Americans at

Wor~ was continued in 1939 by the Columbia Broad-

casting system. Programs given dUring the year were:

Bricklayer, Fisherman, Pottery Worker, Coal Miner,

Auto Worker, Toy M8Ler, Pullman Porter, Shipworker,

G1assworker, Plumber, Schon1 teacher, Carpenter,

Barber, Retail Grocer, Meat Packer, Road BUilder,

Radio Technician, Cab Driver, and Test Pilot.

p. 217-18

f. Research was conducted in connection with the Rutgers

Labor Institute on the subject of trends in Labor

legislation and economic changes of the past ten

.years in New Jersey; on the subject of annual wages,

the incorporations of trade unions, social security,

labor legislation, and collective bargaining agree

ments. p. 218

g. In addition to the pamphlet, Labor~ Educatio~,

the Bureau prepared and published a pamphlet,

Democracy"and Liberties; a series of six articles

on th:eisubJect', The Wa.ge Earner's Stake .!!!. Health;

another' seriesof J s1x'ar-ticles entitled, Short

,... .;:S;.:t;,;::;6~r.::~1;,;::;e-=ls,:~ Economics .p.; 218
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Revi's~onof·, high school curriculum to meet the chang

i,ng, n~ed~ 0tindustry as well as the expanding needs
.. '....

of,~6uth~" ','
:,.•~,~::'~:,'...." -, 'I' ','J ,.'

in the extension of and more wide-spread use of labor

Council urging state Federations of Labor to cooperate

543-45

92

a. Raising the school age level.

the activities of the Workers' Education Bureau. pp.

b. Keeping the work of the administration along lines of

work experience of distinctly prevocational character

ahd"hot, along lines of true vocations.l training.

·,c.'.

3. It approved report of Executive Council on narticipation

in the World Congress on Education and Labor sponsored

by Columbia University, and held in August, 1939, and

which planned the following program:

a. A continuing agency for the perpetuation of the Con-

gres s for f:tve yee,rs.

b. The development of a manual. for the guidance of local

groups.

c. The development of basic research in the field of

education and democracy. pp. 620-621

4. It adopted a recommendation offered by the Executive

institutes in connection with State Universities. p. 621

5. It adopted a definite policy concerning the unemployed

youth of the nation and the National Youth Administra

tion: pp. 211, 214, 619-20
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THE CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

The program of the Congress of Industrial Organizations

in regard to further education of their members was inaugu

rated at the second constitutional convention held B.t San

Francisco in 1939. On the second day of that convention a

motion was adopted which authorized the Executive Board to

establish a standing committee on workers' education. 6?

On the following day a resolution calling attention to

the fact that during the past year many "C. I. O. unions had

extended their programs of research, education and related

cultural, recreational and athletic activities and have

established forums, study classes, summer vacation and train

ing camps for their members, and special activities at meet-

,---ings of their local unionsi •••••••••Many international organ

izations which have developed extensive research into pro-

blems concerning their respective industries are greatly in

terested in securing from time to time information and data

concerning other industries." The convention unanimously

adopted this reso~ution which authorized the "Executive

Board to coordinate and advance these research, education

and social·activities of our affiliated unions".68

........._..,~.,.6?~at£:X Proceedings of the Second Constitutional Con
vent~oh 2- e con~ress 2f indUStrial Organizations, Wednes-
day, .QE. cit., p. 1. .

68DatlY Proceedings of the Second Constitutional Con
vention ~ he con§reSB ~ indUStrial Organizations, Thuri:
dq,.2]2. cit., p. 6.



C. I. o. called upon the W. P. A. and the Congress to expand
~

this service to labor so that it might be more equal to the'

extensive demands being made by labor. 70

94

Several resolutions were submitted by various affil

iated unions on the subject of youth, but only one was adopted

by the convention as covering the subject matter of all res

olutions submitted. It called for a comprehensive youth pro

gram which would give opportunity for education and training

and substance to the right of everyone to a job so that he

can do his "part in the productive and cultural life of our

democratic society".69

Later in the same day another resolution pertaining

to workers' education was submitted, calling attention to the

helpfulness of the W. P. A. in workers' education service

through the separate division set up by it for expanded edu

cationaland informational service to America labor. The

',,"( i. ,69Daily Proceedingeof" the Second Constitutional Con~
;~.e.'n:t:·ion ~theCongress of Industrial Organizations, FriCl.ay,
.2E, cit,., p76

( .~._ ... "'. -j .' f' '1:,:,;' i '."
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America's sQ-called "best union" Vias the pioneer in

union activity for development of workers' education and

cultured refugees from the old country, persons with unusual

zeal for learning. For them it could do much.?l

In 1917 the educational department was founded with

developed an educational system of its own. At first it

taught its members English and unionism. Soon, however, its

leaders became aware of the fact some of its members were

..
inevitable strugglesaf economic and social chan~e.73

In 1926, the Educational Department of this virile and

active organizatio,n of labor co~ducted three groups of activ

itIes. One was conducted at Unity Center, in New York City"

o""h;,7l"NotBread Alone", Time MafaZine, Ope .cit. XXXII,
<.~eptembe~,26, 19,38.), p. 53.~e 8.~SO Herbert Harris, American
Labor, New Haven: ¥ale University Press, 1939, p. 222.-

72IblCi •. , pp. 53-4.

73American Labor Year Book Series, OD cit., Vol. VII,
1926, p. 309,' cIting F'annia M:-COhn, in Justice; November 2?,
1925.

the noted historian Dr. Charles A. Beard as consultant, to

teach the members of the union labor doctrines and American

history.72

The Educational Department seeks to assist the individ

r--ual in self-development and to make him more useful to the

union of which he is a member. It gives him opportunity to

serve the members of his own class and prepares him for the



the Educational Department. Through the efforts of this

division courses and lectures74 were given in offices and in

meetings of local unions in English, Jewish, Russian, and

Italian languages. Social activities' were included as a

~ feature of this work, The Educational Department also rend

ered assfstance during strikes and carried on activities in·

also participated in the activities of the Workers' Education

Bureau, Brookwood, the Workers' Art Scholarship Committee,

ManumitSchool,75 a farm boarding school for workers' children

cities outside of New York. It provided books, musical and

dramatic entertainments at reduced rates. The Department

dealing with labor movement, social sciences, and culture were

given during the school year of 1926-27. The third type of

activity was carried on through an extension division within

96
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where evening classes in English were held by teachers assign-

ed by the New York City Board of Education. Courses were also

given by the union in the following subjects: the labor move

ment, social science, psycholo~J and physical training. The

second type or group of activ.iJt1$s was conducted under the name

of the Workers' University, in which eighteen advanced courses

, 74AmericanLabor Year Book Series, Ope cit., Vol.
VIII, 1927, p. 164_. - -

~5~bid., pp. 170-71
'" , ~".-

,
i ~,



projects were under way, as follows:

:,l •.~

II To be helpful to our members in understanding their

76Ibid., p. 170

~,-.,' 7~The Americ~n Labol:' Year Book Series, op. cit., Vol.
XI:t':t/1932, p. 183-184. '- -

- ,

lfitionship of the International to the American Federation

of L?-bor,.

educational department is preparing a primer on our inter-

national union. In this primer we shall attempt to acquaint

the membership with the relationship between the Inter

nat~onal and the Local Unions and the Joint Board; the re-

"(1). A detailed outline on the economics of the

women's garment industry. This outline will be helpful to

our memhers to understand the problems of the ino.ustry, its

importance in our economic life, it~ relation to other in

dustries, how it is being financed, how the production cost

is being distributed among the various elements engaged as

labor, management, rent, interest and profit, and finally,

the part played by the union in the industry.

at Pawling, New York, and the Pioneer Youth of America. 76

In 1932, Fannia M. Cohn, executive secretary of the
77

Depa.rtment reported to the Labor Research Department of the

Rand School of Social Science in New York City that several

97

".--
roles in the union and in the labor movement as a whole, our

\'•;.
t.'

-t· '
4

•f.
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"(3). Short lessons, in the form of articles on union

ism for our newly "Naturalized Citizens ll , members who recently

joined our union."

She added that material was being prepared on unemploy-

By 1936, 507 study groups had been formed with more

than 15,000 students enrolled. The· 1937-38 figures showed

620 study groups with 22,050 students enrolled.78

In September 1938, the Educational Department celebrated

its twenty-first birthday. It had some 22,000 members enrolled

in more than 600 study groups in 58 cities in 25 states and

~three Canadian provinces. The anniversary celebration was

held in New York City with an elaborate program of speakers;

music by'a union chorus of 100 voices, and a union orchestra

of 90 mandolins. At the same time the Department's best

known theatrical production, the musical revue entitled "Pins

and Needles" was playing to capacity audiences on the Labor

': at.ate, a theatre near Times Square. This revue was written

py,1E\.boI' studellts and produced by them in their own theatre. 79

.' 'Xhe chairman of the Department is Julian Hochman, who

-"''''-78~Unfv~rslty .C1~sses for Workers II, Editorial, School
and Society', XLVIII (September '10, 193~), p. 330.

. , 79,!~Not by-Bread Alone II , Time XXXII (September 26,
) -' ,1938 , p. 54.
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80_~_Notbif,Bread llone", E,E. cit., p. 54
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The most popular courses offered include history of

the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, the labor

movement in the United states, labor problems end the news,

pUblic' speak.ingand parliamentary law. Recently the union

Julian Hochman has a definite philosophy concerning

the labor movement. He believes that labor unions owe their

is also the vice-president of the international and general

manager of the New York Dressmakers' Joint Board. He is an

outstanding example of the best product in workers' education.

He was born in Russia in 1893, where he began working as a

tailor for his father. At fourteen he arrived in Manhattan,

became a garment worker and enrolled in school. He graduated

from Brookwood and has studied extensively in the fields of

painting and music. He helped to design the Labor Stage after

the plan of the Moscow Art Theatre. SO

members education and fun as well as higher wages. He agrees

with the Educational Director, the British born Mark Starr,

~ in the belief that a worker is not fully educated in high

school or college, and that the purpose of their workers'

education is "to 1"emove prejudices acquired in public schools,

fill gaps, give workers realistic attitudes toward labor, and

teach them how a union works.8l



included the following subjects: background and theory of

labor unionism, history of the International Ladies' Garment

Workers' Union, the economics of the ladies' garment industry,

parliamentary procedure, structure and functions of the union,

general trade union technique, personal or local problems

brought out during class periods by questions. Several noted

~ educators, among them Dr. Charles A. Beard, historian, Dr.

P. F. Brissenden, professor of economics at Columbia Univers-

100

Editorial~ Business Week, (March,

82Loc. oit., p. 54

83'IIt!a:~or WestPoint",
p. 37 ..·

84Ibid., p. 38

1939) ,

ity assisted in the selection of courses and preparation of

the reading lists. The teachers were union officers and

organizers.84 After completion of the course, rigid exami-

,
adopted a rule that all elected paid officers must have passed

a special training course for officers prior to election,82

which rule has been referred to as the labor movements'

"first civil service".83 .

Following the adoption of the "ci1ril service" rule,

the general Executive Board of the union adopted a schedule

of classes to suit the requirement. The class work outlined

nations are given and must be passed before the coveted

diploma is given. The union and the Education Department are

planning in the near future to carry the same teaching to

fsoia.t"e'd'works by extension courses is so far as that may
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be possible.85

Besides teaching members how to be good unionists and

how to think about economic problems, the Education Department

gives them lectures on sei and marriage, show them how to paint,

takes them sight seeing, brings them together for dancing and

singing. The Department had distributed over 200,000 pamphlets

and produced songs, radio programs, phonograph records, and

films. 86

Several years ago the union purchased a thousand acre

estate in the Pocono Hills, Forest Park, Pennsylvania for the

sum of $500,000, and proceeded to make it over into a vacation

resort for its members and for members of other labor groups.

One thousand guests can be accommodated in the main house and

adjoining cottages. This is "Unity House". For the sum of
/'

$19.00 per week and a union card, one can stay at "Unity House"

and play-tennis, go boating, swimming, or even horse-back

riding. Similar accornmodatj.ons cost much more elsewhere.87

85Ibid., p. 38

86 nNot by Bread Alone", Ope cit., p. 54.

87Ibid., p. 55
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Search was made but no evidence was found of gny

progr2ill or policy· concerntng 'workers I education adonted

or formulated by the llBj.g· Four" Railroad Brotherhoods •

,
, -I,

THE RAILROAD BROTHERHOODS

•
~ i (\

l
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QUEST~NNAIREBmSULTS

A questionnaire on the workers' education phase of the

labor move~ent was prepared88. and was mailed to the following

schools or educational agencies, most of which are listed as

workers' education agencies in the American Labor Year Book,

1932, (last of the series to be publ'ished):

Southern Summer School for Women Workers in Industry

Hudson $hore Labor School (formerly known as the Bryn

Mawr Summer School for Women Workers)

Brookwood Workers College (Labor College)

League for Industrial Democracy, Summer School

Manumit School at Pawling, New York

Rand School of Social Science, New York City

Pioneer Youth of America, New York City

Commonwealth College, Mena, Arkansas

W. P. A., Workers' Service Program

Baltimore Labor College

University of Wisconsin, School for Workers in Industry

,Summer School for Office Workers

Pacific Coast School for Workers

Educational Department of the International Ladies' Garment

Workers' Union

!""~Workers' Education' Bureau of America
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Labor Education Service, Inc. (formerly the Affiliated

Schools for Workers)

Affiliated Summer Schools for Women Workers in Industry

Colorado Springs, Labor College, Colorado Springs, Colorado

Denver Labor College, Denver, Colorado

New. Workers' School, New York City

Portland Labor College, Portland, Oregon

Vineyard Shore School, New York City

Work People's College, Duluth, Minnesota

The investigator received adequate returns from only

five of the agencies and schools listed, namely Commonwealth

College, Mena, Arkansas; W. P. A., Workers' Service Program;

Baltimore Labor College (close~ in 1930); University of Wis

consin, School for Workers in Induatry; a~d Summer School for

office .workers.

Information reeelved from the League for Industrial

Democracy, Summer School, revealed that it is an adult educa

tion establishment, but does conduct a part of its program

for the benefit of persons interested in the labor movement.

The Manumit School at Pawling, New York, is conducted

for children only. Until 1932 preference was given to children

of workers. Since that date the school has continued to accept

chlid~enof in~ustrial workers but discontinued its preferen-
• 'r'

tial policy toward them, by reason of the fact that it en-

·a~s:t'~ha.Vethe school represent a cross section of
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American life.

The questionnaire mailed to the Rand School of Social

Science (the research department of which formerly prepared

for publication the American Labor Year Book Series, 12

volumes), was returned by Rebecca J. Timbres with the notation

that that school does not fall within the category of educa

tional institutions covered by the questionnaire.

Walter Ludwig, Director of Pioneer Youth of America,

wrote that lias Director of Pioneer'Youth of America for eleven

years I received your questionnaire and return it because it

is a children's organization (8-16 years old) conducting

unions, clubs and camps. Your questionnaire obviously does

not apply."

The remaining schools and agencies made no reply.

The investigator found evidence that one state is

sponsoring a program of workers' education in connection with

its sta~e supported university, the State of Wisconsin. 89

The five schools reporting gave as the date of founding

the following years: 1923, 1925, 1925, 1926, and 1933 ,~

j- .,~ . ," t-·

',1:9:33."; ;:' t i "J ", " - ':' :; U

I ~ ~ -.'" I I \ " .,

summer courses on campus. All reported that all work was done

89Appendix B, 'this. work.

"j ". ,',' , , ..... -,'.

on a' non'':'credit basis. The Wisconsi~ University School for

No school reported offering any correspondence courses.

~~os'chools conduct off-campus extension classes. Four give
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workers reported that extension work was given in winters only

from 1937 to 1939 and abolished by the legislature of Wiscon

sin in May, 1939.

Tuition reported varies fl~m no charge (by the W. P. A.,

Workers' Service Progre.m) to scholarships ranging in value

from $60 to $300 for three months' terms. All scholarships

are paid from funds raised by the student's local community

or local union or from special gift funds for that purpose.

The tuition at Wisconsin is $31, toe same fee that is required

of all Wisconsin University Summer Students.

Duration of curricula varied considerably, from one,

two, or six weeks (in summer) to ten and thirty weeks (in

winter of continuous education, with no examinations, all

having flexible programs determined by needs of the students.

No educational requirement is demanded of enrollees.

One school required union membership; one required two years

of previous employment in industry with age limits of 20 to

35 yea.rs.AlI schools were reported to require students to

have an active interest in economic questions and in community

l~fe.

All courses,given were on a non-credit basis. Courses'

!
;

.'..1;

I

in,tihe history of the labor movement, economics, and labor

~ama:t1cswereofferedby four schools;' in trade unioni sm,
....--:: J.! ~';" '..,. . ',

PHl,~~~n~~ryproc~d'Ureand pub:+ig speaking by three schools;

industrialil:lis~o:rt.: ecollomic his~ory", E,nglish grammar, and
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English composition by two; music by one; social psychology

by one; and community attitudes and techniques by one. Rigid

separation or classification of courses on the basis of con

tent was said to be impossible as the content of various

types of subject matter was often combined in the work of one

class or group.

The greatest number and variety of courses was re

ported by Commonwealth College, Mena, Arkansas. For the

school year 1939-40 that school conducted classes in union

problems, business training, economics, labor in politics,

labor history, the South, workers' education, international

relations, civil liberties and national minorities, current

history, public speaking, labor journalism, labor law, drama,

music, labor and taxation, mimeographing, special lectures

and seminars. Commonwealth College also reported that in

addition to the above list, other courses were offered since

1926, including economic history, economic geography, labor

and,economics, general psychology, English composition,

general'history, civics, orientation in science, creative,

writing, sociology, philosophy, history of civilization,

"American literature ,workers ' literature, currency and credit,'

"fact' finding, statistics, labor idealogy, Esperanto, argu

1ii'enta:tion, farm problems, agricultural economics, cooperation,

fmpefria11sm .. andvisual'education.

\:l,::~:~ 'Four :'schools'give'no award whatever for completing

, ~,
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courses or curriculum; one, the Baltimore Labor College, gave

a certificate.90

Methods of recruiting students vary greatly with the

schools. Four reported soliciting students through labor

unions; two through direct personal solicitation of students

by an agent representing the school; two send circular letters

to prospects; two send personal letters to prospects; one

carries paid advertisements in newspapers and periodicals;

one reported rec~~iting by volunteer committees who inter

view and recommend students; and one stated that it uses news

paper publicity (labor and others).

Three schools stated that much more work is being

offered in 1940 than in 1926; two reported no change in

amount of work offered during that period.

Two schools reported that the curriculum was much

more pr&ctica1 in 1940 than in 1926 and one reported that the

curriculum was somewhat less cultural in 1940 than in 1926;

two did not report on the cultural or practical nature of

curriculum.

The numbers enrolled in the schools reporting varied

greatly. The W. P. A., Workers' Service Program reported

75 t OOO persons enrolled in 3,000 classes in 36 states during

its peak year t 1937. Data for the Baltimore Labor College was.

given by J. M. Guilder from memory as all records have been

destroyed. The College closed in 1930 due to lack of funds.

90See Appendix D, this work.
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Total numbers enrolled in the five schools reporting, 1926 to!

1939, are sho~n in Table VII and the total numbers completing

curriculum or courses in the same schools, 1926 to 1939, are

shown in Table VIII.

Reported methods of instruction being used are given

in Table IX. The methods of obtaining materj.als for the use

of workers' study groups are set out in Table X.

,
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Year Baltimore8. Common- ,Univ. of Wis"'? Summerc W. P. Act,

Labor wealth School School Workers
College College for for Service

Workers Office Program
Workers

1926 50 72 34
1927 60 63 48
1928 45 97 45
1929 50 56 61
1930 30 59 62
1931 110 46
1932 133 36
1933 81 37 33
1934 129 35 41
1935 129 46 31
1936 173 40 39
1937 130 43 40 75,-000
1938 126 42 35
1939 137 31 39

TABLE VII

TOTAL REPORTED ENROLLMENTS IN WORKERS'
EDUCATION SCHOOLS, 1926 to 1939

C~stablished in 1933

dEstablished in 1933

,

110

aClosed in 1930, due to lack of funds.

- bAdditional enrollments reported: were:
1937, United Auto Workers, two weeks, 37
1938,!nternational Ladies' Garment Workers' Union,

'two weeks, ,40
____ , Wisconsin Truck Drivers, two weeks, 14

, General school, two weeks, 22 ,
1939, International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union,

,-:',. ,"; I,",: ~,- ,-·t'we'weeks, 71'
, Ameri,can Federation of Hosiery Workers, one

~, :. :wee.k, 37- ,,', ' '
;',0::': r.,'::-;_..........:I,;Gene,ralscAool, two weeks, 26

____ , Truck Drivers, two weeks, 4

I
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TABLE VIII

TOTAL NUMBER REPORTED COMPLETING
CURRICuLmt IN WORKERS'
EDUCATION, 1926 to 1939

Year I Baltimorea
I Common- Uriiv. of Wis"!? Summerc~ VI. P. A.

Labor wealth School School Workel's'
College College for for Sel'vlce

Workers Office ProgrC:UYl
Workers

1926 40 72 34
i92? 50 63 . 48
1928 30 97 45
1929 40 56 61
1930 20 59 62
1931 110 46
1932 133 36
1933· 81 37 33
1934 129 35 41
1935 129 46 31
1936 173 40 39
1937 130 43 40 75,000
1938 . 126 42 35
1939 137 41 39

8.Closed in 1930,

';' bAll additional enrollments shown in Table VII, note a,
also completed their courses.

cOrganized in 1933. An additional 21 non-resident
sttiderit·s ·were said to have participated in the program.

... 'dorganized in 1933. Peak year was said to be 1937.
No 6therfigures were given•

......._~_._... ",_ •.•.~ '., • ' •• _n..... ",,,,....... ) .•

..... •'-"_~'f'o-'" ~,_. '.' .• ~. '-". ." ••... " ..., "~' ..••.•
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TABLE IX

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION IN WORKERS' EDUCATION
CLASSES, 1926 to 1939

Methods Used Used Used
predominantly considerably some

Lecture 1 1 1
Field trips 1 2
Discussions 3 1
Round table 1 2

Panel discussions 2 2
Written work, papers, 2 1notebooks, etc.
Any other methods la

aTaught by experts

TABLE X

METHODS OF OBTAINING CLASS ROOM MATERIALS
FOR WORKERS' STUDY GROUPS, 1926 to 1939

; .

~tudfint School Gifts or An~ other" urc ases 1 furn1she,:l loans me hods

1

1 3 2
3 la

3 1a

2 1

,,·.1,

MaterialS

Texts
.SUPD1ementary .
Reaning material
Maps
Charts and

.> diagrams
St.atistical

material
c ',Ariyother .

materials
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Two schools reported additional educational activity

in the field of labor institutes. One school reported con

ducting three labor institutes per year with an average

attendance of 30; and one reported conducting institutes

which varied in number and attendance with the state and

organizations of labor concerned. Two schools stated they

held industrial conferences, one varying with the state and

organizations of labor concerned, and another stating that

it hela. conferences in 1926, 1927 and 1928 with an average

estimated attendance of 1,500.

All schools reported that they sponsor recreational

activities in connection with their program of workers' edu

cation. Two sponsor summer camps of two months each; one

stated that no figures on camp attendance were av~ilable;

the other reported an estimated average attendance of 35.

Three schools hold one day outings; one school conducts out

ings on alumni week-end (July 4); another holds one such out

ing every week; and the third reported three per term (of

three months) with an average estimated attendance varying

from ~5 to 100 persons. Three schools sponsor musical enter-

tainments or workers' choruses; one school gives three per

term (of three months) with an average estimated attendance

~ of 150. Four schools sponsor social activities, such as

dances and mixers; one reported two per term (of three months)

with an average estimated attendance of 250. One school
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sponsors athletics and hiking for recreation and. another con-

ducts radio listening hours, information quizzes and athletics.

One school reported conducting radio broadcasts from

1926 to 1930.

The data obtained from questionnaire returns were

scanty and in no way presented an adequate picture of the

activities of the schools and educational agencies through

which organized labor has sought to give effect to its

adopted programs and policies of education. For that reason,

several schools and agencies were selected of the various

groups and types of educational agencies subsidized by organ

ized labor and a more intensive study was made of each. The

list included Brookwood Workers' College; Workers' Education

Bureau of America; Workers' Education under the F. E. R. A.,

also known as W. P. A., Workers' Service Program; Industrial

and Apprentice Training; Vocational Education and Re-educa

tion; the Educational Work of the Civilian Conservation C01~S;

and Wisconsin State University, School for Workers.
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SOME EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES SUBSIDIZED OR APPROVED BY ORGANIZED
LABOR EDUCATION OF UNION MEMBERS

The educational movement known as Workers' Education

Movement is of recent origin, having its beginnings Droper

during the pre-war period. Through the various workers' edu-

cational agencies both union and non-union workers have sought

to add to their education. Some of these have been subsidized,

others approved and recommended by the gre.o,t unit of org8,nized

labor. It is practically impossible ~o segregrate information

of work being done for unionists from that on non-unionists,

as they frequently are clas smat es in the same study groups.

Before the World War, projects in this new field of

education were organized by the Rand School of Social Science

in New York City and by the Women's Trade Union League. In

1921, there were founded the Workers' Education Bureau, the

Brookwood Labor College, the Bryn Mawr Summer School for

Women Workers, (now known as the Hudson Shore Labor School),

and other resident schools. Educational projects were initi-

ated by state Federations of Labor s.nd by .some political groups.

Labor colleges offering even1.ng classes were establisher} some

'times. under the central labor union as in Boston, Baltimore,

\'s,nd. Philadelphia, and sometimes, under other auspices. 91

.__....._~ .. _ "The wqrkers' education movemen t followed the fortunes
.,

of orgari!ized labor. By 1929 labor was in the doldrums,

~)~,~Eleanor G. Goit, and Mark starr, "Workers' Education
in the Uhited States,' "Monthly' Labor Review, XLIX (July, 1939),
p. 1.
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quiescent, the number of local labor colleges diminished and

the resident schools found themselves in the pos:1.tlon of train-

ing acti'Te workers for whom there was apparently no place in

the labor movement. Then came the depression and the agencies

relying upon voluntary and individual contributions found
, °2financing doubly difficult. v

During the N. R. A. period, labor was revitalized. The

rapid growth of trade union membership from approximately

3,000,000 to 8,000,000 created a d~mand for a large number

of organizers and the unions turned to workers' education

agencies for trained workers. Workers' education has kept

pace with the growing labor movement and has made a greater

proportionate increase. The demand for it still grows.

EXisting agencies have been called upon as never before and

Organized labor has both approved and encouraged other

educational.work than that for adult workers, such. as that of

~~~, C~vilian Conservation Corps, Vocational Education and

Vocational Rehabilitation.94

i
~!

92Ibid. P .', 1-'
~i3Loc .0 cit.
-) ..-

94S~~'Table

I··'

V, this work; also pp. 96-97
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Wisconsin is the only state which has given financial

aid to workers' education on a relatively permanently basis. 95

There are several types of organizG.tions which promote

workers' education. Many international unions h~ve educational

departments which offer activities ranging from informal recre

ation to classes, forums and leadership-training courses. In

others, the locals create their own programs. 96

Other resident schools have been established more

recently, among them Commonwealth College at Mena, Arkansas;

Southern Summer School for Workers; Highlander Folk School

at M9nteagle, Tennessee; the Pacific Coast School at Berkeley,

California, and the Summer School for Office Workers in New

York City.9?

Trade-unions fo,etering their oV'm departments and pro

gramsof workers I education include the International La.dies'

Garment Worke~s' Union, the Amalgamated Clothing Workers,

the Textile Workers Organizing Committee, the United Federal

Workers, the United Office and Professional Workers, the

United Automobile' Workers, the United Electrial and Radio

Workers~ the Federation of Architects, Engineers, Chemists,

T~chnl0ians, Marine and Shipbuilding Workers, the Oil Workers,

95Eleanor G. Coit and Mark Starr, £E. ~., p. 1

96I bid·_,' p. 6

9?I~id:;,' pp.' ?-9
~,.'}-



Labor colleges, other than those named above, have been

founded in various parts of the country, among them the New

~ Haven Labor College; the FederatiQn of Workers' Schools; the

i Denver Labor College; the Minneapolis Labor School; the
11
W Milwaukee Labor College. 99

t.i.·l
~-

!
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the American Communications Association, Local 9 of the

Municipal Workers, Agricultural and Cannery Workers, the Flat

Glass Workers, the Upholstery Workers' International Union,

the United Hatters, Cap and Millinery Workers, the American

Federation of Teachers and the Ohio State Federation of

Labor. 98

Several other organizations have for mal~ years con

ducted classes in workers' education, such as the Young

Women's Christian Association; the Women's Trade Union League

in New York City; the Henry Street Settlement in New York

City; the Chicago Commons and Hull House in Chicago. lOO

In addition to .the agencies of workers' education

enumerated above, there are certain coordinating agencies,

chief of which are the Workers' Education Bureau of America

and the Affiliated Schools for Workers, both of which have

their headquarters in New York City.lOl

98Ibid., pp. 10-16

99~., pp. 16-17

'"'·~··<'-<·:;'100·'··... < 18-19
t " ..i;.I'b..1d. 'jpp.

lOlIbid., pp. 19-21
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Certain various labor political groups conduct their

own schools. In New York City are located the Workers' School

of the Communist Party, the New Workers' School (Lovestonite),

the Debs School (Socialist Party), and the Rand School (Social

Democratic Federation). In most cases the classes of these

~ schools are open to non-party members, but they are closely

associated in the public mind with a particular political

group.102 For that reason the work of this group of workers'

educational agencies is not given aetailed consideration in

this study.

A detailed study was made of the following, each being

an example of one type of the more important agencies or

methods of carrying out organized labor's program of education:

Workers' Education Bure~~ of America; Brookwood Labor College;

Educational Activities of the International Ladies' Garment

Workers' Union; Workers' Education under the W. P. A. and

F. E. R. A.; Apprentice Training; Vocational Education and
, .

Rehabilitation; Educational Work of C. Q. C.; and Workers'

Education in Wisconsin University.

~.' .;~
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103com~iled from American Labor Yea~ Book, oP. cit.,
Voli~ VII" 1!>2>,'PP'1' 307-398,0,', See also, Jean Atherton Flexner,
"Brookwood", New Republic, XLII (August 5, 1925), pp. 287-
89 -

,

students were permitted to begin with the second year. The

l;~t of subjects studied was impressive, and included English,

psychology, statistics, labor laws ana. their administration,

" r

Brookwood Workers' College, a resident school for work-

other unions.

The course was of two years length, but well prepared

120

BROOKWOOD WORKERS' COLLEGE

textile workers, miners, garment w?rkers, carpenters, teachers,

mill:tnery workers, hosiery workers, machinists, shoe \wrkers,

painters, plumbers, railway clerks and farmers.

Scholarships of $450 a year were provided by the

Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, Machinists, Ratlway Cs,rmen,

Painters, Paper Hangers and Decorators, Amalgamated Clothing

Workers, Districts 1, 2, and 9 of the United Mine Workers,

the Detroit Federation of Labor, the Virginia Fed.eration of

Labor, the United Textile Workers, the Full Fashioned Hosiery

Workers, the United Cloth Hat, Cap and Millinery Workers, and

There were 45 students attending Brookwood during the

year 1925_26103 They came from many industries. Some were

ers, was established at Katonah, New York in 1921. Students

were required to have worked in industry and to have held

union membership for one full year.
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history of civilization, social problems, labor history,

trade union programs, administration, organization, labor

tactics and strategy, and an elective course in dramatics •.

Suggestions were sought and offered for solving the recreation

al problems of industrial communities; training was given in

acting and staging plays and students were encouraged to

write plays about workers' lives. Other courses were added in

labor Journalism, handling news, editorial and feature material

for the labor press and for general publication, problems of

labor press, placing labor news, and practice in editing,

proof-reading and make-up.

During 1925, Clinton S. Golden made a tour of the im

portant labor educational centers as a field representative

of Brookwood, trying to interest trade union organizations

in. establishing scholarships at Brookwood and in sending

students there, giving encouragement and advice wherever it

was desired to persons active in local labor educational

centers. He attended several of the trade union conventions

in the interest of Brookwood and of workers' education in

general.

The school published the Brookwood Review and the

-teachers spoke before several adult educati on groups.

" Two summer school sessions were held by the school

:w1.tpc total enrollment of about 100,. the first being a Rail

road~abor Institute in August on the problems of railroads
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and railroad labor organizations. The second was a General

Labor Institute, endorsed by the Central Trades and Labor

Council of Greater New England and several other labor organ

izations. Discussions were held on the vroblem of control of

I..i.•.·,
I
~

~
~

wages and on th e war and post-war histol"y of American labor.

A teachers' conference on the subject of Methods in

Mass Education was held in Februar,v. Attendance was limited

to members of the American Federation of Teachers active in

workers education. The proceedings of this conference, as

well as of the conference on the subject of Teaching Methods

in Workers' Classes held in 1924, was published.

In the spring of 1925, Brookwood was incorporated as

a labor educational institution under the laws of the State

·of New York. Incorporation papers revealed that there were

four classes of membership, labor, faculty, student and

graduate. The la.bor membership included ten men and wo'men

who had acted as a labor cooperating committee during

Brookwood's experimental years and who retained labor member

ship in the formal corporation for life or for duration of

thelrconnection with the labor movement. Additiqnalrepre

sentatives were designated by the trade union organizations

establishing scholarships at Brookwood. The Board of

Directors· had·nineteen members, ten selected by the .labor

memb.er.sJ;l1p, f1v:eby the faculty, two by the students, and
~ :" ,
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During the school year 1926_27,104 44 students were

enrolled in residence. The subjects studied and general

management of the school followed the pattern of the previous

year's activity.

A new weekly news service was added, the Brookwood

Labor Education Service, referred to as B. L. E. S.

The student body itself erected a new bUilding and

repaired some old ones.

This year three summer meetings were held with a

total attendance of more than 150. These were a Textile

Institute in July, a Giant Power Institute in July, and the

second Railroad Labor Institute in August. The international

unions concerned participated actively and their officials

sponsored and commended highly the results of the Textile

and Railroad Labor Institutes.

The third annual conference of teachers in workers'

education was held at Brookwood in February, on the promotion

and maintenance of workers' education. This group unanimously

adopted a resolution which condemmed lithe acceptance by agen-

.cles:for workers' education of money or other assistance from

"institutions such as the Carnegie Corporati on, the General

'ciEducation Board or other organizations fundamentally opposed

to the1nterest.s of. 'the" working class. II Proceedings of the

-~'

J ,,,19tAmer.1can:·~ Book, op, cit'., Vol. VIII, 1927,
IIPP·'g~2:-1.~-···'''·''·· ',., . '
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conference were published.

Two new labor members were added to the labor class

of memberships in the corporation. A. J. Muste served as

faculty chairman. One teacher, David Saposs, left the school

to pursue a year's study of labor ciI!ditions in France.

About 40 students were enrolled at Brookwood in 1927

28. 105 Courses of the former year were continued. David

Saposs returned to the faculty and again conducted the

course on trade unionism. Tom Tippet, who had been for

several years in charge of workers' education in one of the

sub-districts of the United Mine Workers in Illinois, was

added to the faculty as instructor in economics. Mark Starr,

of the National Council of Labor Colleges of England, and

Frans Longville of the Belgian Labor College, Brussels, were

exchange instructors at Brookwood during the year.

The student body built a new faculty college and

repaired some of the old bUildings.

An extension department was opened under the super

vision of Tom Tippett and classes were conducted in Phil

ade1ph1a, Baltimore, Durham, N. C., Reading, York, and

Allentown, Pa. Numerous lectures were delivered in other

workers" education centers.

, ;,i, Three summer meetings were held with a total attendance

.. 1

""., " 105Amer1canLabor ~.~, .QE. ill., Vol. X, 1929,
·pp~·'212';;14.··' .... .
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of about 150 including members and guests, the Textile Inst

itute in July, the first Institute for Women's Auxiliaries

in July, and a General Labor Institute in August, special

iZing on problems of the bUilding trades unions and those of

the transport and steel industries. Both officers and rank

and file union members attended the meetings.

A conference on the five-hour day and other problems

was held in October under the auspices of the Women's Trade

Union League, and in December an institute was held dealing

with the subject of Youth and the Labor movement. A sym

posium was held at the school on the subject, liThe Negro in

Industry and in the Labor Movement." flepresentatives of

Pullman Porters, the National Association for the Advancement

of Colored People, the National Urban League and others read

papers and participated in the discussions.

The Women's Trade Union League held its customary fall

conference at Brookwood.

In February 1928, the fourth annual conference of

teachers in workers' education met at the school to consider

the subject, Adult Education vs. Workers' Education. The

1928 Converence, also at Brookwood considered the subject,

Workers' Education at the Crossroads. Discussion centered

around the action taken by the American Federation of Labor

in regard to Brookwood, and the attempt to take away autonomy

from the Workers' Education Bureau by making it a mere agency"'<.,....._ ~> ··'·9·· :t--'" '-1,' •• ~,.q.. "."."
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of the A. F. of L. Executive Council. Procee~ings of the

Conference were published.

Of great interest were the achievements of the Drama-

tics class under Jasper Deeter, in which the students vrrote and

produced several :plays. One of these, "Q,ui ttin' Tjme", Vlri t ten

by Edward Falkowski of the United Mine Workers, was uroduced

professionally at the Hedgerow Theater, Philadelnhia.

The year 1929106 wes a dlf~icult one for Brookwood.

It was attacked by A. F. of L. le8d8rs ana the Workers I Edu-

c2.tion Bureell and also by lec~c.1.ers of the Com~u.Eist Party.

These onslaughts imyelled the school to restate .its policy

in its bulletin and announcement of courses for 1929-30:

"Br'Jokwood thinks of itself as a [lccrt of tr~e 1.9.1"Jor

movement of A~erica anu of the world. Brookwood thinks of

the labor movement both as a practical instrument by which

workers achieve higher wages, shorter hours, and bet t er co n-

di tions of work, and 8.S a great social force having as its

v.ltimate goal the gDod for all men in a social order free

from exploitation and based upon control by the workers ••.•••

II As an educational inst!tution, Broolcwood has not

considered it to be its Job to promulgate without analysis
, , .

the views or polic i~s of any partj.cularorganizp;.tion or
I . ,

fact+on in the labor movement. It tries ••...... toteach

student,S how to, think, not to tell them vlhat to thinl;:. II

1.'... ",,, "l06The AnlE~rican Labor Year~, Ope cit., Vol. XI,
1930, pp.-rs4-186. ----
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The Board of Directors on request of the faculty un

animously Qecided not to re-hire Dr. Arthur W. Calhoun because

he contended that Brookwood should adopt a policy of Communism,

tutor.

.......... , .'Correspondence courses were inaugurated in the ex-
. " '.

ten.sX:bni',dlvi'sion. Special emphasis in the extension department

Starr was continued for another year as special lecturer and

ive Labor Action.

and that those who op~osed it were betrayers of labor.

A. J. Muste, faculty chairman, staff members and

officers participated in organizing. a Conference for Progress-

Graduates in 1929 numbered 11 and the school opened its

ninth year that fall with a student body of 37, less than a

third of whom were returning second year students. Thirteen

were textile workers, seven from the South; and nearly half

of the student body were women.

The school now offered resident students a new one

year course of seven months with a second year of specialized

work, and special short courses of two or three months for

active workers and union officers. The curriculum included

i p:ractlc~llythesame classes as before.
!
-t,



centered on the work in the South where an organization cam

paign was being conducted among textile workers.

In the school year of 1930_31107 the new basic one

year course had its first complete tryout. The student body,

an entirely new group, was divided into two groups on the

basis of previous educational and industrial experience.

Courses for each group were designed to cover more rapidly

the same ground covered in the former two-year course. The

reason given was that lItwice as many workers with some labor

education will be more useful than half as many having a

longer study, and also that the movement cannot under the

present circums,tances spare its active members for as long

as t\"lO years."

Brookwood planned to celebrate its tenth anniversary

with a special program at graduation exercises in May, 1931,

and in the fall with a series of meetings in several import

ant industrial centers to awaken interest in "the whole pro-

gram of free, progressive, genUinely working-class education."

In ~une, 1930, the school graduated 36 students, and in October,

1930, enrolled 40, new students, representing 24 occupations,

from 11 states and 4 foreign countries: ' a German bank clerk, .

:a Can~d~an farme~, a Cost Rican carpenter, and a barber from

Guatemala;, 15 were women, 4 of them colored.

. " .", ~.

107American Labor~~, Ope cit., Vol. XII, 1930
PP'ii"22i3c24,~"
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The extension department was especially active in the

South and in the reorganization movement of the United Mine

Workers.

Correspondence courses were given in modern industrial

problems, labor history, public speaking, and trade union

policies.

The American Federation of Teachers again held its

conference on workers I education at Brookwood in February,

1930. About 35 teachers from 18 workers' educational groups

attended, and the topics consi dered l.ncl uded workers' educa

tion enterprises still functioning, educational work in the

South, the labor press,pollti cal action in relation to

workers' education, and appropriate steps to be taken next.

Summer activities were curtailed in 1930 due to the

fact that most of the faculty members were either teaching

in Barnard or Bryn Mawr summer schools, conducting summer

conferences for industrial groups, or traveling in the field.

The discussion leaders at four of the Y. M. C. A. regional

conferences were members of the Brookwood faculty.

Conferences and institutes were conducted at the school

" '.. /.. i08Americ~ Labor Year Book, .QE. ill., Vol. XIII,
1932, pp~ 167-68. ---- ----
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37 new students enrolled in the fall. Among them were 4

miners from the West Virginia strike area and 2 former local

leaders in the Allertown, Fa., textile strike. Others were

printers, clothing workers, machinists, textile workers, press

operators, book binders, labor journalists, lumber ~orkers,

miners, and carpenters, from 14 states and 3 foreign countries,

Honduras, Germany and England. Six of the students were

negroes.

In the summer of 1931, four'members of the staff assist-

ed in the West Virginia Mine Workers strike, and others taught

at Barnard and Bryn Mawr and lectured at various summer in-

stitutes.

A graduate survey revealed that there were 186 grad

uates of the school from 1921 to 1930, 61 per cent of whom

were men and 39 per cent were women, coming from 27 states and

7 foreign countries. Over 70 per cent came from New York,

Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and Illinois, The median age

was 26 years, the youngest student was 18 and the oldest 50

years of age. The 150 students or 85.7 per cent from the

United States and Canada represented 35 unions. The remain

ing ~4.3 per cent were largely from unorganized industries.

The garment trades, mining, textiles, metal, building, and

transportation industries had been best represented. About

~O !?er cent were a.ctive workers, inl~bor pol~_tical groups,
I .• l;; ,~ :,

~l';i,:::c_o:op,eratlves, lnthe youth movement, and in workers'
;.'.-",'. ,',.' '...-

,-" '"
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education teaching.

Teachers in workers' education held their annual con-

ference at Brookwood in February. The sUbject was "Ten Years

of Workers' Education--A Survey," and dealt with information

on teach~ng methods and materials, control ill1d finance, re

cruiting and results.

The Eastern states Cooperative Lea~~e held its third

summer institute at Brookwood in July, and in September a

meeting was held of the Conference' for Progressive Labor

Action.

Early in the year a conference on Negro problems was

held at the school and was attended by various leaders of the

Negro movement.

Unfortunately Brookwood was closed permanently in 1937,

owing to financial difficulties.109

Early in August, 1928, the Executive Council of the

American Federation of Labor issued a resolution calling upon

all of theA. F. of L. affiliates to cease supporting the

Brookwood Labor College, because of alleged support of Com-

munism. When the A. ·F. of L. convention assembled a demand

was made that the school be given a hearing. There was much

t.alk ..andlittle done about the matter. From this time on all

i09Alice Hanson, "Workers'
leaflet reprinted·.from the April,
Teach,e,:t"., p. :4; see also "Workers'
States," ,2E. cit., p. 7.

Education on the March",
1939, issue of the American
Education in the UnIted --
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recommendations and resolutions offered by the Education

Committee to the Convention concerning workers' education

programs and activities referred to the Workers' Educ8.tion

Bureau, with no further mention to be found regarding

Brookwood.

John Dewey, well known psy~hologist and educationist

said that the action of the A. F. of L. Executive Council

constituted "a scholastic lynching", was "arbitrary, was

based on the personal grievances of five former members of

the college", and was taken without investigation of the

school. He also said that the "facts cited are relevant to

the inert character of the present labor movement and to the

charges brought against a Labor College guilty of believing

that an educational movement should train leaders to think

independently and should thereby help in ushering in a

social 'order free from exploitation.,,110

In an editorial in Nation, Brookwood was characterized

as being "one of the few educational institutions in America

which practice complete freedom of speech and democr8.cy in

control."lll The same writer voiced the opinion that"if

Brookwood, which has been the most hopeful part of the

110John Dewey, "Labor Politics and Education," New
Republic, LVII (January 9, 1929), pp. 211-13.
",,-,-' ..../-,. '-,,.,, •. ",&'<. •• .,,,~•

.: iilEd,ltorial, ."What Brookwood Means", Nation, CXXVII
(September 12, 1928), p. 241.
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Workers' Education Bureau is now forced out, the logical

resul t would be the formation of 8. new workers' education

body standing squarely for intellectual freedom.,,112
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WORKERS EDUCATION BUREAU OF M~ERICA

The Workers' Education Bureau of America was organ

ized in 1921. Its aims are .the collection and dissemination

of information relative to efforts directed toward education

of workers. It seeks to coordinate and assist in every

possible way the educational work being carried on by workers

and their organizations; and to stimulate the creation of

additional enterprises in labor education throughout North

America.

In 1925 there were 41 national unions affiliated with

the Bureau,113 and each of these unions paid one-half cent

for each member. There were also 14 State Federations, 60

city central labor unions and 322 local unions affiliated

with the Bureau which also had been endorsed by many other

bodies.

At a convention in Philadelphia, 1925, it was decided

to limit membership to labor organizations which were not

dual or seceding in character, and to workers' education8~

enterprises unde~ trade union control and devoted to general

education for workers and interested individuals.

l13Statistics for 1925 were compiled and. material ob
tained from American Labor Year Book, Ope cit., Vol. VII,
1926 ,pp. 305-6., .:Seealso 11'\VO'"rkers i E'dUcation Bureau Con
vention, 1925, Philadelphia", Editorial, School and Society,
XXI (May 2,I925l~ pp. 527....28; Workers I Ec.uce.tion Year Book,
1924. N,ew York~ Workers' Education Bureau, 1924. - -

.~. ' .. I;
'" .:.',,'C. .....,

.. :. '\.
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In 1925 the Bureau prepared a list of thirty essential

books on labor problems for the American Federation of Labor.

Union members took these to libraries, and the American

Library Association had its members to see how many books on

the list were in their libraries. The libraries began buying

more books useful for workers' classes and librarians gave

workers talks on how to use books and called attention to

suitable books in local libraries.

During 1925 the following publications were prepared

for distribution:

a. Readings in Trade Unionism by David J. Saposs of

Brookwood.

b. Cooperative Railroading by Otto Beyer, consulting

engineer on the B. & O. plan.

c. Pamphlets

(1) The Voluntary Basis 2f Trade Unionism ~

Samuel Compers.

(2) ~ American Federation of Labor by Matthew Wall.

(3) Child Labor by William Green.

(4) Women's Auxiliaries and Workers' Education by

Theresa Wolfson.

(5) E2! 12~ ~ Union Meeting by Stuart Chase

J d. !:Reading List !m .Q.Q.!1.

e. ,Workers' Education, a quart,erly news journeJ..

i."', ';,J~i.',•. ,~Mon~thiY"News"'serV1'ce, ,s. monthly bulletin of labor

news.
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In 1927 the American Federation of Labor, meeting in

convention at Detroit, recommended that the Executive Council

provide more adequate cO,ntribution to the Bureau and that the

international organizations raise their annual dues from one

half to one cent for each member with a minimum of $25 and a

maximum of $1000. To the same convention Spencer Miller, Jr.,

of' the Workers' Education reported that full-time educational

directors had been employed by many State Federations of

Labor, among them, Arkansas, Colorado, California, MasBachusetts,

Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New York,

New Jersey, North Carolina, Oregon, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,

South Carolina, WaShington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. 114

A research department was authorized in 1926 and was

organized under the direction of Edward C. Lindeman. Work

was undertaken immediately upon three projects; (1) a study

of content, courses of study and curricula of workers I classes

in this country and in Europe; (2) of trade union conventions,

committees, etc., to discover how "trade-union machinery may

function with greater vividness"; (3) interpretation of teach

iriri methods for ~orkers I clas ses as developed at Frankfurt

Academy of\Labor in Germany.

;'" The Carne 'g'1'e' Oorporation donated the sum of $25,000

fdr' a revolv1ngfund forpub11cat:1.ons of the Bureau. The

..._....~ ..... ,,,:~.~AmeriCan Labor~~, Ope cit., Vol. IX, 1928,
pp. l60~161'.":r'Ju .
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Workers' Education Press was incorporated in New York State,

with Matthew Woll as president and Spencer Miller, Jr., as

secretary. The year's publications were Workmen's Compen-

sation, by Thomas Donnelly; United Textile Workers of America,

by Thomas F. McMahon; The Tragedy of Waste, by Stuart Chase;

The Miners' Freedom, by Carter Goodrich; American Labor and

American Democracy, by William English Walling; The Consumers'

Cooperative Market Movement, by Edward A. Norman; the Quart

erly Journal; and the Monthly News.Service.

The Bureau held its fifth convention in Boston in

1929.115 The work of the Bureau was defined as non-political

and unsecte.rian, limited to eduoation anrl researoh.

The policy of acoepting only unconditional funds was

approved. Plans were adopted for classroom teaching, text

books end curricula for study classes. Tentative plans were

made for establishing an endowment fund.

The convention unanimously voted to meke William Green

first honorary president of the Bureau.

Several week-enclconferences were reported, held at

c various centers to discuss ourrent labor problems. The first

of these was held at Passaic, New Jersey, early in 1928, on

...the topic of unemployment. Others were held in Baltimore,

Bryn M.:~1Ifr, Cambridge, Denver, New York City, Niagara. Falls,
'-t"

,;J.~e,1.1y.'.sG·rove,California, Paterson, Philadelphia and! . ,. .
- £:~~.~.~~.:.. c , '.1-15 ,'. ....

,.. v~.-.".•.__.••..•.. ,.".The,Amer1can Labor Year 'Book, ~. cit., 1929, pp.
211-121' - "
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Springfield, Massachusetts.

Many important subjects were discussed, among them the

following: use of the injunction in labor disputes; the five

day week; industrial rele.tions; the new wage policy of the

American Federation of Labor. Employees, employers, attorneys,

educators, technicians and trade union officials took part in

the conferences. In Massachusetts a bill was worked out to

regulate the use of injunctions. A group of Philadelphia

unions started keeping data on hours and earnings. One group

of'twenty-five locals developed a plan for a permanent index

of unemployment. In several cities, it was reported, mayor's

committees on industrial relations had been set up.

University participation in workers' education was

reported as having been instituted by the University of Calf

fornia at Berkeley, and by the University of Wisconsin, the

latter conducting sixteen classes.

"Such activity," said Spencer Miller, Jr., secretary of

the Bureau, "does preserve the integri t JT of a genuine workers'

education enterprise and vests control in labor, while at the

same time it makes 'use 0f the services of a tax-supported in-

stitution which was founded to serve the educational needs of

all the people. 1I116

During 1928 the Bureau issued the following publications:

Economic Brief !2£~ Street Railwa~ Emuloyees' Union; Wage

Arbi tration..byg.~o,~ge Soule; The American Party: System, by

, '.' i16Ib1d;;"~p" 211
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l17Amer1can Labor~ Book, Ope cit., 1930, PP. 181-

in an effort to adjust the difficulties of Brookwood and the

American Federation of Labor was refused by Mr. Muste, Director

struggle over Brookwood, that labor colleges, to be eligible

for affiliation with the BureE"u, should be auproved by both

~ { .A._-Labor 'Congress was held in New England in October,

,

outstanding in the activity of the Bureau for the year

1929 was the establishment by Paul Fuller of the beginnings

of educational work in Elizabethton, Tennessee among the

United Textile Workers of America.

of Brookwood.

central labor unions and State Federations af Labor, and it

was required that they should not be antagonistic to the bona

fide labor movement. An offer of the services of the Bureau

139

Charles A. Beard; and Workers' Education News.

In 1929 the Bureau held its sixth convention at

Washington, D. C.117

At this time it was decided,' as a result of the

Following the attack on Brookwood by the American

Federation of Labor, with the implication that Brookwood was

to be expelled from the Workers' Education Bureau, the pro

gressive wing in the workers' education movement publicly

criticized the Bureau for its undemocratic attitude.

} 350<J.persons from six New England states. The Congress con-

i 1929 i,:.with Harry Russell as director. It was attended by
:;
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sidered the prospect and place of workers in the industrial

future of New England. A continuation committee was set up

by the Congress with provisions for research work. Several

industrial trade conferences were held as a result of the

Congress.

Through the joint efforts o~ the Bureau end local

workers' education centers, several conferences were set un

on current questions of interest to labor, such as the use

of the injunction in labor disputes, the five-day week, and

old age pensions.

The secretary of the Bureau was invited to particiyate

in the first world conference on adult education to be held

at Cambridge, England.

During the year the Workers' Education Press published

several pamphlets and a summary of Recent Economic Chan~,

a publication of the National Bureau of Economic Research.

In 1930,118 an industrial conference was held in New

England under the direction of Harry Russell of the Bureau.

This was a conference of Labor and the Electric Power Indus

try under the joint auspices of the Boston Central Labor

Union and the Boston Trade Union College. Other industrial

c!Jnferenceswere held by railroad organizations, by a group

ofJ.oeal texttle industries, and by a part of the shoe

industry_
. ' '," ~ -,'

t-,;," 118kn~rlcan Labor~~, op_ cit., 1931, p. 220
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At the request of the American Federation of Labor the

Bureau released Paul ~~ller, of its staff, for educational

service in the southern organization campaign. He at once

launched workers' study classes and conducted a series of

mass meetings and Labor Chatauquas.

During this same year, 1930, the Bureau cooperated

with the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters in organizing

the first National Negro Labor Conference, which met in

Chicago to consider the status of hegro workers in the machine

age. Plans were made for developing educational activities

among the membership of the Brotherhood, anQ for another con-

gress to be held during the following year.

The Bureau actively guided four. State Federations of

Labor in planning further cooperation with state universities

to promote workers' education. A start was made in Texas.

In Wyoming the State Federation of Labor prepared special

legislation to prepare for similar work.

In 1931 the Bureaul19 participated in a labor institute

at Rutgers University in June during the week following com

mencement•. The Bureau had proposed the institute to the New

Jersey State Federation of Labor, which approved it unanimous

ly. Cooperation of the state University was sought~ The

11?Amerl.can Labor~~, .2,2. ill., 1932, pp. 165-
168.
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charge for the use of the school. The Department of Economics

carrieo. out a six month's survey of the problem of unemployment,

-and prepared its findings in pamphlet form. The subject of the

institute was "Unemployment". Fifty scholarships were given

by the affiliated unions of the state Federation of Labor.

Group discussions were held during the morning and

afternoon sessions under the leadership of faculty represent

atives of Rutgers, New York and Princeton Universities. In

the evenings outside speakers, including President William

Green, Vice-president Matthew Woll, and others addressed the

institute. Recreational facilities were also made available.

About 125 trade union'ists attended one or more sessions. The

New Jersey Federation of Labor, in September at Camden, New

Jersey, voted to make the Rutgers Labor Institute an annual

affair.

For 1932 arrangements for a similar institute were

being made with the University of Michigan at AnnA rbor, and

plans were considered in connection with several other univer-

sities which seemed interested in the project.

In May 1931, a week-end conference was held by the

Colorado Federation of·Labor at Fort Collins. The subject

discussed was unemployment. Our Labor Day week-end another

institute was held under the auspices of the Wisconsin State

Federation of Labor.

The Bureau assisted three locals of the International
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Union of Operating Engineers in Boston, Providence, and

Springfield in promoting a series of visual lectures on the

technical aspects of the design, construction and handling

of boilers and engines. The motion pictures were secured

from government and industrial plants.

The Bureau was invited by the National Advisory Council

of Radio in Education of the American Association for Adult

Education to assist in selecting a labor committee to prepare

material and undertake reaponsibility for a regular weekly

broadcast over a nation-wide hook-up.
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YVORKERS I EDUCATION UNDER THE F. E. R. A.
(Vi. P. A., WOHKERS' SE'.i.VICE PRO GRAll)

Hilda Worthington Smith, specialist in workers' edu

cation and at the present time, Riay 29, 1940, Director- of

Workers' Ser\'ice Progrnm, Works Projects AdJl1inistrs.tion,

reported in 1935 that a prograu of workers' edueqtion was

established under the Federal E.;mer·ge:l1CY Relief Admi~1istrf,.tion

in the autumn of 1933 to provide relief for uneoployed teachers

and edu cat ion fo r unemployed worlters and other adults. It was

a part of the general adult education nrogram of the F. E. R. A.

and was conducted in cooperation with the United States Office

of Education. 120

WO~Iers' Education Officers were established in 19

states, whr=re supervisors of workers' education were appoint-

ed by State Departments of Education. Qualified teachers an

relief polls were hired by the state supervisors to conJuct

workers' study groups organized within the States. Classes

were formed in response to requests received from trade

unions, industrial groups a'1d community as sociations .121

120Hi1cla 'Worthington Smith, "Workers' Educ'" ti on Under
F.~.R. A." Labor Information Bulletin, June, 1935. Bureau
of Labor Statistics, U. s. Department of La.bor. Vifashington,
D. C.,: U. S. Gov=,rnment Printing Office, 1935. p. 1.

, 121Loc. cit.
-t
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In the larger cities these study groups met in public

schools, union headquarters, and community centers. In rural

communities they met in farm houses and private homes.

Workers responded with greatest enthusiasm to courses

which throw light upon their own industrial and economic

problems. Attendance was largest and discuss~ons liveliest

in the groups studying economics, economic history, govern

ment, labor legislation, history of the labor movement, par

liamentary law and specific industrial problems. English

classes were constantly requested by workers who realized the

importance of developing their powers of written and oral

expression. Painting, mode:\.1.hg, ~ writing, music and drama

also serve to increase the effectiveness of workers' self

expression.122

To the query, "Wh;y are you attending workers' educa':'

tion classes'?", Miss Smith reported the following answers as

haVing been given most frequently: "I want to understand

what is happening in the government." "I want to know more

about labor unions and government so that I can aid the labor

movement." "In these classes I can find what I want to study,

taught so that I can understand it, and at a time when I can

':6'6me.,,123

122Ibld., pp. 1-2

123!hid~;" p. 2
. -'
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lation, miniature models of machinery, were used, all made by

evening. There was little homewor~ and few outside assign-'

ments. No grades were given and no examinations were held.125

l25Loc. cit.'--

"124Ibid. o. 2
, -'.
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Classes were taught Drimarily through the discussion

method. A start was made wi th problems e,ffecting the worker

vitally on his Job and at home, such as labor conditions

under codes, interpretation of state and Federal legislation,

and economic security. The teacher led the discussion, his

job being to guide and aid workers in analyzing and solving

their own problems.124

Classes usually met twice a week for two hours in the

The workshop method was also used extensively. Graphic

charts of economic conditions, maps and charts of state legis-

the workers themselves to bring life to dry statistics and

meaningless words. Dramatic skits were used10 intel~ret

current .conditions, such as the effect of the drought on a

midwestern farm family. This seemed to be the best method of

translating workers' eA~erience into ~ivid form. The students

in classes in the dra~a wrote their own plays and presented

~hem at union meetings, public gatherings and over the radio.126

Suitable up-to-date reading material was provided with

the aid of public libraries. Governmental deparments, labor
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and other organiz~tions in workers' education, assisted in

the preparation of special summaries on current topics, i. e.,

the provisions of the unemployment insurance act, old age

pension laws, and other labor legislation, The Labor Infor

mation Bulletin by the Bureau of Labor Statistics was often

used as a guide for discussion in the classes studying current

economics and labor problems.127

List of books, magazines and pamphlets suitable were

compiled by the Education Division ,of F. E. R. A. in Washing-

ton, D. C., and supplied to all classes under the workers'

education program. These consist chiefly of up-to-date books

on the history of labor in the United States, studies of

major industries, modern books on agriculture and farmers

problems, histories of the United States, novels, poetry and

plays, having as their themes the special problems of work-'

ers. 128 .

The most serious problems encountered, it was stated,129

127Ibid. J p. 3

l28~. ill
129

L
" ". l't
...22-' !L-.
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l~qlbld., p. 3

l31Loc • ill.
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education throughout the country. Its purpose was to aid

institutes were conducted during the summer months to train

teachers attending these six~weeks training periods. Their

study progre~ included practical courses in economics, gov

ernment and other social sciences and teaching methods.

Factories and labor union meetings were visited in order to

acquaint teachers with some of the specific problems of in-

handicapped by a scarity of teachers having sound academic

training combined with first-hand knowledge of labor con

ditions and experience in teaching adults~ Therefore 18

dustrial workers. A more intensive training program was

This program of workers' education under F. E. R. A.

was not intended to take over the entire field of workers'

148

workers' groups and trade unions to conduct their own educa

tional progr8~s by providing them with unemployed teachers

and the use of public school facilities wherever available.

It was felt that responsi~ility and control of workers' edu

cation should be vested in the workers themselves and in

their own organizations.131

c, In 1936 the workers' education program under F. E. R. A.

JYJi,S tJ;'a11.sf~l;"~edto the Works Projects Administration. This

.res'Ult.ed in a slight delay but the program took on a. more
," .... :.
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1stered by regular school officials and about one-half of the

mente of education. Locally, the projects were often ad.min-

the latter being quite distinct from those of the former.

Enrollees in workers' education classes numbered 50,000, with

approximately 1000 teachers. The states having special sup-

.. 132Hilda Worthingt0!l Smith, and Barbara. Donald, "Workers'.
Education under' the Federal Government ll , Labor Information
BUlletin, Jun~, 1936. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U. s.
Department of Labor. Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government
Print ing'O:ff1c~, 19,36. p. 7.

extended and stronger form of activity. Special supervisors

were reported in 21 states and two cities, the progr~ms of

eration with State Departments of Education. Often emergency

supervisors were temporarily loaned to W. P. A. by regular

public school departments, and they frequently locatecl their

offices in Board of Education bUildings where they could avail

themselves of many of the facilities of the permanent depart-

the two preceeding years, and was carried on in close coop-

ervisors of workers' education were Arkansas, California,

Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan,

Minnesota, Missouri, New Hampshire, New York, North Dakota,

Ohio,Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Washing

ton, and Wisconsin, In the other states teachers were avail

able through the general adult education program under the

supervision of the State Director of Emergency Education.132

The work done during the year was similar to that of

I
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cla.sses were held in public school buildings, anel nearly all
l:-Z;-';others in labor temples and union halls. '-'->

The Federal program of workers' eelucation was reoorted

to be receiving close cooperation from labor unions. The

program recognized the right of workers to help in determin

ing their educational needs and in planning anc1 controlling

their own educational work. Therefore advisory committees

were comprised of a number of local labor le2ders in adQition

to public officials &nd educators.134

There was also repartee. close cooperation with labor

organizations in arranging institutes and conferences or

outstanding labor and social problems. Students are encour

aged to attend the conferences, and lectures and discussions

are often b~sed on topics covered by the Institute.135

Dramatic groups were much in demand to present labor

plays a.t union meetings. A fine group of thi s t:nJe was act i ve

in St. Paul and Minneapolis. Members of this troupe played

regularly before Central Labor Unions and other union organ

izations, often as a part of their regular business meeting.

In another Minnesota city, a local labol"' organization agreed

'ito'pay the rent of a vacant store bUilding, which was made

over-by the students into a community house equipped with a

l34Ibid.,p. 7

.·13~LOQ.. ill.
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small stage. Here plays were presented to union groups and

given over the radio. 136

The problems of "how" and "what" to teach mature in-

dividuals who had had years of practical experience but who

were handicapped by the lack of elementary schooling seemed

to be the most serious ones. There was still a scarity of

teachers both on and off relief who were able to combine ex-

perience and training in adult education with the necessary

academic background and a first-hand knowledge of labor pro

blems. 137

To meet the need for trained teachers, a larger number

of institues was held during the summer. The courses extended

over a period of four to eight weeks. Many were held at State

Universities where class room and library facilities were

available. Men and women of all ages and of all backgrounds

attended'them. The courses included social sciences, current

events, economics, industrial problems and history of the

labor movement. Methods of presentation and actual practice

1n class room teaching were considered most important. Out-

side'lecturers and leaders of farm and labor organizations met

with the stUdents. All phases of the various issues were

,c.o.yeped E?o as to prepare teachers to handle discussions in

136Loc. cit.--
137:'.' ",'·Ibid.' p. 8-'
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their classes in an impartial manner. 138

Nearly all training centers had a unified plan around

which the program of study was built. In some the central

topic was economic security or legislation for social insur

ance; in others, the problems of a particular industrial

group, such as miners, textile workers, etc. 139

Increasing emphasis was placed on the preparation of

study materials especially designed for workers' classes. In

New York and ChiCAgO special resea~ch projects were set up

under W. P. A. to prepare study outlines and sample texts for

workers. The practical value of these mat'~rials was to be

tested continually in class rooms and they were to be revised

~d rewritten accorindgly. A manual for teachers was also

prepared to guide teachers in using the texts provided. 140

The Federal office in charge of the W. P. A. program

acted in an advisory capacity on materials and prepared

annotated bibliographies on selec'ted subjects crnd distributed

them to the state groups. An illustrated booklet describing,

the objectives and accomplishments of workers' education pro

,j ects was prepared and this is available free of charge from

the' Specialist in Workers' Educ8.tion in Washington, D. C.141

138Loc. .£.ll.
~",~" ..",".... ' ""139' .,"

. . Loc,_ .£.ll •
: "l i:,: ,.:~~, l'46Ibid~; p ~ 8--

i4iL6c~'cit~--
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In March 1937 it was reported that there were then

2,000,000 persons enrolled in the regular classes of W. P. A.,

and that about 700,000 adults had been taught to read and

write in W. P. A. classes; and also that over 200,000 persons

were being.trained for positions requiring some degree of

skill. 142

In that same month it was stated that nearly 70,000

persons were enrolled in 3,977 classes and that over 60,000

fathers and mothers from low income groups in rural, mining,

and closely populated industrial districts were availing them

selves of parent education.143

Hilda Worthington Smith, in an address entitled, "A

Summary of Workers' Education lt , given at Temple University, in

May, 1938, said:

It In the labor movement, where workers' er}ucation had

its first roots, many leaders were not immediately aware of the

value of government cooperation. Could government-sponsored

classes in economics and labor problems, they asked, be really

suited to workers' ne,eds? Today, the same leaders are con-

vlnced. This office is over-whelmed by the interest of organ

ized labor in W. P. A. classes, by the flood of resolutions

from state federations and local unions, by their reiterated

~. :~".'l,i " .. 14:2"Educational Program of Works Projects Administration lt ,

f Monthly Labor'Review, XLV (July, 1937), pp. 140-41.

143Ibid., p. 141
~.. l.:j.,_".,
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that II growing support of labor, indicated by repeated and

vigorous requests for classes, has been due, in part, to the

systematic effort of the W. P. A. teachers to relate instruc-

The same speaker, at the present time a specialist in

and urgent requests for teachers."144

workers' education, W. P. A., called attention to the fact

14'%1ildaWorthington Smith, "A Summary .2f Workers'
Education Under the W. ~~, Address given at Temple
Universi,ty, ,Philade1phie., May, 1938, Mimeographed copy.
p. 1

movement that they need immediate opportunities for educa-

organization is to be based on a thorough knowledge of all

tion to the needs of industrial and rural workers, and to

improve their own teaching skill. The main reason, however,

for the increasing demand for teachers is the situation of

labor itself; the realization by men and women in the labor

tion if their organizations are not going to collapse from

a weight of ignorance. If the steady progress of union

the facts, and 8. competent, informed 1eao.ership, workers I

education must go forward. It is not too much to say, as

many leaders of labor have said, that the social usefulness

of the labor movement in the United st&es, both to its own

members and to the public, depends on the extent and quality

of a workers' education program. 1I145

The W. P. A. workers' education classes developed most
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extensively in the middle and far West with the exception of

strong programs in New York Oi ty and in Pennsylvl?nia. In

some of the southern states, the general adult education pro

gr&~ included workers' education, especially as it related to

literacy classes. More recently industrial groups in New

England sent requests for teachers to the office in Washington.

Several of the New England States have indicated their read

iness to undertake workers' education and are already training

leaders.146

~ In many places workers' education was connected with
..~I parent education, classes for illiterates, general adult edu-

cation, especially thruu~b the forum, and with recreation.

In the South, which has been carrying on an intensive dr'ive

against illiteracy, workers' education was led to contribute

experience in a combination program wherein simple social

science'materials were used to help people learn reading and

writing. Thousands of organized workers asked for a dual pro

gram: economics and labor discussion groups together with

recreation, realizing that the shorter work day offers new

opportunities for study, out-of-door living and cultural

enjoyment. The consciousness of greater leisure time is

stimulating drama, creative writing groups and art workshops.
t
~ The combinations of workers' education with other instruction."

..~

t~ i..~.giv~ng rise to a new type of training, giving to special-

146Ibid. p. 8-'
1 ".
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drawn upon the resources of other agencies of workers' educa-

between 1921 and 1933. These were ready to aid the federal

government when it began to reach out into the field of

tion subsidized by organized labor to give effect to its

educational program. 149

Contr8.ry to the opinion of 'many persons having no

direct contact or knowledge of the workers' education move

ment, W. P. A. workers' education has cooperated with and

movement, the experiences of factory workers, and thelr own

special interest in economic education.147

Out of the workers' education movement is growing a

ized teachers in other fields some understanding of the labor

feeling of mutual confidence between organized labor and the

publtc schools. The foundations have been laid through W.

P. A. workers' education program for a strong and enduring

structure to bridge the gap between labor and the schools.148

workers' education. So, too, did the coordinating agencies,

the Workers' Education Bureau and the Affiliated Schools of

-Workers. Committees of the latter agency were the first to

. Mawr. S:UIIlmer..School, Barnard, Wi soons1n Summer School for

present the needs of workers' groups to school and relief

. Officials and to ask for teachers. Former students of Bryn
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Workers, the Southern Summer School and Brookwood began to

interest others in new opportunities for study. All these

acted quickly ana effectively, giving the local impetus

necessary to start the wheels of governmental machinery in

the new undertaking. 150

Two special grants were made by the General Education

Board, one to the Affiliated Schools for Workers, and one to

the Workers' Education Bureau. This enabled them to be of

great assistance to the New Federal program, its most valuable

aid consisting of training teachers.15l

Settlement classes and Y. W. C. A. classes were also

prOViding a stimulus toward further education among both

organized and unorganized workers. 152

Much criticism was directed toward W. P. A. activity

in workers' education for its emphasis on current economic -

question'S of a controversial nature, and its close relation

ship to the needs of the labor movement. The legal status of

labor unions have been confirmed by the Supreme Court, but

unions have much to do before their very right to existance

'. is generally recognized by the public. The struggle of

workers' education to establish itself as a souncl teaching

program is bound up with the struggle of labor unions for

l50Ibid. p. 10-'
T51'Ibid.• , pp. 1.0-11
~
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recognition, and for the right of collective bargaining. Once

these rights are taken for granted by public opinion, as well

as by the courts, opposition to these classes will gradually

disappear. 153

The question has been asked, with the recent growth of

the labor movement, whether the time has not come when labor

might organize and finance its own educational program with-

out government aid. The unions have employed several of the

w. P. A. teachers as education directors, opening a new field

of opportunity for teachers. Many labor leaders feel that

labor as yet cannot be expected to do this job for itself.

Union leaders are preoccupied with the fundamental questions

of recognition and collective bargaining and they have no

time to spare for educational work. They call attention to

the difficulties of finding teachers, of training teachers,

and of securing material for classes. "Whatever the future

outlook for union cooperation, it is only fair to suppose

that labor may look to government for the same assistance in

workers I ed.ucation which is now freely given to farmers,

through agricultural extension, and for all kinds of voca

tional classes. 1I154

,At the present time emphasis is placed on week-enD.

aqdother institutes in cooperation with state Federations

153Ibia.' , pp. 12-13-'
154Ibid• , pp. 15-16
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of Labor, radio talks, correspondence courses in public

spe~{ing, and the publication of leaflets. Dialogues on the

various phases of social security and collective bargaining

were prepared in connection with the Baltimore Federation of

'Labor and have been used by unions. 155

The Workers' Education Bureau is financed by grants

of money from the American Federation of Labor, from foun

dations and by affiliation fees of unions.156

. 155"Workers I Education in the United states" t Monthly
Labor Review, XLIX (July, 1939), p. 19.

156Loc.· cit.--
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION P~D

EDUCATION OF P~PRENTICES

Another field of education in which organized labor is

interested is the field of education of apprentices. The

American Federation of Labor has approved the Federal appren

ticeship progre~ developed in recent years.

The Federal Committee on Apprentice Training became a

statutory unit of the Department of Labor under the provisions

of an Act of Congrese, first session of the Seventy-fifth

Congress, (Public Act, No. 388, 75th Cong.). This act gives

statutory authority to a governemntal function which, since

1934, was discharged by an agency created by an executive

order. 157

The members of the Committee on Apprentice Training

were appointed October 6, 1937 by the Secretary of Labor.

They 'include representatives of employers, employees, edu

cators, and one representative of the National Youth Admin

lstration. 158

Minimum standards are based on a formal indenture or

written agreement to be signed by the apprentice, his parents

and his employer as "best lever for holding apprenticeship up

to standa.rd .. " The provisions of the agreement should include

l5711FederalApprenticeship Program, II Monthly Labor
Review, XLVJ:(February, 1938), p. 100

l68Loo. cit •
..-- .... -
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training on the job with specified time allowed for each step,

minimum rate of Day with progressive adjustments at stated

intervals, hours and conditions of employment in conformity

with accepted labor standards in the industry and a minimum

of 144 hours a year in related school work under qualified

instructors .159

In some instances the tre~ning of employees may be con-

ducted by industrial establishments alone, or by public educa

tional agencies or by cooperation of the two. When it is

carried on by employers, three general methods are ordinarily

used: (1) training on the job; (2) the vestibule school

(school space is set aside inside the plant itself); and (3)

apprentice training as described above. 160

Some effective practical training outside of industrial

establishments is offered by trade schools conducted jointly

by states and municipalities.161

In a cooperative school the learner divides his time

between a school and an industrial plant.162

The National Industrial Conference Board Survey of

some 473 companies showed that 80% of the companies surveyed

159Ibid. p~ 100-'
160;'Training of Employees by Industrial Compe.nie s II ,

Monthly Labor Review, XLVI (January, 1938), p. 101

":: ,,16.1I~1d., .. p •.101-2

162Ibid., p. 103
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were "definitely contributing through organized training work

to the skilled labor force of the futul""e", but that more than

one-third of the same companies made no definite provision

for school room instruction.163

The most highly developed progrAm of formal apprentice

ship is that of the Industrial Co~~ission of Wisconsin, which

by law is made a party to all legal indentures executed by

apprentices and their employers. The Commission supervises

the tra.ining and regulates the working co neli tions of all

apprentices throughout the state. Other States are planning

similar procedures and programs. 164

. 163Ibid., p. 102

'.,.I . 164"A Quarter Century of Governmental Labor Activi ty",
~nthly Labor Reyiew, XLVI (February, 1938), p. 319
" ",,-'~-~>""""",
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ~~D REEDUCATION

Organized labor in the United States h~s for many years

encouraged the activities of the Federal government in the

field of vocational training and education.

Leadership in this field of education was assumed by

the United St~tes Government under the Smith-Hughes Act,

passed in 1917, which created a Federal Board of Vocational

Education. This administre.ti ve mechanism was devised to

establish and maintain vocational training programs and was

the prototype of that which was later adopted under the

Wagner-Peyser Act to estallish a nation-wide employment

service. It called for the organization of an administering

agency within each state, subject to State control, which

would formally accept leadership and guidance from the

Federal Government in c~rrying out a progrem based on mini

mum standards set up by a central agency, for which the

Federal Government accepted a degree of financial obllgation.165

The objective of the progr8~ under the Smith-Hughes law

and subsequent enactments is to provide opportunity through

full-time, part-time or evening classes for practical and

technical training related directly to earning a living, as

contrasted with the former academic education available

through th~ usual public school systems. It operates in all

iS5:t~1d.·, pp. 318-19
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166Ibid., p. 319

167L~.c ~' ',c1 t •
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assistance l assures to all students l even in less progressive

communities l opnortunities within limits set CcS basic. 166

The creation of opportunities for more specific voca-

method l the minimum standards set by the central Federal

agency. At the same time, the maintenance of standards by

the Federal Government through supervision and financial

"

States l the District of Columbia and Hawaii. In some juris-

desiring to become skilled craftsmen is provided through the

Apprentice Training Law of 1937(described above).167

164

tional treining under approved labol" standards for those

dictions the plans being carried out far exceed in scope and

for Vocational Education. It operates through the same type

offederally aided state machinery as that for vocational edu

cation. The objective is the restoration of the 'workers'

earning power. This may be accomplished by providing facil

ities for physical restoration l through treatment or appliances
l

by r~training of formal skills l or the development of new ones
l

or by assistance and guidance into avenues of self-employment.

The training l reeducation or rehabilitation of workers

injured in industrial or other accidents or handicapped in

any way are provided by the Vocational Rehabilitation

Division of the Office of Education and the Federal Board

t
1

Ii
r)'

1



the human factors involved impose obsta~les of great difficul

ty. Since its inauguratior. in 1920, thousands of workers

New developments and new trends in vocational education

165

This service is the right of all persons capable of rehabil

itation. The immensity of the undertaking and the extent of

168Ibid. pp. 319-20-' -

and vocational rehabilitation are 'inevitable, but they are

have had theip earning capacity restored and have reg2.1ned or

acquired their hold upon economic stability B.nd human happi

ness that accident, disease or congenital defect engendered.168

more rapid in periods of depression and of economic and social

industrial education, in home-economics education, business

education and vocational rehabilitation.169

change. New trends were discernible in every field of voca

tional education during the period of 1937-38. There was con

siderable expansion in agricultural education, in trade and

. 169"VbcatiOnal Education and Rehabilitation, 1937-38",
MO'nthly LaboI-;Review, XLVIII (June, 1939), pp. 1322-23.

~
~
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TRAINING AND EDUCATIONAL WOF~ OF THE
CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS

Organized labor, both the American Federation of Labor

and the Congress of Industrial Organizations, he,s heartily

approved the development of an educational progr8~ for the

youths enrolled in the Civilian C0nservation Corps.

Robert Fechner, Director of C. C. C. (until his death

recently) reported in December, 1937, that during its four

and one-half years' existence to that date, 1,900.000 young

men mostly seventeen to ei~~teen years old had gone to work

in the outdoor camps which were operated in every section of

the country. At that time the authorized strength was

300,000 exclusive of 10,000 Indians working on Indian reser

vations and some 5,000 employed in the Territories.170

When first initiated this service was provided to give

employment and shelter to some 250,000 young men who were

wandering the streets in search of employment. Its major aim

was to place them in healthful outdoor surroundings where

they would be given an opportunity for education and training

in preparation for employment in private industry. A second

major objective was a nation-wide conservation program,

principally in forests and parks in adcl.ition to the conserv-

l70Robert Fechner, "Training and Educational Work of
the C. C.-C.", Labor Information Bulletin,.Bureau of Labor
Statistics;,.', q. ,$. Department or Labor, December, 1937.
Washington, D. C.: U. S. Go.vernment Printing Office, 1937.
p. 5.
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1~~Ibidl!' p. 5

173",·,',1:2£. cit.

171b2.2 .. cit.

Since the very outset of its organization, the

control operations on the public domain and in national forests,

the rehabilitation of drainage ditches on farm lands, and the

conservation of fish, game and other wild life.173

officer. The money deposited is refunded when he leaves

camp.l?2

The energies of enrollees are directed primarily toward

the development, increase and conservation of natural resources,

forests and soil. Other important work has included flood-

ing of the human man power of youth of the nation.l?l

A typical C. C. C. C8~P has been described as having

180 to 200 enrolled men. An administrative staff consists of

Reserve Officers in charge of camp administration and health,

technical men who direct the work programs, and an educational

adviser. The enrollee works eight hours a day five days a

week. He receives a cash allowance of $30.00 a month, his

board, clothing, a place in which to live, medical care, and

an opportunity to learn both on project and in camp during off

, hours. He is required to send home to needy dependent s a

minimum of $22.00 a month. If he has no needy dependents,

he must deposit $22.00 a month with the C. C. C. fiscal
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education and training of enrollees has been considered of

great importance. Even camp life itself affords many op

portunitles for practical training and adjustment. It gives

the young man a new outlook on life, a chance to work, to

recei'Ve occupa.tional training, to become acquainted with

good books, to work under capable leadership, and to learn

how to live among other men.174

The C. C. C. program has been carried out through

cooperation of the camp educational adviser, members of the

Army staff and the technical agency staff. Every effort has

been made to secure experienced and adaptable rd.ucational

advisers. By December, 1937, there were 1,600 advisers and

more than 20,000 other persons offering organized instruction

to enrollees. In a typical camp are six or seven men from

the technical staff, such as engineers, foresters, landscape

men ana wild life experts, who give their own time after work

hours to instruction. There are also instructors among ad

vanced enrollees, several W. P. A. and N. Y. A. teachers and

a part-time teacher from a nearby communi~. The average

camp has about seventeen instructors.175

A study of the background of camp enrollees showed

that they came from all types of communi ties, of educational
,.. • >.,

levels, and of work experien~e.176

174Ibid., p.. 6

l75Loc • cit.--
l76Loc. cit.-
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The problem of tra.ining and education, of necessity,

must be suited to the enrollee's level and to fit his own

needs, interests and ability. The entire educational pro

grem is voluntary. By December, 1937, more than 87% of all

the C. C. C. enrollees were, by their own choice, regularly

participating in educational and training activities. 177

Shortly after he arrives in camp, the enrollee is

interviewed by the educational adviser to determine his

previous training and erperience,'his a.ptitudes, needs and

interests. On the basis of this interview his program of

training is planned and developed. Counseling and guidance

form the foundation of his educational work in camp.178

By the end of 1937 more than 50,000 young men' in

C. C. C. had been taught to read and write. More than

500,000 bec8~e better grounded in grade school subjects.

Another 200,000 studied high school subjects and many received

high school diplomas. About 50,000 pursued college courses

while in camp, and a number were granted scholarships in

colleges and universities through cooperation of C. C. C.

officials with various institutions of learning.179

.
Lsarning to do by doing teaches enrollees to apply

l77Loc. cit.--
l78Ibid., p. 6

179Ib1d. p. 7-' ,
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theory to assigned work. The work project is the practice

school in which class work is applied. About forty major

classifications or vocations were broken down into hundreds

of smaller jobs which may be taught on the works projects.

Camp administration also furnishes vB.luable tr2.ining and

experience in stol'e management, stenography, cooking <smd

truck driving. ISO

Training received on the job is supplemented by

evening classes in carpentry, auto mechanics, surveying,

stone masonry, mechanical drawing, concrete construction,

agriculture, radio repairing, photography and other similar

subjects. In May, 1937, about 135,000 or 46% of all enrollees

were receiving such supPlementary training and approximately

1,000,000 enrollees had been given job training instruction. lSl

Camp classes were conducted principally on the basis

of discussion with a minimum of lecturing. As nearly as

possible each class is centered around some practical project.

A forestry class is based upon forestry work b~ing done; a

surveying class revolves around the work of a field party;

landscaping studies are based upon the work project; the

English class centers around the camp newspaper; the

arithmetic, class around carpentry or concrete work; and the

current events class around the local camp forum. In both

l80Loe. cit.--
l8l11S1d., p. 7
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academic and training courses regular use is made of films,

slides, exhibits, charts, graphs, and speeches by individuals

not connected with the camp, whenever possible.182

The officials in charge of C. C. C. work have been

constantly aware of their responsibility to help enrollees

find satisfactory" employment. They. give enrollees advice

as to the best methods of applying for work and locating job

leads. Training in the camps helps many boys to fill their

jobs more satisfactorily.183

The educational work of C. C. C., combined with the

method of training on the job, has proved to be most effective

as a means of converting thousands of jobless end often home-

less youths into better citizens and happier individuals.

Days of enforced idleness have become bUsy and useful. Dis

couragement at lack of jobs or training has vanished before

the worth while work they have been doing in the camps and the

positions many of them have obtained in private industry after

leaving camp. New habits, new interests, have fostered self

reliance and developed latent abiltties. Youths have learned

to adapt themselves to a group life instead of eA~ecting life

to adapt itself to them and their needs. l a4

182Loc. cit.-
l83Loc. cit.-
l84Ibid., p. 7
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In 1938 an additional $4,500,000 was apnroved by the

director to allow 2,600 square feet of space for class rooms

and shou in every camp, and an educational advisor for each

company, as well as adQitional funds for educ&tional supnlles

and equipment. 185

On April 5, 1937, the President recommended to Con

gress that C. C. C. be made a permanent agency of the Federal

Government. Acqordingly, by Public Act No. 163, 75th Congress,
~

June 28, 1937, Congress established C. C. C. for a period of
I

three years beginning July 1, 1937.186

The authority to make selections has been delegated by

the Department of Labor, which was charged with the organ

ization and operation of C. C. e., to established state and

relief and welfare organizations. The state agencies ac~

through local representatives. They receive and investigate

applications, interview the applicants, select the most

needy and give approval to each beneficiary to receive the

allottment ·of the enrollees pay.187

Enrollments occur in April, July, October, and

l85 11C • C. C., Provision for Education in 1938",
Monthly Labor Review, XLVI (February, 1938), p. 388

18611Selecting Men for the C. C. C.II, Monthly Labor
,:Rev1ew, XLVI (April, 1938) , p. 851 •

.'. l8711selectlng Men for the C. C. C. II, .QE. ill."
1·""-'851 ...,»p.•.:'." •
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January. The Department of Labor is informed of v&cancies

and issues a requisition to the selecting agency to provide

the number of new men needed. The state then reouisitions

portions of this number from each local unit, and certifies

to the local station the number to be accepted on the sched

uled date. The state agencies defray the costs of selection.188

It was reported in 1939 that the number of negro men

in C. C. C. constituted about one-tenth of the total enroll

ment. 189

Similar benefit h~s been extended to the Indians

through organization of C. C. C. centers on the reservations.190

l88h2£. cit.

189uThe C. C. C. Work for Negro Youth", Monthly Labor
Review, XLVIII (April, 1939), p. 845.

t

1

j 190"0.0. C. Activities for Indiana", Monthly Labor
! Review, XLIX: (July, 1939), pp. 94-95.
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VHSCONSIN STATE U:JIVERSITY,
SCT-!CC'L FOR WORI~EES

One of the outstanding e):amp1es of successful 000gera-

tion between a state tax-~upDorted university and ~rganized

labor in the field of worker's education is Wisconsin State

Univel'S i ty •

In 1925 forty-eight girls from twenty industries in

Wisconsin and. eight nearby states enrolled in a six-\IITeeks

course at the Uni versi ty. They recieved instruction191 in

economics, English and physical education. This constituted

the firs t annual ses sian of a worJ-c1ntc 'vVomen! s summer school

at th e Universi ty.

During tbe second. annua.1 session in 1926, thirty-four

girls from six mid-western states and from tv/enty industries

registered. for the working women I s summer school· cl&s ses in-

English,· economics and physical education. The chief ;TIE:thod

of instruction was the small grow) discus210n. -,it the con-

clusion of the session it was recommend.ed that a stronger

ao.visory commit tee be orga.nized and that the Uni vel'S i ty sup1)ly

a fieldrepresentative. 192

By ,1929 enrollment s had increased, for in the.t yea-:~,

191American Labor~ Book, op. cit., Vol. VII,
1926, p. 31.3 •

.":, 192A:merican Labor~ Book, op. oi t., Vol. VIII,
1927, p. 168.
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men attended the worker's summer course. 193 Most of them

were from the clothlng ino.ustry and most of them were un-

organized. The subjects most stressed were English and

economics, health questions, and problems of industrial

fatigue.

The Wisconsin University summer school session of

1930194 was attended by sixty-three persons, five of whom

were men. They came from twelve of the mid-western states.

The session continued for six weeka. The basic study program

included specific problems, such as unemployment, wages, in-

security. A special project for the term was assiGned to

each student, such as organized labor, hosiery industry, time

and piece work, and the Negro in industry. English courses

were closely tied in with economics through writing and public

spe~(ing, and history was studied as a background for the

study of political economy. Physical education and. recrea

tion were featured weekly.

The enrollment in the worker's summer session in

1931195 was forty-five, seven of whom were men, for the most

'. part from mid-western industries. A selection of problems

193American Labor Year~, Ope cit., Vol. XI, 1930,
p. 192.

194American Labor~~, on. cit., Vol. XII, 1931,
PP~ 234-35.

195American Labor Year Book, Ope cit., Vol. XIII,
1932, p. l83~ c ---- ----
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of a typical industrial community were studied through pro

Jects covering such topics as hours, wages, unemployment,

and education. EJ~eriments in informal teaching methods

were used, based u~on the projects listed above, Rnd reDorts

indicated that such methods were of value to both students
t\
II and faculty. The Wisconsin Workers' Summer Ses:.::lon was con-
;1

ti trolled by a comT:1ittee of people in the :Midclle-West inter-
i
~
~ ested in workers' education and students and f~culty of the

University, cooperating with the university through a

University Committee.

The Wisconsin School for Workers in Industry is

"based upon the assumption that the trade-union movement

in the United States" is now an "accepted institution" in

industrial relations, and "that collective bargaining const-

i tutes a normal relationship betv!een employers and workers ~ ,,196

One of its objectives is to aid workers to bargain collectively

with their employers on the basis of an intelligent and in

formed approach to their problems. It seeks to help the in

dividual worker to improve his standard of liVing and to im-

part to him a sense of his own worth and his rightful n1ace

as a builder and a sharer in a better social order. 197

.. In May, 1937, the legislature of the State of Wisconsin

196Ernest E. Schwartztrauber, "Workers' Education in
the University of Wisconsin," Labor Information Bulletin, VI
(May, 1939), p. 5.

197Ibid., p. 5.
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passed a law authorizing the Board of Hegents of the Univer

si ty "to establish and mainte.in a School for Workers in

Industry and provide for such courses of instruction and for

such field instruction and supervision at such locations with

in the State as will be, in the judgment of the Board, of

greatest benefit to workers in industry.,,198

The School for' Workers in Industry was organized the

next month. Administration was placed in the hands of a

committee of three faculty members 'appointed by the president

of the University., Organized labor selects a committee of

three members which meets periodically with the faculty com

mittee and acts in an advisory capacity. Actual management

is conducted by a Director and Assistant Director ar.nointed

by the Board of Regents. l99

The educational activities consist of six weeks of

summer resident study at the University and thirty weeks of

extension service during winter brought to workers in their

own communities. The progre~ is flexible and designed to

meet specific situations and needs of workers. Teachers and

pupils meet on a democratic, informal basis. Traditional

lecture methods of instruction are replaced almost entirely

198Loc • cit.--
199hQ.2. ill.
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by group participation and discussion. 200

Courses of study center in subjects dealing with im

mediate situations and nroblems of particular interest to

workers and to the labor movement; parli~nentary law, labor

problems and labor economics, collective-bargaining practices

and procedures, consumer problems and consumer cooperatives,

labor dramatics, are the predominant courses in the curric

ulum. 20l

Summer classes for workers were inaugurated for women

workers in 1924. At first students were plac-'d in the regular

classes of the University summer session. In 1925 a separate

school with its own faculty was established. Salaries were

provided from the University bUdget and expenses of students

were subscribed by their local communities. During its

first four years the school was attended only by women, pre

dominantly non-union. In 1928 the school was made coeduca

tional, and union participation and sup~)ort became apparent.

The school's outlook is now decidedly trade-unionist and

students are drawn almost exclusively from organized labor. 202

During 1938, 118 workers attended the summer session

in courses ranging in duration from the regular six weeks~

200Loc. cit.-'-
20lIbid., p. 6

202Loc. cit.--
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term to the five-day institutes. The shorter institutes

are arranged to suit the needs of specific union groups.

One such institute was held early in 1938, giving a specially

prepared course in transportation economics. In the late

summer, members of the International Ladies' Garment Work-

erst Union studied problems of their own industry in a two-

~ weeks' course. Another group received a course in dairy

ij economics. A course in economics of the automobile indus-I try has been given several times where the automobile indus-

~ try is concentrated. 203
Vr
~I The extension service is cond.ucted by a staff of

~
~ about 25 teachers. University services are carried directly
i~

into communities desiring them, and the University regards

such direct service to citizens of the State as a part of

its educational function. Extension students are almost

204Loc. ill ..
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school was to become of real value to labor, it must estab-

206Ibid. p. 7
"'·i.,.,' ........ " •.' ..."..,.,.,.,< ..;~,"'".- ,

205Loc. cit.--

workers for bool,:s and pamphlets has grovm r8.YJidly. ~~any of

community being served and were located in public school

bUilding,labor halls, libraries, rented rooms, city halls,

and even private homes. Of nearly 1650 students attending,

only about 300 were non-union workers. 205

Great interest was developed in utilizing the services

offered by public libraries. In recent years the demand by

the groups studying in the University's Workers' School have

been encouraged to build up their o\m libraries, of books,

periodicals, government reports, union convention proceedings,

and other items of interest to the labor movement. 206

The radio was used to expand the general program of

the school. Weekly quarter-hour broadcasts, usually in the
,

form of interviews were featured regul~rly. The radio also

offers manifold possiblities for coordinating the workers'

educational program with the other work of the school. 207

It was understood from the beginning th8.t if the

lish an effective research department of its own, which would

gather and select current material of interest to labor for

the use of the teachers, to do substantial research work in
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collective bargaining and to conduct intensive studies of

the history of individual unions whenever such unions request

ed classes for their membership. However, research has been

considerably limited because of bUdget limitations. Another

handicap has been the lack of qualified teachers in the field

and the problem of training a sufficient number of them to

meet the demand. Such teachers must have the usual quali

fications required of teachers, adaptability, imagination,

and skill in leading discussions, but also a thorough under-

standing of the labor movement, the aims and functions of

collective-bargaining and of various other trade-union acti-

vities. It seldom happens that a person qualified academi

cally also has had experience in the labor movement.208



209William Green, "Goals of Organized Labor", Annals
of the American Academy of Political gnd Social Science,
'CLXXXIV (March, 1936). p. 152. -

CHAPTER III

population. The number of workers organized into great

national and international units was estimated at 3,600,000

in 1920, representing about 12% of'the working population.

The numerical strength of organized labor has increased

The workers of the United States comprise nearly one

half of the population of the Untted States of the age groups

10 years old and older; and more then one-third of the total

SUMMARY

.'

rapidly in the past few years and is now estimated at more

than 8,500,000 in the affiliates of the American Federation

of Labor, the Congress of Industrial Organizations and the

four great railroad brotherhoods.

From its earliest beginnings the American Federation

of Labor hr:ts emibi tecl an active interest in the field of

public education. It has formulated definite policies con

cerning public education, and more recently, concerning the

education of its union members. 209 The programs and policies

are prepared by the Federation's permanent Education Committee,

and by it presented to the Federation's annual Convention for

consideration and action.

'.

i
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From 1926 to 1939 the Federation has included the

following points in its policy of public school education:

1. It has favored compulsory education, extending the

age limits upward for full-time education to the age of 18

years.

2. It has approved the supervision of recreation in

public parks and playgrounds.

3. The Federation through its Education Committee

has studied the texts used in social studies classes in

public schools to determine the proportion of attention given

to the labor movement.

4. It favors federal aid for all state public school

systems if the State is financially unable to maintain its

schools with unimpaired efficiency.

5. The Federation .sought to protect labor's interest

in the public schools by securing representation of labor

on the boards of public schools and public libraries.

6. It has studied apprenticeship training and approv-

ed of Federal regulation thereof.

7. It has favored teachers' retirement laws and pen-

sion.laws.

8 .. I.t has sought to unionize public school teachers

and to do away with· "yellow dog" c'ontracts for teachers.

,.9. It,has sought legislation providing free texts in

p:U~~lc,. ',' schools.
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10. It has approved and favored the continuation

school.

11. It has ~emanded physical, dental and psychiatric

inspection as being necessary for maintenance of an effective

health program for public schools.

12. It has urged the modification and enrichment of

public school curricula to meet the changing social demands

made upon the schools.

13. It has urged the educGtional and vocational train-

ing of cripnled children to promote their individual economic

efficiency.

14. It has investigated and approved the junior kinder-

garten or nursery school and the junior high school as per

manent units of organization ~n the public school systems.

15. It disapproved part-time cooperative schools as-

conducted by industry.

16. It recommends tenure for teachers after two years

of temporary employment with proved efficiency.

17. It has cooperated with the American Library

Association in getting public libraries to put more labor

literature on their shelves and to furnish interested groups

with appropriate reading lists on various subjects.

\ 18 •. It approved federal aid for vocational education
i
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school authorities.

19. It approved a federal program of vocational re

education or rehabilitation.

20. It has sought to secure the representation of

labor on all state text book commissions.

21. It has continued to maint8,in the American Federa-

tion of Labor Library for the collection of material on labor

and related subjects, available for resear'ch purposes to all

students.

22. The Education Commi ttee has conducted stuc1ies of

mass education, large school units, overlarge classes, con-

trol of schools by special interests, illiteracy, revenue

problems of public schools, and curtailment of school costs.

23. The Federation has urged the extension of applica-

tion of workmens' compensation laws to teachers.

24. It has urged its members to participate in the

activities of the Parent Teachers Association.

25. It has urged that the Federal government adopt in

all instances where a literacy test is required, a standard

'~of educational achievement equive..lent to that reached by
I

pupils of the fourth grade in the public elementary schools.

, - 26. It has' condemned and opposed compulsory mili tary

training in public schools.

27. The Federation advocates linking vocational train

tng'andretraining with the unemployment prograrn.
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28. It has urged the adoption of legislation providing

. that teachers in the District of Columbia may not be deprjved

of nor restricted in the exercise of their constitutional

right to petition Congress.

29. It condemned and denounced as discriminatory and

unwarranted any inquiry by a public school hiring official

into the personal affairs of teachers on grounds of sex,

race, creed or any other extrRneous considerations.

30. It has urged the absorption of unemployed teachers

into public school systems by reducing classes to a minimum

of thirty pupils each.

31. It has opposed so-called "measures of economy" in

public school systems which would tend to impair efficiency

of administration and teaching.

32. It has urged state legislatures and Congress to

increase their regular and special appropriations for voca-

tional education and guidance.

33. It has urged that a basic wage for teachers

salaries be established which would include basic sUbsistence,

provision for emergencies, reasonable comfort and decency in

living standards, professional culture and study, and no dis

crimination in amount of salary on grounds of sex, race,

religion, social status or married status.

34. It seeks to protect basic salaries for teachers

Qy,,·:the adopt,1onof minimum wage laws.
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35. It has urged aOJllinistration officials of C. C. C.

to formulate a program of education for the young men en-

rolled.

36. It urged the use of federal funds to pay salaries

of teachers in schools Which were unable to do so, and thRt

the minimum standard of. wages should be the wage scale re

ceived by sklll~d labor in that area.

37. It recommended that educetional institutions be

given the right to borrow money from the Reconstruction

Finance Corporation to cover operating costs.

3a. It urgeQ sound care for the mentally and physically

handicapped and mentally superior children in public schools.

39. It 8.pDroved the approprip.tion of money from Vlork

relief funds for an emergency education program.

40. It urged all local unions to apnoint and maintain

standing comml~ctees on education as a regular part of their

organization activities.

41. It urged a.nd later approved the appointment of an

Advisory Committee to the United states Commissioner of

Education, on which labor was represented by three members.

42. It urged greater control and regulation by law of

industrial plant programs of education.

43. It urged equalization of educational opDortunities

and standards throughout the United S,tates, for rural and
" ~.:., ,

urban area.s; for negroes and whites alike.:. .



45. The Federation declared that it favored religious

t freedom, but at the same time held that some religious train-
J
\ ing was necessary for discipline and ide2cls of living.

· 44. It recommended that Boards of Health require x

rays of the chest as a part of the physical exe~ination of

public school students.

2. C. I. O. advises and urges affiliates to join in

188

1. C. I. o. urges all affiliates to secure representa

tion of labor on local school boards.

specific policies toward public educat~on, similar in many

respects to the policies of its parent org2nization, the

American Federation of Labor.

The Congress of Industrial Organizations is the

youngest of the great labor units, having been organized

in 1935. As yet, most of its activity has been of an

organizational nature. Nevertheless it has recognized the

interest labor has in the public schools and has adopted

local conferences to discuss educational policy.

3. It make~ the demand upon educators to recognize

the concern of labor in public education and the potential

role of la.bor in making e6.ucation a real instrument for

implementary democr8.cy.

4. C. I. O. pledged its support for a detailed program

of federal aid to educational facilities throughout the

country in rural and urban areas.

I
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No evidence was found of any program or policy concern

ing public education by the "Big Four" Railroad Brotherhoods

nor by the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union. The

latter union was included in the study, not 8,S an inc1ependent

major unit of organized labor (for it has been an affiliate

of the A~erican Feder2tion of Labor, then of C. I. 0" and

now is with the Federation again), but as a union which has

developed, maintained and controlled its own program of educR

for its members.

The education of workers is the most recent develop

ment in modern education. It had its beginnings in the pre-

war period, has followed the fortunes of organized labor

movement, and has reached its greatest development to date

in the last few years. This phase of the labor movement:

suffered considerably from the effects of the economic

collapse in 1929 and the continued depression. During the

N. R. A. period, both the labor movement and the workers'

education movement were revitalized. Expansion of organization

has created a strong demand for education of the new members,

a.nd for trained teachers to supervise such education.

Workers' education is flourishing, and immediate expansion

is anticipated.

At the beginning of the period studied here, 1926 to

1939;' 'the American Federation of Labor was enthusiastically

endorsing and recommemding the Brookwood Workers' College and
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and the Workers' Education Bureau of ~~erica as educ~tional

agencies through which 'workers' educ.c::tion wa,s being c'lrriea.

on for trade unionists. In 1928 the Federation call.ed upon

all affiliates to cease supiJortlng Brookwood because of alleg

ed supyort of Communism, and urged them to seek affiliation

vii th the Workers' Education Bureau and to su~)port it financi-

ally. There wus considerable feeling on the part of the

general public that this action of the Federation was arbi-

trar;y and undemocrEi.tic, and John Dewey, educationist termed

it a II scholastic lynching". However, the Bureau has received

the Federation's continued support to the present time.

During the years from 1926 to 1939, the educational

importance and value of r~dio broadcasting has been recognized.

The Bureau prepared and broadcast ,two series of addresses, one

on the subject of IIAmerican Labor and, the Nation", and the'

other on the s'ubject of "Americans at Work".

The Federa.tion h8,s approved the federal g9vernment IS

activi ties in workers I edlxcat ion (F. E. R. A., let er W. P. A.,

Workers' Service Program) but insists that labor should be in

control of workers' education for its members.

The Federation participated in tpe World Congress 'on

Education and Labor sponsored by Columbia University in 1939.

Support of the fede:ral activities along lines of

vocational education and reeducation and the training of the

,unemployed youth of the nation has been continuously pledged,
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although some modifications have been suggested.

During its brief existence in recent years, the affil

iates of the Congress of Industrial Organizations have report

ed that they have extended programs of research, education and

related cUltural, recreational and athletic activities; have

established forums, study classes and special educational

activities at meetings of their own local unions.

The C. I. O. convention in 1939 authorized its execu-

tive board to coordinate and advance the research, educational

and social activities of affiliated unions. The same con-

vention urged the adoption of a comprehensive youth program

which would give opportunity for education and training and

subst&nce to the right of everyone to a job. The helpful-

ness of the W. P. A., Workers' Service Program was emDhasized

and both Congress and W. P. A. were urged. to e)""})Emd this

service to meet the extensive demands being made upon it by

labor.

The C. I. O. also participate d in the Worl(l Conference

on Education end Labor sponsored by Columbia University in

1939.

The International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union has

assumed the burden of providing, mainte.ining and controlling

education of its members. It is the only union in the

nation at the present time which is not relying upon exter

nal agencies of' education or federal resources to carry out
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a program of workers' education. The majority of the members

are immigrants. Some of the latter, as well as some of the

Americans, have considerable educational background and

social and political experience. The union, through its

permanent department of education, conducts classes in

naturalization, rudiments of citizenship and reading and

writing in the English language. For students of richer

educational background and greE',ter abilj.ty, classes are

organized on a higher educational'level. Music and labor

dramatics are the mast favored creative courses. Many courses

are given in trade-unionism, history of the labor movement, in-

dustrial history and economics, and public spe~cing.

By 1936, 507 study groups had been organized with

15,000 students enrolled. In 1937-38 the I. L. G. W. U.

had 620 study groups with 22,050 enrollees.

The most recent innovation of this, "America's best"

union, has been the inau6~ration of an educational progreID

for officers. It is an adopted ~ule of the union that all

elected paid off'icers must have passed a special training

course for officers prior to election. The program of

special education for officers has been referred to as the

'Ilabor movement's first ci viI service". It is planned and

conducted by the educational department of the union, exclu

sively.

\ The-I. L. G. W. U. also owns and maintains "Unity
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House", a valuable vacation an<1 summer recreational resort

for the benefit of its members.

No evidence was found that the "Big Four" Railroad

Brotherhoods formulate or maintain a program of workers'

education for their members.

A questionnaire was used in the study, but returns

were very meager and revealed nothing of value in determin

ing the numbers of trade-unionists engaged in continuing

their education through the workers' education movement. A

few facts, however, stand out clearly from date secured by

the questionnaire.

1. There is a great variety of subjects studied by

workers, most of which are related directly or indirectly

with their own problems of earning a living.

2. All subject matter is selected on the basis of 

backgrounds and needs of students and are subject to change

as situations in particular classes indicate change to be

advisable-

3. In most instances tuit:lon was reported as being

financed by scholarships var-ying in value, made up by the

labor organizations in the various local communities from

which the students come. Tuition is free in W. P. A. classes •

. 4. Work is conducted on a non-credit basis, without

assigning grades for work done and without holding examina

.ttons.-· Students are deemed to have successfully carried a
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~ tion, labor dramatics, English grammar and composition,~•
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course or completed the curriculum if they attend meetings

regularly and participate in the group's actiVity.

5. This type of education is a continuing process,

many students remaining in the same group and continuing

their study in new fields as their o~m interests, neec.s,

backgrounds and abilities warrant.

6. Class work is conducted, for the most part, in an

informal manner. Group discussions are frequently used.

Workshop methods are utilized, wherever possible, for making

maps, charts, and diagrams. Dil'ect investigation, personal

interviews, field trips, reading and lectures are also used.

7. SUitable reading material for students with little

educational background is difficult to obtain so many of the

agencies of workers' education pave undertaken the, preparation

of pamphlets ~nd books to satisfy this need. Resources of

public ·libraries are heaVily drawn upon for reading material

for students working on t~e higher educational levels.

B~b1iograp~ies of valuable material have been prepared for

the use of teachers of these study groups.210

8. Workers are studying, for the_ most part, subjects,

which touch their own lives most intimately, i. e., trade-

210See Appendix D.
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movement seeks to help workers understand their roles in the

unions and in the labor movement as a whole; to enable them

to live the ~ore abundant life.

9. Organized labor, excluding the International

Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, in relying upon external

agencies to give effectiveness to its educational nrogram.

;1

I,I
}·'1~.

I

A proposal was made to the Americpn Federation of Labor

convention in 1939 to establish its own Labor College, but

no action was taken.

10. It is impossible to ascertain the number of trade-

unionists being reached by workers' education for the reason

that many of the workers' educational schools and agencies

are open alike to union-and non-union workers in the same

study groups, and accurate records are lacking.

11. The schools and agencies carrying out organized

1abor"s educationa.l nrogrcm1s also sponsor other educational

activities of shorter duration, i. e., labor institutes

and conferences; and also a variety of recreational activ-

ities, i. e., dances, mixers, athletics, hiking.

12. All workers' education is voluntary on the part of

students.
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CONCLUSIONS

The study of the educational program of organized

labor in th e United States from 1926 to 1939 l~eveals a con-

structive phase of the labor movement which has receivecl but

little publicity. The desire and the striving for further

education, the knowledge of thelro~m weaknesees and short-

comings, their determined effort to overcome them in so far

as it is possible to do so, lends,dignity to the labor move-

mente

Trade-unionists in study groups are learning further

lessons in group action and group problems and are becoming

increasingly a",rare of their own socle.l consciousness. They

are learning much about th e underlying C8.uses aBet influences

that affect them in their daily tasks of earning a livingL

,Not only are trade-unionists growing in knowledge of

their own problems, but they learn of other industries, of

the great labor movement with which their destiny is linked,

and of the nation and of the world community of n~tions.

Their mental horizon is widening end they are both better

individuals and better citizens as a result.

The general rank 2nd file of union membership is

receiving great benefits of further education fostered by

their unions. In addition, interested and educated workers

ar!9 receiving tr8.ining which fits them for intelligent leader-
",

.ship in the trade-union movement" itself. An outstanding
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example is to be found in David Dubinsky of the International

Lad.ies I GD,rment Workers' Union, an\) th ere D..-~'e scores of oth ers

who have 1'1 s en in th ei r unlons by th e' Edc1 'Jf wOr~(er8' ecluCR-

tional course,- whtch they have t2J-::en.

rr'2.~ade-unionists are nee.rly all equals in social rE1J1k

and in wealth. This rJEd{.es th e laboY' movement democr8.tlc

within itself. In their stUdy groups, viliere union and non-

union v:orkers Tileet tOE:,'ethel', tIle dernOCl':CLtic horizon has been

widened to incluC:e all wo1'l;:ers. Thus, throui.:,h their elluca-

the organizational function alHl actj.vi ties of the unions.

members. The investigator believes thRt this is due in large

ers I Union) to rnaint35n its ovm procrafJj of 8\lttcation for its

tional pro[r~ns, the labor organizations are helDing their

members to grovv in the clemoc:r'~l,tic 'l,,!ay of life.

'l'o date no steps have been te.ken by the le.bor or'gs.n-

lz2.tions (except by the International Ladles I ~"1.rment Work-

the development of its own l8.uor 8choo18 v!1ll become 8. me:.". tter

part td lack of avc;.11a.tle fu nds, and to stl'ong em~)hasi s u~)on

easily achieved and it will be of great significance to both

the 18.'001' movement and workers' eclucc-,tlonmovement. It

of workers in the Uni ted. States c,ncl funds become ::~vcli18.ble,

As soon as lal)or unions h"','/8 oY'ganizecJ. t 1"-18 t;re'c'.ter portic:n

~. raises the question, what ch.ang·es :l_f sny VillI thctt arrarlge-
~

J ment bring about in the mental attitudes of labor itself

f toward. the subject matter of the classes f'tnd the scientific
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mindedness of the teachers employed as they superVise the

various study groups.

to bring them together in one super-organiz<:ttion. In this

study, the investigator could find no evidence that the

C. I. O.-A. F. of L. split has affected the field of workers'

education. The evidence seems to'indic~te that C. I. O.'s

educ8.tional policies are in the main, similar to those of

the A. F. of L. A union of these present rivals would be

very powerful and would be able to dominate workers' educa-

tion, either in its own schools if they should be established,

or in external agencies if the present methods of subsidizing

them be continued. Would the union of C. I. O. and A. F.

of L. affect the teaching and the learning attitudes of

students in workers' study groups in the future? Only the

"future itself can answer this question.,
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RECOMHENDATIONS

The field of study opened by Dr. Curoe's investigation

of the educ2tional policies of organized labor, made in 1926,

and continued by this study reve8.ls a deep and abiding inter

est on the part of labor concerning both public education and

education of union members. It is a continuing interest and

will merit future study and r0ser~rch. The investigator hopes

past.
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that more accurate records 'will ~e kept in order that the.

This study has revealed a constructive side of labor

effectiveness of labors efforts in the field of education may

be adequately measured.

activities and the investigator hopes thEl.t such activities

will be given greater publicity in the future than in the

and training.

The workers' ed~cation phase of the labor movement is

the youngest educational movement in our country. Although

only in its beginnings it is expanding rapidly. Here is

opened a new field of teaching with specific professional

requirements. Many unemployed teachers might seek a pro

fessional career in this field of education, Where there is

so great a demand for teachers with academic background

I
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APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIRE

The purpose of this questionnaire is to secure statis
tical data concerning the worker's education movement. The
term, worker's education, refers to a program of education
in addition to and apart from the regular college or univer
sity curriculum, and subsidized by organized labor in the
United States from 1926 to 1940 and aeo of schools sDecializ
ing in that field.-

1. When did you first, offer a progr::>.m of worl;:er's education'?

2. Check thUS, x, the types of worker's education offered.

3. Indicate in the proper column the tuition charged for the
types listed in terms of rate per semester hour or per
term hour.

Types

Correspondence
courses

Extension
courses

Any others

r Credit Non
credit

On
campus

Off
campus

Term
hour

Tuition
Semester

hour

Corres'Oondence
-~,courses

Types of courses

Extension
·,,··courses-

4-.:·Hovr:manrhours··'Of work are necessary to finish the worker's
education curriculum? State whether semester 1

hours or term hours.. I:.
!'

'~.
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5. Check (x) the items of preparation required of students.

COllrolt:t~d d
e~g.ut1J. gra e

High School
graduate

College work

No educational
requirement

Employment

Union membership

6. Check subjects offered (x) and subjects not offered (0)
and indicate vmether credit (x) or non-0redit (0), amount
of credit if given, and indicate the three most popular
subjects (x) and the three least popular subjects.-

Subjects

History,
Ingustrial

History,
Economic

Credi t (x)
~ Non

credit (0)

Amlt. of
credit

Sem. Term
hrs. hrs.

3 most popular
subj ects (x)

3 least popular
subjects (0)

•.1

I

History of the Labor
Movement

Economics

Trade Unionism

Parliament ary
Procedure -

English,'
Grammar

English
Composition

Public Speaking

Dramatics.

Music

i GymnastiQs
~

Any others
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7. Check award given to students completing worker's educa
tion curriculum.

Diploma

Degree

Other award

1:-To award

8. Check method of recruiting students.

Direct personal solicitation by
agent '
Circular letters to prospects

Personal letter to prospects

Paid advertisement in newspapers
or ;periodicals
Solicitation through labor
unions

Other methods

No solicitation or recruiting

9. Compare the amount of work offered in 1940 with the
amount offered in 1926 and check in the apnrol)ria.te
column.

Some more

Much more

Some less

Much less

No change
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10. Compare cur-r1culur;1 1n v:orlwr's eclucation 1n 1940 vdth
that of 1926 as to whether 1t is 'oecoT'11n, more or less
cultural or more or 1es8 ~ractical anQ cSeck in the
S:.!Jpropria.t e column.

:?:['~:ctic[U CuI tural
courses courses

1,luch more

1,Iuch less

11. Incl1cute the total enr'o-:'lrrJent In \,,')1"'1:er's 8c:.ucatlon
clas2es by years and the total m1mber com)JletLl~,

worker's education curriculum by years.

Year

1926

1927

1928

1929

1930

1931

1932

Tot,::.l ~\Jwilber

In allCor!1plet in6
oJ .9 Sf es C1}rJ1! ill]] "jliJl

Year

1933

1834

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

Total Num1.Jer
In all Co~p1eting

c1 8 S P, C> p, Glll' 1" 'j (~ nJ Jl!n
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12. Check methods of instruction used in the &pproprl&te
column.

Lecture

Discussions

Hound table

Panel discussions
Written work, paper

noteboolcs. etc.

Any other methods

U8 eel.
PredoI;1ina.tely

US6a---- Used
Coll§ i,d. e r- ,-~"i) 1L_-"'s...;,o.:.;:Ill;;..;e'--__

13. Check methods of obtaining m&terials used.

Student
nurchases
+

Texts
Supplementary
Reacl1 np; material

Maps.

Statistical
Material

Any other materials

School
furnishes

Gifts or
loans

Any other
methods

14. Do you conduct the following in connection with woricer's
education'?

Labor Institutes

Yes x
no a How often?

Average
Attendance

Industrial Conferences
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15. Do you maintain a Speaker's Bureau in connection with
worker's education? Yes No

a. How many speakers are usually aVQilable?

b. How often are lectures usually given?-------
c. Estimated average attends.nce per lecture?----

16. Check the recreational activities sponso!'ec1 in connec
tion with worker's education.

Activity
Yes x
No 0

HOV;J

often?
Zstimated
Average Attendance

Summer camp

One day outing

Musical
entertginments

Dramatic
enterta1mQepts

Social actiVities,
dances, m1xerA, etc.

Any others

17. Additional comment, information or suggestions if de
sired.

['HANK' YOU'.
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APPENDIX B

The School for Workers

The University of Wisconsin

"I would ra.ther have better education given to the
masses of the working classes than the best for a few.
'0 God, rna-lee no more giants; elevate the race'.11

-------Philip Snowden

The Sixteenth Summer Session

1940

Study,

Labor Problems and Economics

To understand more fully the organized labor move-

•
.~

ment, its programs and policies, and how they grew out of

past situations; to see organized labor's relation to govern-

ment and industry; to grasp more clearly the significance of

world trends, particularly in their relation to labor.

Social Psychology

To discover the reasons why inctividuals think and act

as they do in relation to other inctivictuals and groups, with

emphasis on public opinion and propaganda, leadership,

employer-employee contacts; to develop insight into human

behavior as a basis for more effective group liVing.

The Economics of~ Industry. (a course to be given for

apectal sessions)

To acquaint yourself with your industry's problems in

production and distribution and VI':!. th its relat ion to other
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industries; to make you and your group better informed and

thereby better prepared for the practice of stable employee

employer relationships in your industry.

Public Speaking

To gain self-confidence and ability to speak clearly

and convincingly before an audience.

Effective Writing

To learn how to write minutes of meetings, press arti-

~ cles, reports, and stories of dramatic labor happenings.I Parliamentary Law

To practice conducting a business meeting efficiently.

Stimulating Study--Friendly Companionship--Lake-Shore Recreation

Requirements

Age: 20 years or over.

Experience: at least 2 years in industry or office work.

(The number of office workers limited in general sessions to

one-fourth of total number of industrial workers).

Costs
,
For session six weeks in length: $95.00 for Wisconsin

residents; $lOO~OO for out-of-state students. For sessions

two weeks in length, $35.00; one week, $18.00. These amounts

cover board and room, 8no. tuition. For scholarships to meet

costs apply to your union or organization, or inquire of the

School for' Workers, 1214 W. Johnson Street, Madison, Wisconsin.
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Sessions, General and Special

General six weeks session. June 24-August 2.

Open to workers from all indus tries an d to a limited

number of office workers.

General two weeks session.

Tentative date, July 22-August 2. Open to workers

from all industries 8nd to a limited number of office worl~ers.

Special one or two weeks session.-----.-
Open only to members of local or international unions

requesting such sessions. Time to be arranged. to suit the

union. Minimum number of students required for a special

session.--40.

Features of the Summer School

Intensive study of labor p.J1d economic problems.

Training for union officers and rank end file members.

Informal discussion classes. No examinations. No

marks or credit ratings.

Teachers experienced in the labor movement and in

workers' educat~on.

Free discussion of differing points of view.

Use of the University Labor Library with its h-cJ.ndreds

of current labor periodicals.
~-

~ Interchange of ideas and experience with workers from
~

j many states and industries.
'".j
1.
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•

The School for WOI'kers of the University of Wisconsin

welcomes all qualified workers and m~~es no discrimination

because of r~ce, creed, or economic or political belief.

To provide comforts,ble que,rteI's, I"esid~nce houses are rent-

ed on or near LaJ.ce Mendota. Both mEn an d women of the

School are served meals at common dining halls in the house,

the latter being the centers for social activities. Special

features are: labor drama, forums, labor songs, swimming

meet s, campfires ancl talks by labor leaders and other ex-

perts in the fields of interest to workers

For further information write---

E. E. Schwarztrauber, Director
THE SCHOOL FOR ~ORKERS

The University of Wisconsin
1214 West Johnson St.
Madison, Wisconsin
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APPENDIX C

Applicat.lon for Admission to
Commonwealth College

TJIen8., Arkansas

Please answer the questi ons in this form as fully 8.S

possible. The College must have this informRtion in order

to make intelligent decision on your ap:01ication. Of course

your answers are held confidential.

It is understood that in returning this form you ~~ll

agree to \Vorl:.: with other members of the school for the best

interests of the labor movement; o.nd. that you will do your'

share of the cooperative labor required of every member of

our school community.

Immediately upon receipt of notification that this

application has been accepted, the student should send $5 as

deposi t on his tul tbn. 1I2J~e checks or money orelers payable

to Mabel Fulks, Treasurer.

Note: This fOr'm is for the use of prospective

students, scholarship students, and staff members. Special

questions for' scholarship students and staff members are in-

eluded in this form.

NMAE: (Print or write plainly).

ADDRESS:

Application for (paying student) (scholarship student)

(maintenance member) (check which) [.['erm beginning:
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I

(To be filled out by prospective students, scholarship
students, and maintenance members).

HoV! old are you? Are you married? List the

, ,

various kinds of wor~ that you have done:

What job do you now hold?

To what unions have you belonged?

To what union do you now belong?

What positions have you held in your unions:

To what SOCial, community or progressive org~nizations do you
belong? (Do not list political affiliations)

How far did you go in school?

On a separate piece of iJaper, answer the follov!ing questions

as fully as you can:

1. List the labor schools and colleges, union classes,

~~A classes, or other workers' education which you have 1"8-

ceived, and the courses you took.

2. How did you become interested in Commonwealth

College?

3. What do you expect to achieve in your studies at

Commonwealth? What subjects are you particularly interested

in stUdying?

" , . 4. What kind of work do you expect to do in the labor

movement? If your work is not designed to lead you directly

into the labor movement what other work do you intend to do?
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5. List your special interests or abilities (music,

drama, writing, art, teaching, orgenizing, etc.)

6. List the kinds of work at which you are skilled or

which you C8~ do adequately.

Give the names and addresses of three people who will

recommend you for aclmission, at least one of the3e should be

an officer or executive of a progressive organization, per

ferably a union:

Send a doctor's health certifica.te VIi th your' ap91ica-

tion form.

If you have a recent snapshot of yourself, or can get

one at no expense, attach it to this form.

II

(To be filled out by the applicant for scholarship or

part scholarship. Scholarships are necessarily limited. Do

not fill in this section unless the College has asked you to

apply for scholarship.

(a) How much of your tuition can you pay?

(b) Will you have money for your personal expenses

here?

(c) Can you get your union local or another organiza-

~ tion to provide funds for your tuition?
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III

(To be filled out by the applicant for maintenc'mce membership.

State on another sheet of paper:

1. Why do you want to come to Commonwealth College?

2. Wbat do you thtnk is the purpose antI function of

workers' education in the labor movement?

If you are applying for membership as ~ teacher, list

the teaching experience you have had. Give as one of your

thre8 references someone who can 'discuss your ability as a

teacher.
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APPENDIX D

BALTIMORE LABOR COLLEGE

Worker's Education De~artment

BALTIMORE FEDERATION OF LABOR

Baltimore, Maryland

This certifies that

has satisfactorily completed a study of the following course,

and is hereby awarded this

CERTIFICATE

Given this . day of 192_

President------------
__________________secretary
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APPENDIX E211

A SHORT BIBLIOGRAPHy212

Methods of Teaching in Workers' Education

Anderson, Martha and Lindeman, E. C., Education Through
Experience. (Workers' Education Series. Monogranh
No. 1) New York, Workers' Education Burem 1927.
$.25

An outstanding and helpful description of a method
which "calls for a working community of learners and
of teachers."

Counts, George S., Dare the School Build a New Social Oruer?
New York, John Day Company, 1932. $.25

A challehge which involves a method of tea.ching which
allows for freedom for adventurous analysis.

Dewey, John, Democracy en1 Education. New York, M&cmillan
Company, 1932. $2.50

Social thinking in the discussion is based on the belief
that si tue.tions s.re croeatively changed through "power
with" rather than "power over" and that an initial step
is a.ttained through rightly conclucted discussion. --

Pp. 216-77: The use of expert and the lay experience of
the group.

2llllSuggestions for Training Courses for Those P12c!1ning
to Teach Groups of Workers", Ernestine L. Friedmann, prepared
by the Affiliated Schools for Workers at the Request of the
Office of the Specialist in Workers' Education, Federal
Emergency Relief Administration, May, 1934. Mimeographed
copy, pp. 7-16.

2l2Little has been written on methods used in work
ers' education. However, materials in progressive and adult
education are helpful. What must be -'cept in mind is that
the content of subject matter changes to meet the need and
interest of the workers.

I

.1
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____~~~--, Sources of Q Science of Education. New York,
H. Liveright, 1929, ~1.50

"An Interesting and compressed statement of just what it
means to apply the scientific method to social problems."

____~ , The Way Out of Educational Confusion. Cambridge,
MaSSe, Harvard University Press, 1931. $.1.00

"He discusses the existing confljct in the field of
education, the dissatisfaction with our present con
ditions on the part of the radicals and conservatives
alike, and a posBible solution of the problems."

Pp. 30-37: The Project Method.

Elliott, H. S., The Process of Group Thinking. New York,
Association Press, 1928. $3.00-

An outline of the processes by which democratic partic
ipation may De secured in the deliberations of groups,
.large ano. small.

____--....-' The W hy end. How of Group Discuseion. New York,
Association Press, 1923. Pamphlet outl:tning procedure.
-';, 25
~i' •

Ellwood, Charles A., \sychology of Human Society. New York,
Appleton, 1925. ~;'3.00

p.• 240: Decisions distinguished from compromise.
pp. 81-82, 152-153: Personal and group bases of re
sponse.
pp. 157-587: Group bond.

~'

~'

j

Farrington, D. Davis, Descriptive and Narrative Projects:
A textbook for College Classes, New York, Crowell, 1926.
$2.50

The application of the project method to the study and
practice of descriptive and narrative writing. See the
Foreword.

Follett, Mary, Creative Expe~ience. New York, Longmans,
Green & Company, 1924. $3.00

The book suggests that a way be sought by which desires
may interweave, a method by which the full integrity of
the individual shall unite with that of society.' It is
a plea for behavioristic sociology. She analyzes (1)
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what the persons in a social situation are doing, (2)
what they think they are doing, (3) what they say they
are doing.

pp. 180-181; 186-187: The same plea for discussion as
that made in Dewey's Demoorncy and Education.
pp. 171-172; 300-302: Conflict as the emergence of new
values.
P9. 156-178; 182-183: decisions distinguished from
compromise

The New state. New YorK, Longmans, 1918. $3.50------

The author shows the need of a,wide and systematic
study in order to be able to visualize the form of the
corning new state. It sugges~s the contradiction of
old and new ideas.

pp. 96-97; 186-194: Conflict as the emergence of new
values.

Fisher, Dorothy Canfield, Why stop Learn~nz: New York,
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1927. ~2.00

This book is a running commentary on the new conception
of education and the reB,ction of a fairly typical
American citizen to the idea of what education must
be. There is a prophetic tone In the book as the au thor
ventures to guess where education will lead us in the
future.

Kallen, Horace, Education, the Machine and the Worker,
New York~' New Republic Inc., 1925. ~~l.00

Hansome, Marius, World Workers' Educational Movements. New
York, Columbia University Press, 1931. $5.00

Methods of teaching in ,adult workers' 'education.
Problems in the methods of teaching.

p. 79:
p. 20i?:

Hader, John J., and Lindeman, E. C., What Do Workers Study?
New York, Workers' Education Bureau of America, 1929.
(Monograph 2) (i.35

Brief descriptions of courses at Ruskin College, London
Labour College, German Labor Schools, Brool:wood Labor
College, Commonwealth College, Work Peoples College,
Bryn Mawr Summer School, and Barnard Summer School for
Women Workers.
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A sincere discussion of the underlying preconceutions
of l!?bor educati on, the social and economic scene, the
~€ntal atmosphere and the institutional and oersonal
psychology in which it arises and to which it is apDli
ed, together wi th a cursory explenation of the history
of labor education.

Kilpatrick, "W. H., Educational Frontier, New York, Century,
1933. ~:i;2.60

A fine challenge to organized education in the midst
of world change.

Foundations of Method. New York, Macmillan,
--....1'""'9"'"'2"'"'6--.-q~2 .00

A text in teaching method in general

p. 197: Revaluing processes.

Lindeman, E. C., Social Discovery. New York, Republic
Publishing Company, 1924. ~l.OO

A combined philosophical and practical analysis of the
ability of educated human beings to consider what the
behavior of man in society really amounts to, with
emphasis upon th e importance of methodology in teaching
the social sciences.

pp. 92: 262-274: The eA~ert end lay experience.
C.hapter 12: "Discl.~ssion, Use of F8.cts, Point of

of View, Use of Langu ag'e and Power. II

PP. 300-329.
Chapter 6: "Group Conflict as the Laboratoryll

PP. 139-157.
pp. 193-197; 209-210; 220-221: In the discussion

of emotional complication of response these
pages deal with the group bond.

The Meaning of Adult Education. New York, New
----~R~e-p-u~b~l~ic Inc., 1926. $1.00

A well thought out statement showing how adult education
must find a group process through which intellectual,
moral and spiritual values giving direction and meaning
to life, may be found. '

p. 169 On method: the external ,tokens of education re
moved, allows the learning process to stand or fallon
its intrinsic merits.
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Overstreet, H. A., Influencing Human Beh8vior. New ¥ork,
People's Institute PUblishing Co., Inc., 1925. $.3.00

A stimulating book indicating how hUffi8n behavior can
actually be changed in the light of the new knowledge
gained through psychology.

pp. 163, 275:
pp. 175-176:
pp. 190-193:

Revaluation Processes.
Social differentiation.
Invasions of "self feellng ll •

I,

p. 177: Clique reactions.
pp. 129-132; 135-139: Stereotypes 3Il(1 slogans.

Plunder, Olga Law, Monograph on Methods of Teaching English
to Workers' Classes. New Yor$, Affiliated Schools for
Workers, 1931. $.25

Progres~ive Education, a magazine--The Progressive Eduyation
Association, ~vashington, D. C. Annual subscription ~~3.00

Articles dealing with progressive me~hods in workers'
education are occasionally published.

Report of the &~nual Conference of Teachers in Workers'
Education at Brookwood. A Survey of ten years. Brook
wood, Katonah, N. Y., 1931

The third. session of the conference ViaS on teaching,
te~tbooks, and materials for worl~ersf classes.

Robinson, J. H., The Humanizing, of Knowledge. New York,
George H. Doran Co., 1923. ~n.50 .

A resume of certain fundamental scientific conclusions
which eXDlain the fe.ilure of effective dis seminat ion
of scientific knOWledge in the past and point the way
to better results in the future.

The Mind in the Mclcing, The Relation of Intelligence .
---:-t-o--:::'S-ocial Reform. New Yorlc and London, H8.r:per & Brothers,

1921. $2.50

An essay on the efforts being made to raise men's thinking
onto a plane which may perhaps enable them to fend off or
reduce some of the dangers which lurk on every hand., .

pp. 40-:48: On rationalization. A kind of thinking
which lsstimulated when our beliefs and opinions are
chall:enged ~
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Rugg, Harold 0., Culture and Education in Americe., New
York, Harcourt, Brace, 1931. ;':;2.75

Chs.pter 18: "The New Curriculuo. II A sIr-etch of tb 0
studies in economic problems necessary for
unc1erstancUng of 1.:'1lrl reconstruction of the
socis1 order.

Chapter 20: "The TeachAr and Educetional Reconstruction."
He says tha.t creative leadership throuc-,;h a neVi race
of teachers is "the crux of reconstruction."

pp. 395-396: A book list, sug~ested as eSEential in
the librar~r of 8. "new teachers' college." Covers
sociology, government, new biographies, etc.

Rugg, HarolLl 0., and I>Tendenhall" J. E., Teachers' Guide fOl'
an Introduction to Americ8.11 Civiliz8.tion. Boston, Ginn
& Co., 1929. 0.10

Al though for grLlde 811(1 high schools, Ap1)endix C w0111cl
be useful on rr.ethods since it gives "s.n ab'jrGvi ",ted.
list of equipment for the well furnished social studies
laboratory. "

Chapter 2 gives fourteen economic themes of American
life suggestive for projects.

Russell, Bertrand, Education and the I',fIodern World. New
York, W. W. Norton & Company, 1932. 02.50

Chapter 14: Propaganda in education.

Philosophy. New York, W. "1[. Norton & Company,
--""I'!""9rl"2M"11 • *r2 •00 '

On Education, especially in early childhood.
London, G. Allen & Unwin, Ltd., 1926. 5 shillings

Aims of education and educational ideals. Useful
also in teaching adults •

. Sheffield, A. D., Creative Discussion (a Statement of
Method for Leaders and Members of Discussion Groups
and Conferences). New York, the Inquiry, distributed
by Associated Press and the Womans Press, 1927.
$.50

Truth and Falsehood.
The Validity of Inference.

ChaDtel~ 24:
Chapter 25:
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The chapter headings are a clear indic2tion of the use
fulness of this statement, namely: Discussion to C-et
Somewhere; Literatures Not Subjects to be StUdied;
Conference Not Debate, the Method; the Leader; The Use
of Facts and Authorities; The GrouD B-S a Clinic For
"Mind-sets"; Headhg For Discussion-Leaders, etc.

Joining In Public Discussion (Workers' Bookshelf
Series" Workers· Education 2urs,::m). New York, DorEm,
192°. ;;;. 75

A well planned, worke.ble p8mphlet for labor unions and
other discussion groups with suggested exercises at end
of chapters.

Chapter 5: How fact and ol)inion count in e.rgument.
Chapter 9: Thought--organiz~tion.

Training For GrouD Experience (a syllabus of
materials from a Laboratory Course for Group Leaders
Given at Columbia University in 1927).

DP. 21-24: "The Adult Stud.y Circle".
up. 79-82: "Questions of Method and Procedure."
pp. 97-100: "Pr:?:ctice in Discussi on Les,ding."

Smith, Hilda Worthington, Women Workers at the Bryn Mawr
Summer School. Affiliated Summer Schools for Women
Workers in Industry, 302 E. 35th St., New York, an': "
the American Association for Adult Ed.ucation, 41 East
42nd St., New York, 1928. ~~1.00

A history of the first seven years of a pioneer experi
ment.

Chapter v:
Chapter IV:

The warp and woof of learning.
New patterns in teaching.

Smith, Hilda W.-and Carter, Jean, \Vhat "is Workers· Education?
F. E. R. A. Emergency Education Projects, 1734 New York
Ave., Washington, D. C., 1934.

The best concise leaflet covering the question of methods
and plan for work~rs· classes in the United States, and
the emergency needs.

Thorndike, Edward L., Adult Learning. New York, the
Macmillan Company, 1928.
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A general statement upon vmich the early adult te2ching
based its faith, namely that adults with life experience
made able students.

Wolfe, A. B., Conservatism, Radicalism, and Scientific
Method, an essay on social attitudes. New York,
Macmillan Company, 1923.

An unbiased analysis of the sources, characteristics,
and the socio-ethical bearing of the three attitudes.

pp. 202-203: Decisions distinguished from compromise.
pp. 201, 215-216; 219-220:PersonE\1 and grmJ.p-h.:tses

of response.
pp. 35, 49, 229, 134, 173, 189, 54-60; 97-98: Reactions

of and to prestige.
pp. 171, 231-232: Blame--reactions.

Workers' Education Yearbook, 1924. New York, Workers'
Education Bureau of America, 1924. (Last volume
published)

The 1924 edition includes a complete renort of proceed
ings, third National Convention-of workers' education
in the United States. Some of this material is sugges
tive in method.

TEXTS FOR WORKERS' CLASSES

Histo'ry 2! the Labor Movement

i~Beard, Mary, A Short Histo!"J of the Labor Movement

*Budish and Soule, The New Unionism

Lorwin, Lewis L. The American Federation of Labor

*Palmer, Gladys, and Hourwich, Andria T., A Scrapbook
of the American Labor Movement (A pamphlet pre
pared by the Affiliated School for Workers).

Pe~lman, History of Trade Unionism in the United States

Saposs, David J., Readings in Trade Unions

·Saposs, David J., Left Wing Unionism

Ware,' .Norman, The Labor Movement in the United States
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Wesley, Charles H., Negro Labor in the United states

itWolfson, Theresa, The WomEm Worker and the Tl"ao.e Unions

Wolman, Leo, The Growth of American Tl"~de Unions

Labor Problems

Andrews, John, Labor Problems and Labor Legislation

*Chase, Stuart, The Tl"agedy of Waste.

Douglas, Paul H. and Director, Aaron, The Problem of
Unemployment

Douglas, Paul H., Real Wages in the United States

Douglas, Hitchcock & Atkins, The Worker in Modern
Economic Society

Fairchild and Compton, Economic Problems

Haber, William, Unemployment (A pamphlet)

Hardman, J. B. S., ~nerican Labor Dynamics

itpollak ant). Tippett, Your Job and Your Pay

i~Pollak, Katherine, Is There A Shrinking Week and a
Growing Wage

*Rochester, Anna, Wa~es in the United States (Rand
School Reprint)

*Warne , Colston, The Mysteries of Money and Banking
\A namohlet nrepared by The Affiliated School
for W~rkers). -

~ U.'S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Handbook of American
~ Trade Unions
~

..f!

i Government''1

"~
5 Beard,.Charles, The Rise of American Civilization
~
1

U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Monthly Labor Review

U. S. Bureau of Lauor Statistics, Handbook of Labor
Statistics
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Brooks, R. C., Political Parties and Electoral Problems

Calhoun, Arthur, The Worker Looks at Government

Carmen, Harry J., The Social and Economic History of
the United States. Part I

Fine, Nathan, Labor and Farmer Parties in the United
States

i~Laidler, H&rry, Public Ownership

*Macdonald, A. F., Americ2n City Government and Adminis
tration

McBain, Howard Lee, The Living Constitution

i·Plels Text Books, No.4, An Outline of Economic
Geography

*Pollak, Katherine, Why Bother About the Government?

*Rugg, Harold, Problems of A~ericen Government

Economic History of the United States

itBimba, Anthony, Histor-j of the .Lilllerican Working Class

*Carter, Jean, This Americe. (Brief Outllne of Iiter9ture
and bibliographies

*Douglas, Paul, Know America

Faulkner, Harold U., Economic History of the United
states

t

.'

Faulkner, Harold U., American Economic History

itOneal, James, The Workers in American History............... '

*Simons, A. M., Social Forces in American History

*Social Science Pamphlets, Mechanical Conquest of
America (Lincoln School, New York City) ,

.*.80c1al ,Sc1ence Pamphlets, Problems of American Indus
try and Business
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*Social Science Pamphlets, Problems of American Govern
ment

*Tugwell, Munro & Stryker, American Economic Life

Current Trends

Adamic, Louis, Dynamite

k~erican Labor Year Book 1932, 1933

"~Chase, Stuart, The New Deal

Chase, Stuart, Men and Machines

Chase, Stuart, Prosperity, Myth or Fact

Coyle, David, The Irrepreseible Conflict

Dunn, Robert W., Company Unions

~~Ilin, M., New Russia's Primer

Labor Bureau, Inc., The Facts for Workers (A ],'ionthly
Review)

Labor Fact Book 1931

,
I,

, !

Laidler, Harry, How .~erlca Lives (Pamphlet)

Laidler and Thomas, The Socialism of Our Times

Laidler, Harry W., New Tactics in Social Conflict;
symposium

'*MacDonald', Palmer, Wolfson, Labor and the !-i. R. A.

Soule, George, A Planned Society

..~ Thomas, Norman, The Viay Out

Warne, Colston, The World Economic Depression, A Study
of Ways Out (Pamphlet)

•i Parliamentary~
~

*Blanshard, Paul, How to Run A Union Meeting
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*Brookwood Pamphlet Series, Outline for a Short Course
in Parli~~entary Law and Public Speakin~

English

~rCarter, Jean, Tvlastering the Tools of the Trade

~~Coates and Vlolll, Wings Toward English (Leaflet)

~rColby, Josephine, Grammar for Grown-uD and Foreign
Pupils .

*Blunder, Olsa L., Monograph of Methods of Teaching
English to Workers' Classes

Science

~rBroVln, Louise, An Introdu ction to Science
(Three pamphlets)

The Behavior of Matter
The Relation of the Earth to Other Heavenly Bodies
Living l:Iatter, Its Naturae and Evolution

Neumcm, H. H., The Ne.ture of the Wor'ld 8.nd of Man

Pamphlet Material

An increasing number of pamphlets ere being written for
workers and cc:n be bought at low cost •. For sources end
lists of such pamphlets, write The Affiliated Schools
for Workers, 302 East 35th Street, New York City.

~~Texts that are starred are e9.sily read end recommended
for beginning students.
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